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KIHCCLLAnBOOT.

LIGHT PARASOLS
25 Cents.

$100 COLORED SILK $1.98.

These are two loti we hare marked
down for this week’s sales, and are
very much below actual cost.

THE MAINE STATE

Children's Parasols Only 14 Ceuta.

Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.6C
paid in advance, $2.00 a year,
a Advertisements Inserted in the “Maine Stats
Press” (which has a large circulation in even
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first In
serf ion, and 60 cents per square for each subse
quent Insertion.
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Sentenced for Bigamy.
Bridgewater, Mass., June 8#.—William
J. Kaiuey of East
Bridgewater, pleaded
guilty to bigamy today, having a wife at Sebago Lake, Maine, and another in Bridge-

marvel ol purity
powder
strength and wholesomeness.
More economical
than the ordinary kinds, aud cannot be sold tu
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold onlv in
tans. Koval Hakibo Powdkb
Co., 106 Wall St.
n.
jUyadi

generally easterly.

water, and was sentenced to three
State prison.
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Barometer. 29.86
Thermometer. 67.0
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Humidity. 94
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AND

present, and the exhibition was a very
fine one.
All of the speakers acquitted
themselves with much credit
The programme follows:

Fancy
—

464

Goods
AT

Observation.

—

CONCRESS

The Chariot Race.Lew Wallace
James L. Doolittle, New York,

Wind

STREET,

h

Zc

East port, Me 30.02

Jacksonville. 30.00
Atlanta. 30.00
New Orleans 29.91

pul on them that will move them with a tush.
It is my intention to remove mjr shoe business to
said store by August 1st, therefore the goods must
have prices to move them quick. Respectfully,

Cincinnati,o.
Pittsburg....
Buffalo, N.Y.
Oswego.

Cleveland....
Detroit.

29.86
29.86
29.86
29.80
29.66
29.80

Chicago, 111.. 29.76

W. P. GOSS.

Milwaukee... 29.72
Duluth, Minn 29.78
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St.Paul,Mum
St.
Louis,Mo

29.86
29.84
30.04

Omaha, Neb.
St. Vincent.. 29.92
North Platte 30.14
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lielief of Revolution!!rv Knlrlioru
Frank K. Llnscotl, Beston,
Voices of the

E. P.

s

tj
5

The Indians.
8tory
George H. Larrabee, Bridgton.
T,
The
New South.
Gradv
William T. Hall, Richmond.
Music.
V Indication of Ireland. Shell
Frank L. Smithwlck, New Castle.
Heroes of the Land of Penn.I.lnnard
P
Henry C. Hill, Cape Elizabeth.

s

>

—14
—2
0

....

Napoleon Bonaparte.CharleB Phbllps
Albert W. Tolman, Portland.
Without Master, Without Slave.ingersoll
Willard W. Woodman, Minot.

Music.
Address on Forefather’s Day.Prentiss
Alvin C, Dresser, Standlsh.
Meaning of the Declaration.Ingersoll
Marsena P. Smltbwick, New Castle.
Abraham Lincoln.
Fowler
Ernest S. Bartlelt, Faris.
Music.

The committee

follows: W. W.
Woodman, A. W. Tolman and W. T. Hall.
Class-Day exercises will take place tomorrow, and it is expected that the attendance
will be larger than for several
years past.
A large number of the Alumni are
already
In town, and many more will arrive
tonight
and tomorrow morning.

BUROETTORGANS.
TECHNICON.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

TUNING TO ORDER

SAMUEL THURSTON,
No. 3 Free Street Bloek, Portland.

ocl4
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REMOVAL!

CONj^TED

TWO TEASPOOHFULS OF THE LIQUID

MAKES A STROM 0 DELICIOUS
CUP OF COFFEE.
NOT A MANUFACTURED SUBSTITUTE FOR COFFEE, but the absolutely pure concentrated strength,
flavor and aroma of a Private Plantation Java, imported and controlled exclusively by us.
Economical for Table use as there can be
no

waste.

An exquisite

for Cakes.
Jellies, Custards, Confectionery, &c. Druggists*
it
as
a
unequalled
flavoring for Soda.
pronounce
Used in Iced Milk or Water it makes a delicious summer drink.
Dyspeptics can drink it
freely, as the harmful
existing in the
roasted Coffee Berry are by our process destroyed.
The Traveler by Rail or Steamer; the
Yachtsman; the Picnic Party; the Sportsman ; the Military in Camp ; the Business Man
or Clerk in Store or Office; the
Physician,
Lawyer and Clergyman: each and pv«»rv ran.
turner of Coffee at home or
abroad, can instantly
make with the aid of boiling water a
cup of Coffee
clear as wine and elegant in strength and fragrance.
Always packed in full quarts, pints and half-pints,
and guaranteed triple the strength and aroma
of any other pure extract, consequently the cheapest
for consumers to use. t or sale by retail grocers
flavoring

properties

n. F. THOMPSON,

Proprietor,

been Removed from No. 43 Temple Street, to

has

ua
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Monuments, Tablets, Gravestones and Monumental Work

generally.

at wholesale only by

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Best location in the city, and the largest
and best stock to select from. liemembor the name and number.

CHASE &

SANBORN,

Tea and Coffee

Importers,

BOSTON, NIAS8.
myl

•■>

_eo<II5t

TEMPLE ST. MARBLE WORKS, Remnants.
No. 22 Temple Street.

je»

1887

d:lw

Remnants.

1887

-

Fourth of July!

Fire Works, Fire Crackers, Cannon Crackers. Fire Baloons,
Torpedoes, Doable Header Crackers, Paper Cap Pistols, Paper Caps, French Cannons, Baby
•
Fire Crackers, new.
Agent* fur the American Cannon Crackers, report
us loud a* the largest Imported Cannon Crackers

Quincy Thorndike,
Townsend, New York; Mrs. ML. Horton and son of Hotel Oxford, Boston;
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Gerard, New York;
Mrs.

Mr.

Owing

to increase trade in our
Lotion Dress tioods Department
Ini vc made n great many ltcui>
Hants, and next Friday we shall
have fliciii measured and marked

Mrs. B. H.

Mr. and Mine. De Kenterskiold are to be the
guests of Mrs. Beach of Washington. D. C.,
here this summer. Mr. and Mrs. Watrons
will visit Bar Harbor

during their wedding
yact Republic.
The Rodick House was opened today.
The steamer Sappho has arrived from Bath,
and will make her first trip tomorrow,
tour on their

Woman’s Relief Corps.

Lewiston, June 20.—Next Thursday the
convention of the Woman’s Relief Corps of

Maine will be held in Auburn. It is anticipated that this occasion will be one of the
biggest in the history of the Relief Corps of
the State. Delegates from all sections of the
State are expected to be present.
A Hebron Citizen Dead.

Hebron, June 20.—John Moody, a prominent citizen of Hebron, died Saturday, aged

ready for sale.
good bargains.

Look

for

some

displays.

Farmington

to Have More

Light.
Farmington, June 20.—Farmington is to
follow the good example set by Watervllle,
Skowhegan, Dexter and other Maine towns,
and have the electric light. The Farmington
Electric Light Company was organized, Saturday, with the following officers. Presinent, Dr. Austin Reynolds; vice president,
Dr. F. O. Lyford ; secretary, Prof. Clias. F.
Warren; treasurer, HerbertH. Rice; directors, Philip W. Hubbard, Austin Reynolds,
Win. H. Cothren, F. O. Lyford and Charles
F. Warner.

“A Silver Dime is better than A Scrap Filling"

CHAS. DAY,

SS4

Congress

Street.
dlf

jelfi

Columbia
1

Should be

a

Smoker’s Maxim

The Best Cigars are made with Long Filler and are
free from M wraps.” broken bits of tobaoco from work*
men's benches) 6Ucks, and stems.

S.S.SUEFER&CO.’S

Bicycles!

N.&S.

IB VOU WAIST TUB BEST

get the Columbia. They lead In workmanship,
climbing hills, safety going down hill,
strength of material and fui durability in every
way.

G.H.
may 2 8

Middle St.
UMS0N,l77
___dtf

FELT TOOTH BRUSH.

ALWAYS

UNIFORM

OUALITV.

IN

BABY CARRIAGES.
Great reduction in prices for cash, or
quarter down and balance by the week,
-AT-

B. A, ATKINSON & CO’S,
Cor. of Middle and Pearl Sts.

No

iulrrunl

wh.rr

Having all the advantages of the old bristle Tooth
Brush and the following advantages over same:
More Cleanly-Perfect Polisher—If o Loos*

Bristles—Non-Irrltatlng

to the Gumsfor Use—En-

Powdered Ready
dorsed by the Profession.
For sale by all dealers in toilet articles, or by
mall UO cts., by

The Horsey Mf’g. Co., Utica, N. Y.
dim
jo2

WM. HI.
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Book, Card
—
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rxloriinl
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ran

MIN A It IPS LINIMENT
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Whatever the cause, be It KU K N or HKIIIXK,
NTKAINor NFUAIN, CUT or SCALD;
lie the suffering from Uontrnrtion. or (Swell,
ina.. liripe. or C'rnmp., in man or beast, (his
KINIi OF FAIN always cures. YACHTS.
Hit ami HOKNRItlliN Remember the name:
tniNAKD’s) I.INIMKNT.
Bottles only 26 cents. Sold by all druggists. Prepared by
NELSON A CO.. Ho.loii, .tin...
feblO TT&Stt 1 st.2dor4thpnrin
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Job Printer

31IHM

All!

STRAWS,

CUINTEBS’ EXCHANGE,!

97

#-»

Exchange St., Portland,

FINE JOB

PRINTING

A

Me.

SPECIALTY.

Ail orders by mall or telephone promptly atuovlleodti
Anded to.

An Immense assortment of Mens and Boys
Straw Hats, selling very cheap.

COE, the Hatter.
107 MIDDLE STREET

a

corpora-

Wednesday,

rectuy the contract.

The Water Company Is entirely composed
of citizens of the Diace, and is officered asfollows: President, Chas. W. Keyes; vice
president. Dr. Francis H. Russell; secretary,
Philip W. Hubbard; treasurer. Dr. J. J.
Linscott; directors, D. W. Austin, Charles
W. Keyes, Francis H. Russell, Philip W.
Hubbard and John J. Linscojt. The feeling
in favor of a system of water works is growing stronger as the merits of the water supply systems are better understood.
Accident at Sanford.
■Sanfoiid, June 20.— George H. Loudo had
his right hand cut off in a planing machine
at Goodwin’s box factory at Springvale thi s
afternoon.

cxi»t

HilOA B1XYH

—

propose to thoroughly light the streets of the
town, and to supply the stores with as many
arc lights as demanded.
Another strong attempt is being made to
supply for Farmington a system of water
works. The Farmington Water Company
have made a new contract with the assessors

to

ease for

Kxcry Columbia Bicycle and Tricycle Is fully
W A KM ANTED to be free from imperfections
In material and workmanship, and I will anree to
make good any breakage or detects In them not
caused by abuse or neglect.
For speed the Columbia Inis KEATEN Al.l.
THE Kmi ukos. Long distance tourists always ride Columbian. The 1887 machinesaie the
most beautiful and perfect ever made In any part
of the world. Call for new catalogues free.

The capital stock of the company is $5000,
and is composed of influential business men,
who have the town’s interest at heart. They

of the Village Corporation and
tion meeting is called for next

Fire at Calais.

Calais, June 20.—Fire tonight destroyed
the dwelling of William McCudlaugh on
Union Mills street. A large portion of the
contents were saved in a damaged condition.
The loss is estimated at $2000, partially covered by insurance. The building probably
eaught from a spark on the roof.
A

Conflagration at Lincoln.
Bangob, June 20.—Lincoln village is re
ported to be all on fire. A steamer has just
Pinkham's and
been sent from this city.
Bennett’s stores, and the Mansion House
were entirely burned.
Parker Nl. Hooper.
Rockland, June 20.—Captain John Darkness of Rockport, of the abandoned schooner
Parker M, Hooper, which was lost last
March on a trip from Havana to Boston, has
arrived home and is prepared to refute the
charges made by the mate of the vessel
which caused so much excitement several
weeks ago. Captain Darkness says that on
the fourteenth day out he encountered a
series of gales and hurricanes, which in the
beginning disabled the vessel badly, carrying away a part of the sails and rigging,
The Loss of the

to an Au-

Young Man,

Lewiston, June 20.—A young man named
Gray, living in Haskell’s block, Auburn,
was seriously,*if not
fatally,linjured by being
thrown from a bicycle on Main streeet, in
this city, yesterday. It is said Gray was
riding along; between the Lake Grove horse
and the sidewalk when a person darted
out from the sidewalk to take the
car, thus
disconcerting the bicyclist and causing his
fall. He was thrown over the head of the
machine to the pavement,
a
car

[

receiving
the head. He was picked

stunning blow

upon
in
an
up
insensible
condition and
carried to his home on the shoulders of men.
His physician this afternoon said that he

considered him in a very critical condition.
He had more hopes, however, than he had in
the morning, at which time he considered his
condition hopeless.
He
appeared to be
clearer and to show signs of reason. The
injuries are wholly about the head.
THE DEATH

OF

MARK

HOPKINS.

and

70 years and 8 months.

and leaves no fire liehlnd. Catalogues and prices
sent to the wholesale trade. Cities and towns furnished with

family,

Republican Department
to be

Clerks

Discharged.

Resolutions Adopted by the Boston
Association of Alumni of Williams

College.
Boston, June

20.—At a meeting of the
Boston Association of Alumni of Williams
College, held at No. 33 Pemberton Square today. Mr. W. T. K. Marvin presiding, the following minute was ordered to be entered on
the records, and a copy to be sent to Mrs.
Mark Hopkins:
The death of Mark Hopkins, theologian,
philosopher, teacher, is to every son of Williams a personal loss. His noble presence
has remained clear and distinct in the memory of students after scenes in their college
life have become dim and forgotten.
It has
stood to them for an influence, strong and
vital. He taught them to think, and by his
devotion to noble aims, as well as by his
counsels and prayers, he taught them to live.
He was a
city set on a hill that could not be
hid, and while he has been for half a century
a great figure in American
thought, ho lias
been in all that time the inspiration and the
friend of multitudes who now rise and call
him blessed. His students honor his memory, they mourn with his family, and they renew their devotion to the
college which he, a
master of workmen, hewed out of the mountains of New England.

DEATH OF JOHN T. HULME.
An Old andWell Known New

Hamp-

shire Journalist Cone.

Manchester. N. H„ June 20.—John T.
Hulme, one of the editorial staff of the Manchester Union, died in this city today, aged

44. Hulme was one of the best known newspaper men in tbe State, having been connetted with the Boston Herald as staff correspondent, and also upon the editorial force
of the Concord People and Patriot and Manchester Mirror and Union.
He had a large

experience

legislative reporter, having
been thus engaged at every session of the
legislature but one since 1874. Hulme leaves
a widow and six children.
as

BOSTON ALDERMEN
To Crant the Use of Faneuil Hall to
British Residents.

Boston, J line 20.—The aldermen refused
from their decision granting the
British residents the use of Faneuil Hall in
which to celebrate the Queen’s Jubilee. An
immense mass meeting of Irish residents tonight, in Faneuil Hall, protested against the
decision and appointed a committee to urge
Mayor O’Brien to veto it.
An overflow
meeting was held out doors, and great excitement was manifested.
to recede

Connecticut’s Credit High.
Hartford, Conn., June 20.—Proposals
were opened to-day for tbe new
3$ per cent.
$1,000,COO loan of the state, due in ten years

and probably earlier, at tile option of the
State Treasurer, highest number payable
first. An award was made of $500,000 at the
lowest numbers to the H2tna Life Insurance
Company at 103.27, and the second $500,CC0
to the Williamsburg Savings Bank, Brooklyn, N. Y., at 102.55. The total of the bids
was

nearly $7,000,000.

Mercury up to I I 6 in Illinois.
Bi.oomington, 111., June 20.—The heat
has been dreadful hereabouts for nearly a
week, culminating yesterday with a record
of 110°

in tlie sun at 3 p. m., and 90° in
houses usually considered cool. Saturday
evening the county was swept by a heavy
gale from the west. Grain ready to cut was
badly tangled by tho wind.
The Niagara Falls SuicideBuffalo, June 20.—Mr. Trigg, who comruitted suicide at Niagara
yesterday, was the
passenger agent of the Chesapeake & Ohio
railroad here.

He was
in his domestic relations and correcthappy
in his business hahits.
Not In the Jubilee
Race.

Hartford, Ct., June 20.—A

cable despatch received to-day from Caldwell H Colt,
owner of the American
yacht Dauntless*’
says lie is not in the English Jubilee

race**

Death of Daniel Pratt.

Boston, June 20.—Daniel Pratt, known as
traveller,” died to-dav■*’

•‘the great American
aged 78 years.

New

Number of I Pensions Cranted to

A

Maine

Washington,

People.

June

20.—Representative

Blount of Georgia, ouo of the most rigid
economists of the stick in the hark school,
lms been converted to the belief that a new
executive mansion is necessary. Mr. Blount
thinks that Cleveland will be hurt the most
on account of the flags’ Incident, because
tho circumstances destroy tho impression
that lie gives careful attention to every official act.
The Battle Flags.
The result of an interview with Secretary
Endicott as to the flags Is this: "1 have nothing to say on that subject. I know nothing
about it except what I have read in the papers. Cant. Dawson writes that he knew
nothing about the flags until he heard the
facts frem Gen. Drum.
The Department Investigation.
Senator Cockerell has already discovered
that he lias a gigantic task before him in con-

the examination of the methods emin transacting the governmental busin the departments. The mass of written statements for his
inspection and Information, If printed, Will make several
volumes.
lie
large
expects to call his committee together next week, when an attempt
will be made to divide the work
evenly
among the members. Senator Cockerell will
postpone his personal investigation
of tho departments until he has reviewed!
the reports now in the hands of tho committee.
Pensions for Maine People.

ployed
iness

probably

The following Maine pensions were granted today:
Mary D., widow of .Install Hopkins, Gardiner,
w dow of
Kreeu‘»u Haris, Wliitneyvine
Caroliae. widow of Cito Higgins, Oakland.
Charles Tripp, Mouth Woodstock, original.
Franklin Cunningham, Bradford, original.
George W. Hallowell, Monmouth Centre, origb

inal.

Abram L. Green (insane), Richmond, increase.
Stephen P. Chase, New Baldwin, increase.
Sebastian 8. Vose, Watervlllc, increase.
Sewall Phillips, East Bucksport, increase.
Dana B. l>ovejoy, Brooks, increase.
Brooks, iucrease.
^WMtoBussell,
Silas I Prague. Brooks, Increase.
Peter Wedge, Augusta, iucrease.
Charles F. Horne, deceased, Machias, restoration and
reissue.
William C. Warren, Lincoln, reissue.
Cole, Carroll, reissue and Increase.

Hanson

Weeding Out Republican Clerks.
Commodore Harney, who in the absence of
secretary Whitney construes the letter of
the latter, which has been
interpreted in
some quarters to mean that the
Republican
clerks will be retired,
says: “It does not
mean that any rude disturbance of the
present condition or any wholesale
turning out
of present
is
employes
contemplated. It
that length of service does not all
efficiency. It means that in the proreform heads must fall, and that
bo surprised if they are old
J?ob?dy
5?^
heads.
1 here are men in whom
length of
service produces only blue mold and obstinacy, and a presumption of superiority tD
orders and discipline.
It produces in some
means
mean

gress of

a diposition to criticise
and find fault
with new men, new methods or new ideas.
It produces in them a disposition to do
anything rather than work; they begin to think
they cannot be dispensed with, and when
they suffer the penalty of their own inefficiency they are astonished, and they point to
their length of service to prove how
great a
toss the department will sustain in
parting
with them. In my opinion, the
Secretary's
letter simplv means that the old men are not
always the best, and aKdeclaration that the
inefficient, no matter how antique, must
make room for better men.”

West Point’s Colored Craduate.

Alexander, the only colored graduate

of

V\*st Point, is here. He says that he was
treated by the < ffleers with absolute fairness
during his course. Young Alexander will
probably be asslgued as second lieutenant in
one of the colored
companies on the Western
frontier.

SUICIDE IN AN ALMSHOUSE.
A Famous

Inventor Shoots Himself
Through the Brain.

lia.NDOi.Pii, Mass.,

June 20.—Charles
years, (committed suicide by
snooting himself at the almshouse at u
o clock this morning.
Mrs. Sanford, the matron, stated that she heard a pistol shot, and
on instigation was just in time to see Mr.
Alden fire the second shot, which took effect.
Xbe ball entered the right temple, lodging in
the brain, causing instant death.
For the past few years Mr. Alden has resided in Gloucester, and was heard to remark that should he be obliged to end his
days in the almshouse that he would make
way with himself.
He was a well-known
man, having invented the process of condensing milk, evaporating apples (for which
he says lie received $2(0,CCO),
evaporating
fresh and making preserved liquid food.
I'D to the time of his deatn he was at
work on a
chemical salt for preserving
cooked fish. Mr. Alden was a native of the
town, and moved away in 1840, making his
home at Newburg, N. Y., at which place he
owned one of the finest residences.
lie was
at one time a member of the board of aidermen of New York
a
city, serving number of
terms. Mr. Alden has been for some time in
health and lost his money in speculapoor
tion.
-T*uc“, ageu

<o

A Crash at a Church Dedication.
Buffalo, N. Y., June 20.-At the dedication of the new Polish Church
yesterday
afternoon a platform on which were seated
the clergy and invited guests fell iu with a
crash, carrying with it more than a hundred
men, women und children.
The immense
crowd of spectators surged around the
platform and the police were for a time
powerless to aid the victims of the accident. The
total number of those hurt was
placed at 20
the police-two fatally—but the
injuries
of many were of a slight character.

by

Mysterious and Serious Accident to
a Boston Clerk.
Marlbobo, June 20.—George Stevens of
Mart boro, one of the clerks of R. H. White
& Co., Boston, left his home
Saturday evening to spend Sunday in South Framiughaui
where his wife was visiting. He failed to
appear. Some time later Stevens was found
lying in an unconscious state near the tracks
on the Boston & Albany railroad.
He has
partly recovered consciousness this morning,
but not enough to tell how the accident happened.
The Anti-Poverty Society.
New York, June 20.—The Anti-Poverty
Society meeting at the Academy of Music
tonight was addressed by Rev. Ur. McGlynn,
Rev. llngb o, I’eutacost of Newark and
The
big building was
Henry George.
crowded and Irving Ilall was filled with
the overflow, which the speakers also ad-

dressed.

Salvation Army Meetings.
Laconia, N. II., June 20.—The third day
of the Salvation Army
campmeetings in the
Methodist grove attracted about ICC) people.
Four services have been bold, in
charge of
Gen. Moore of Brooklyn, assisted by Major
Holz of New London, Conn. The Second
Crusade Band of New York furnished the
music. Thera lias 1 ippn
verts today.

a

mimhar

nf
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To Celebrate Its Semi-Centennial.

New York, June 20.—The Amherst Chapter of Alpha Delta Phi, the oldest chapter of
this college Greek letter society in New England, celebrates this year at Amherst commencement the semi-centannial of its foundation. The exercises will take place June
28, the leadiug public event being a memorial
address by Rev. Dr. R. G. Storrs of Brooklyn. Bishop P. D. Huntington will preside.
Nlr. Beecher’s Successor.
New York, June 20.—The Commercial
Advertiser alleges that several officers of
Plymouth Church informed its correspond
ent yesterday that Rev. Charles Stowe, pastor of a large Congregational church at
Hartford and nephew of Air. Beecher, would
undoubtedly he called to the pastorate of
Plymouth Church.

Foreign

Notes.

Earthquakes were felt yesterday in Smyrna
and the island of Scio.
A mob set fire Sunday to the Jewish
quarter of the town of Suua Sgerdahely iu Hungary. The quarter was almost entirely destroyed, and one hundred and twenty-five
families were made homeless.
Coffee Again Booming.
New York, June 20.—The coffee market
this morning opened very strong, nearly one
cant and a quarter over the closing prices of
Saturday. On the first call the bidding from
the start became sharp and soon ran the
points up from ICO to 125. This was caused
by the very favorable reports from Havre,
which showed an increase of 100 to 125
points. In sympathy, New York followed,
and by 11.30 a. m. the sales were 22.5C3. Sales

SHARP'S TRIAL.
The Defendant’s
Imprisonment Has
No Bad Effects on Him.

England League

PRICE

William Minister, plumber.
Co., llaitmakers.
Maryoul 4
Halfway 4 Hons, piano.
Koclter 4 Co., furniture ami carpets.
Break tiope 4 Mender, china and ;tab!e
mes-.
Pietro Parcbesl, collation at launching
..

Continuation of the Examination of
the Witnesses.

BASE BALL.

men

mer

Please call and hear the matchless tones of those,
beautiful Instruments.

as

Probable Fatal Accident

News From Bar Harbor.
[Special to the Press.)

Bar Harbor, June 19.—The tide of sumvisitors is slowly but surely setteling toward the East. Forty-five passengers arrived
on the steamer Mount Desert
Wednesday,
most of whom are summer residents.
The
Hotels Lyman and Marlborough
opened
their doors to tourists Friday of last week.
Among the recent arrivals are: Miss M. L.
Balcb, Boston; Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dennison, Miss Linzee, Mr. Ed Samuel. Dr. Chapman and family, Philadelphia; Mrs. G. M.
Ogden, M. C. Lea and wife, Baltimore; J. P.
Norris, New York; Miss Edith Lombard,
Boston; Miss Beach, New York; A. K.
Jones, New York; N. S. Shaler, Cambridge,
Mass.; Misses Anthorn and Mine. Tissot,
New York; J. Arthur Beebe, Boston; and
C. Morton Smith and family, Philadelphia.
Among the guests who are expected here the
coming summer are: W. S. Gurnie and
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A DANCEROUS BICYCLE.

MAINE.

PIANOS !

More

CiLf^ffiiSfa!iJ5¥HSK}

continue to be brisk. The utmost confidenci
prevails in the market and all rumors of an
other approaching panic are largely dis
countenanced. Arnold <Sfc Co., tne coffee
firm that went to the ground in the recen
panic, made a partial assignment to tiieii
out of town creditors this morning.

Secretary Endicott Pleads Ignorance
About the Battle Flag Matter.

..

burn

*

Mass.

Dead.—Gumming
.George F. Gary, East Maclilas.
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This is i closing out sale that means business and
every article will be sold at some price, including
STORE FIXTURES.
This slock needs no recommendation, being universally acknowledged one of the best east of Boston.
Mrs. Cryden will supe rlntend the sale, assisted by
all the old clerks.
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ence

(June 20, 1887,10.00 P.M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
at all stations.

Place of

to

Brunswick, June 20.—The prize speaking
of the J unior class took place this
evening
in Memorial Hall. There was a
large audi-

—

Tbemio’ter.

Exhibition-Other
Notes.

[Spocial

FROM WASHINGTON.

ducting

Prize

164.0
94

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

—

in

BOWDOIN COMMENCEMENT.

..
NE
|8E
Weather. Threat Clear | Cloudy
Mean daily bar...29.93 Maximum ther....63.(5
Mean dally ther..67.7
Minimum ther....64.7
Mean dally d’wpt.56.3
Max. vel. wind. ..10 8
Mean dally hum. .91.81
Total precip.09

MILLINERY

years

P M

ne.o

50.0
86
SE

Wind

aplOsntf

MRS. DRYDEN’S
—

WEATHER.

Washington, June 21.
The indications for New England and
Eastern New York are fair weather, with
slight changes in temperature, and winds

ClairvoyanfandBotanic Physician

given

communications to

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CD.

_l«2l__Hit

Dr. Heed treats all chronic diseases that flesh Is
belrto; all coses that are given up as incurable
by the allopath..- am! homoeopathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. 1 Bud
about four-filths of the cases
up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-oent stamp and (2.00. Examination at the
office (1, and consultation free.

PRESS,

year; if

See large advertisement on last page
of this paper.

93 FRANKLIN

•nd starting the rudder head.
Each sue
ceeding day weakened the vessel in somi
part. The rudder unshipped and was lost
the large boat was swept away, both house:
were broken in and filled with water.
Th<
bulwarks were stove in and the rails carriec
away, and the pumps were worked everj
half hour. Every effort to work the jurj
rigging ana rudder failed to save the vesse
from destruction. After every possible ef
fort to do so had been made and having beer
seventeen days without a rudder, and belnj
satisfied that she could not survive anothei
gale, Captain Uarkness sighted the bars
America and asked to be taken off.
Sc
rough was the wind and sea at that time
that the crew of the bark was unwilling tc
make the trial
but
the earnest
at
persuasion of their mate, Peter Pallio, who
took to the boat with them, and two trips
were made to the Ilooper,
Captain Harkness
and wife being the last to leave. The Hoopei
was abandoned in latitude 38.69
north, longitue 60.53 west.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Published every day (Sundays excepted) by tin
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
at 97 Exchange Street, Portland. Me
Terms- Eight Dollars a Year. To mall sub
■crlbers, Seven Dollars a Year.ll paid In advance
Rates of Advertising—One Inch ol spact
the length ol column, or twelve lines uonparie
constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square, daily, first week; 76 cents pel
week after; three Insertions or less, $1.00, con
tlnulng every other day after firstorweek, 60 cents
Half square, three insertions
less, 76 cents
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements" and “Auctio*
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three inset
tlons or less. 11.60.
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Sharp’s

LOWELLS, 6; PORTLANDS, 4.
Poor base running lost the game to the
Portlands yesterday, although hard luck and
a couple of doubtful decisions made the defeat more certain. But they would have
overcome the latter had they used more judgment in base running, and notwithstanding
the visitors outfielded them, they would have
batted out a victory. But they ran foolishly
at times, and it happened to be times when
they had commenced to pound Burns, the
Lowell pitcher, in good shape. The Lowells
were in rather a crippled
condition, Higgins’
sore hand causing him to
lay off, Sullivan
playing second, and McGunnigle’s lameness
preventing him from playing in the field. Ills
place was filled by Plummer, tli* team’s
pitching phenomenon.
Burns pitched a
good game, but was saved a pounding several times by the above mentioned base runGuinasso supported him finely.
ning.
Clarkson was very effective, the Lowells
earning but one run off bis delivery. Tnayer
split his finger in the first Inning, so that he
was obliged to retire, and
Duffey was called
in from right field to catch, which he did in
an excellent
manner, Quinn taking his place

Damaging

Now

78
1<>
76

Lady.

“• BH- 8B-
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E.

6021131

4
3
4
4
4
Duffey.c. 4
Lufbery, ss. 4
Clarkson, p. 3
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stuck a row of peas 40 feet

Innings.1 23460789

Low<dls;.1
Portlands.O

2000021 x-C
Olooio’ao— 4
Earned runs-Portlands, 3: Cowells, 1. Left
on bases—Portlands,
0;
First
Lowells, 7.
base on errors—Lowells, 1. First base on balls—
Portlands 2; Lowells, 3. Struck out—Portlands,
1; Lowells. 2. Passed balls—Duffey, 1. Double
plays—Hartnett and Shtnnlck; Sullivan and Hartnett; Plummer and Sullivan. Time-2h. 10m.

evening their bodies

Umpire— Phlnuey.

were

recovered.

»»nf(»rt.nin

nnu<k

1_AW

A

a^a

—-ZZZ*

.—’—T

score:

Innings.1 23466789
Lyons.3 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 x—10
Lawrences.O 02 100100—4
Base hits—Lawrences. 8; Lvnns. 10.
Errors—
6: Lyn“s’ 6" ^hers-Fitzgerald,

pfsh^Devlln

MANCHESTEItS, 9; BOSTON BLUES, 5.
In the game at Manchester,
yesterday.

Doyle’s timely batting, one handed catches
by T. McDermott and Sheehan, and Gardner’s second base playing were the best
features. Both pitchers did well. Gardner
was lined 835 by Umpire
Lynch. Following
is
the score:

Innings.1 23466789
Mancliesters.O 01033110—0

Boston Blues.2 01001010— 6
Earued runs—Manchesters, 2. Two base hits—
Trask, T. McDermott. Dunn. Burns. Base hit.
71jJi 1 Blues, 8. Errors-Manchesters, 12; Blues, 12. Pitchers—Person and Burke.

SALEMS, 7; HAVEIUIILLS, 0.
The Haverhills and Salems played the
most exciting game of the season at Haverhill yesterday afternoon, resulting in eleven
innings. The Salems played a fine up-hill
game. Demarls pitched wonderfully steady
and effective. An error by Say let in the
winning run. The score r
Innings... 1 2 3 4 5 0 7 8 llluil
Salems.1 00101210 0 1— 7
Haverhills ...3 1100000100—6
Base hits—Salems, 10; Haverhills, 11. Errors-

Sal.eEs’J}3;
and
Madden.

Haverhills,

13.

Pltchers-Bemarls

STANDING OF THE N. E. LEAGUE.
Per
Won. Lost. Ct.
Won Lust
Portland
30 10 .760 Lynn
20 24
Maucli st’r 28 14 .006 I,awrence 17 21
Bos. Blues 23 14 .021 Haverhill
11 28
Lowell
23 14 .021 Salem
0 33

Per
ct
454

.447
.282

.163

Other Games.
AT AMHERST.
2 3 4 5 0
7
14 15

Innings.1

Amherst.3

7 8
11

9
x—23

Browns.0 0030200 x- 5
At Bridgeport— Brldgeports, 3: Hartford*.
0

At

Baltimore—Brooklyns. 5; Baltimore.*, 3.
At Cincinnati—Cincinnati*, 8; St.
Louis, 4.
Notes.
Games today—Portlands at Lawrence,
Lynns at Haverhill, Manchesters at Boston,
and Lowells at Salem.
Jack Manning has been doing
great batUng for the Blues, and is one of the best
hitters In the team.—Herald. Manning has
played in 34 games, and in 157 times at bat
has made 45 hits. His average Is .286—a
good
average, but nothing remarkable for an exleague player.
Lowe"ll has signed a new pitcher. His
homo is John F. Loach. He was signed
with the New York
club, who put him on
the reserve list, which did not suit him, and
hence the Lowells secured him. He is a left
handed twirler, with a good record, lie will
probably pitch his first game with the
Lowells at Salem today.
i be Portlands now all have tall hats furnished by Somers. Those who have not
already earned one with a home run expect
to do so before the season is over.
lhe Westbrook Seminary nine defeated
the Lagles of Morrill’s Corner last Friday,
and now they have challenged them to
play
another game Thursday on the Seminary
grounds. The game will be called at 2.30
o clock.
Thayer says his injury is one of the worst
lie has sustained In base ball. Ills
finger Is
split badly neat the first joint, but it will not
lay him up but a day or two.

a

WANTED—Employment in any honorable cawhere living wages can be earned.
Advertiser was formeriy a gentleman.
Address J.
T.
this office.

pacity

These two paragraphs tell in a few words
the story of a man who aimed at a romance
and lilt a drama, who put wheat in the hopBoth of
per and found bran in the bln.
these seemingly commonplace paragraphs
were penned by the same hand.
The first
appeared in a marine journal in January,'
1886, and the latter in a daily paper almost
exactly a year later. The author of them
was J. Tarleton Caulkttght, who figured for
a twelve moDth in the
newspapers as “a
prominent member of the Way Back Yacht
Club and owner of the fast schooner yacht

Grasshopper.”
Caulktight struggled through his boyhood

farm somewhere in the wilds of WestHe ate mush and milk at
his father’s board uutil he got so old that the

on a
ern

Pennsylvania.

name

“Jimmie,” applied

to him

by his

parand he

ents, grated Harshly on hU ears,
started out to dig the basement of a fortune
on his own hook.
As James T. Caulktlght
lie found a place yawning for him In a Pittsburg “dry goods palace," and he would
doubtless have been measuring calicoes and
selling pins yet had not his father died and
lefthim a snug little fortune of *75,000 in

cold cash.
Mr. Caulktlght was ambitious to shine in
some capacity, and with such n
lining for
his pockets he saw no reason
why he should
not cast rays in New York. Hither hecame,

therefore, and began to look about for a most
advantageous way to dispose of his sheckels.
As it happened, among the first persons he
met in the metropolis, was a young man
who,
though not wealthy, had by some hook or
crook been made a member of the Way Back
Yacht Club.
Though not a yacht owner
lumself, this young
the sport, and in

over

vailed

man was enthusiastic
a short time had pre-

upon Caulktlght that to make his
in New York he must own a yacht.
Having satisfied the membership committee that he had money enough to entitle him
marts

to he called a
gentleman,’* he was at once
eurolled as J. Tarloton Caulktlght on the
books of the Way Back Yacht Club. Almoat before he had learned the difference hetweeu a keel and a deck, he had been inveigled into buying the plans and specifications of a big schooner yacht,
by a naval architect, with a plausible story, and had paid
*2000 for them.
He was advised that the
cheapest way to get the boat built was to advertise for bids.
He was rather appalled at
the prices demanded, but being assured
by
friends that, with such a vessel as the
plans
called for, he could win enough prizes to
pay
the expenses of running her, and
probably
sell her when he wanted to for a good deal
more thau she cost him, he decided not to
waver from his original intention.
A contract was signed, and in three months the
Grasshopper, a keel schooner, 134 feet over
all, 120 feet water-line, 24 feet beam, 14 feet
depth of hold, and 13 feet draught of water,
was ready to go into commission.
Her cost
up to tills time had been over #50,000, divided
m about this way:
A.

Fairy Jones, designer.

*2 500

Henry Glance hay. builder. 33,000
J. Gentleman Sham, superintending construction.
J-T.SUibblns, spars.
A. toft, rigger.
John M. Woodcutter, racing and cruising

o

BOO

1,200
2,500

4,600

Number

of

Smyrna

Laborers

Explosion

of

at an

average expense each

time

Most yachts m use around New York are
fitted with racing rigs, which are never
changed.
When a deep water cruise is contemplated, it Is necessary, in most instances,
to reduce the sizes of spars and
sails, and
tills entails a considerable outlay. For the
ocean race the Coronet ami Ihtuutless were

THE COFFEE CRASH.

History

of a

Remarkable Movement
Up Prices.

to Force

[Boston Commercial Bulletin.]
The crash on Monday ended one of the
most remarkable and successful bull movements In coffee ever undertaken. The advances began in January, 1886, upon purchases by the New York houses of Joseph J.
O’Donohue
Son, W. H. Crossman & Co.,
Siegfried, Gruner & Co., and their immediate following. They were followed by numerous heavy bankers
and speculators of
Havre. Coffee was ruling from 64 to 7 cents
per pound in New York, the lowest price
ever known owing to the large crops of
previous years and the bad state of the Brazilian
finances which had demoralized exchange
and values generally. The syndicate bought
with the idea that the demoralization in values and the low prices could not last and
also upon reports that the coming crop, that
Is, the crop of 1886-87, which would begin to
come in July, 1886, would be a small one.
The coffee they bought averaged them
about 74 cents per pound.
The syndicate
was strong in capital and began to force
up
the market and in spite of strong resistance
were able to do so.
The floating of a Bra*“* ******

3UUUIJ
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rise

about 4 cents and with it went the price of
coffee. This syndicate kept control until
when the price reached 14 cents and
April
when it was apparent the 1886-87 crop would
be equal if not greater than that of the previous year. Then they sold, clearing about
t>4 cents per pound, or it is said about $3,000,000.
BRAZIL BULLS.

Then the Brazilian syndicate, composed of
speculators and commission houses In Brazil,
and their representatives in New York, bebuying, and shoitly forced the prices up
) 18 cents, and from that to 231 cents.
This
they did in face of the fact that the receipts
for eleven months of the crop year 1886 87,
or from July 1, 1886, to June 1,1887, were
5,763,000 bags against a total of 5,330.000 bags
for the crop year 1885-86, 6,230,000 for the
crop year 1884-85, and 5,073,000 for the crop
year 1883-84.
They bought upon the statement of a 60
per cent shortage In the crop of 1887-88. Up
to 18 cents it is believed that they made money, but above that they have been obliged to
buy and hold coffee, and are now understood
to be carrying 700,000 bags. If the next crop
does show a shortage of 60 or 30 per cent,
the Brazilian syndicate can make money, but
if the crop is up to the average they will lose.
As about six-sevenths of all the coffee
used in this country is Kio, the market for
mild coffee generally closely follows that of
the liio. But the break in the Kio market
this week lias not caused a drop of any consequence in mild. Borne holders of mild who
were caught in the Kio break, sold in order
to get money, but ninety per cent, of the

San

holders have held firmly.
Though Maracaibos and Central American
coffees generally are in rather light supply,
they would probably drop if Rio broke further as they owe their advances to the rise
in Kio, they being in good demand as mixers
and substitutes for Rio and consequently
rose

with it.

Javas, however, occupy a different position. They are independently strong. The
last crop of Javas which is fully harvested
shows a loss of 40 per cent, from the
average
of previous crops and the new crop which is
just beginning to come into the markets at
Java, will. Ills claimed, only be about one
half as large as the last,
owing to a wldespread leaf disease and the deterioration of
the soil* because ol continued cultivation.
Mochas are also
independently strong and
American importers are holding at high

prices.

and the

Killed

by

an

Damp-

Fire

Irish women.
Leading European newspapers contain articles reviewing Victoria's
reign. The German papers are especially
warm In their comments.
Warm traditional
friendship between the two courts and the
sympathy awakened in Germany by the

Queen s sincere affection for Prince Consort,
naturally bringing the festival closer to the
hearts of Germans than to others.
1 he joint Jubilee gift to the Queen from all
her children and grandchildren will be a
gold and silver centre piece for a table
adorned with precious stones. It was executed in Berlin.
It comprises three parts,
resting on a base in the centre of which are
the British arms, bearing the legend, “her
children and grandchildren to our beloved
mother and grandmother." The middle
portions consist of a vase adorned with the
arms and
of the donors. It has a
portraits
solid gold lid surmounted by the royal crown
To the right and left respectively are a lion
and a unicorn.
..Theexcrdses attending the celebration of
the jubilee continued to-day in all business
centres of the country. The corporations by
the London order of exercises,
forstalllpg
will enable their officials to be present at the
services in Westminster Abbey.
The proi*vprvwh»r«

tfranimps

n»g»

simitar

i*.

•

.......

ter.

Thanksgiving services, local review* of
volunteers, municipal banquets, children’s
fetes, illuminations, etc.
A
private rehearsal was held In Westminster Abbey today in the presence of the Archbishop of
Canterbury, Dean of Westminster and a

number of court officials. The Earl of Lathorn, Lord Chamberlain, of Her Majesty’s
household, and other state officers assisted.
Vienna, June 20.—Later particulars show
that the recent ferry accident on the Danube
was much worse than first
reported. The
boat was fearfully overloaded, having 400
persons on board. It is stated the boat man
was intoxicated.
There was a panic on the
boat. Abbe Szpies jumped overboard and

swam ashore with a child, but died an hour
afterwards from a ruptured blood vessel.
The bodies recovered gave evidence of fearful death struggles In tattered clothes and
the distorted features. It is estimated that

there were over 200 drowned. So far there
have been 200 bodies recovered. The recognition of the bodies by friends on the shore*
is attended with heartrending scenes.

*

Madras, Jun 20.—Today was observed as
a holiday in honor of the Queen’s Jubilee.
The governor unveiled a statue of the
Queen
and the city was illuminated this evening.—.
Wellington, New Zealand, June 20.—
Today was observed as a holiday tnroughout
New Zealand. Enthusiasm prevails
everywhere, the natives sharing in the celebration. The governor held a levee. Volunteers and public societies paraded. Athletic
sport and children's festivals were held tonight. There were also Ulumlnations.thanksgivlng services, balls, concerts, etc. The
festivities will last three days.
Pietebmabitzbubo, Natal, June 20.—
Thanksgiving

services were

held today.In

honor of the Queen's Jubilee.
Afterward
the governor reviewed the troops. A number of children’s festivals were held. In the
evening the town was illuminated.
On
Wednesday 3000 Kaffirs will have a Joy dance
in the presence ol the governor.
Paris, June 20.—An explosion of fire
damp in an iacomplete railway tunnel gap
today killed 12 Italian laborers and wounded

thirty-five.

THE STATE.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

-uTl!e^,are

601 Braves in the
the soldiers Home at Togus.

Cemetery

The Kennebec Journal says that the
crop promises to oe an enormous one.

ol

hay

The Halloweli Register says Rev. Mr.
Chase ol the Halloweli Classical School, he*
received conditional pledge* to the amount
txm iu aiu or

me

insuiuuun,
a

visit the friends who manifest
tneir support.

smuo^ed,
OX 8100.

to

London, June 20.—The Prince of Wales
and his sons met ;tbe Duke of Aosta, the
Grand Duke of Saxe Coburg Gotha and
Prince Hohenlobe on their arrival in London, Sunday. The streets of the city were
thronged with people eager to see the jubilee preparations and to catch a
glimpse of
the foreign royal visitors.
The German
Crown Prince and his family passed the
day
at the Marlborough House with the Prince
of Wales. They attended services in Chapel
Royal where most of the Jubilee guests met.
Jubilee services were held throughout the
kingdom, Sunday. The Marchioness of
Londonderry will present to the Queen a
casket containing 130,000 signatures and 3700
pounds in cash as a Jubilae offering from

ui

Large

[New York Tribune.]
In the two advertisements which follow,
apparently hnving so little In common, Is
contained briefly the preface and sequal to
one man’s history for a year:
WANTED—Bids for bulMiug schooner yacht
120 feet on water Hue. Plans and
specifications
can be obtained by
addressiag J. T. cT. this office.

Felt In

give it

RUINED BY A YACHT.
What It Costs to Buy and Run
Pleasure Craft.

People

with

Island of Scla.

the necessary complement of men, Thi:
the monthly wage list that stared him It
the face the next time he went aboard:

LYNNS, 10; LAWRENCES, 4.

Lawrence was again defeated by Lynn, at
Lawrence yesterday afternoon, through her
weakness in the pitcher’s box. Fish was
given a trial for four iqnings. lie was easily
hit, when Fitzgerald went in, and though
making many errors, did well. Two wonderful stops by Corcoran and the fine work
of Murphy on third were the features. The

Earthquakes

was

<A»

Thronged

Celebrate the Quoen'e Jubilee.

came the
some futile
as

GENERAL NEWS.

Sunday two men rowed out to the middle
of Lake Contrary, at St. Joseph, Mo., and
went in swimming. Their boat drifted away
and the swimmers became exhausted.
Two
men with two women in their boat
passed
them and to them they appealed for aid, but
hrough false modesty tne boatmen rowed
of leaving the men to drown. Later in the

London

14i t

long.

3
11

——-

hiring of the crew. Afte
attempts to get somi
good-looking as fils yacht, Caulk
tight finally engaged a sailing-master an<
gave hint authority to provide the boat witl i

clineu

Rockland, Mass., June 20.—Mrs. Caroline Chandler, aged 92, residing on Liberty
street, on June 9 hoed 40 hills of beans and
the next day hoed 40 hills of potatoes and

FOREIGN.

2,00 ,

—

PORTLANDS.

CENTS.

2,00 )

Second mate.
New Yoke, June 20.—Jacob Sharp’s con5<
finement in Ludlow Street Jail seems to Two quartermasters at
7<
8Ca,m!“ »t »30.
have had no bad effect upon him. lie was
641.
quite cheerful when hs appeared this morn- Cabin cook.
*»,
Forecastle cook..V.'.V.'.'
ec
ing before J udge Barrett in court. Secretary Mess
boy.
nr
T. F. Mac Lean, Sharp’s secretary, was re- Cabin boy."""
3f
called, and testified to the transfer of a certiTotal per mouth.*1,14*
ficate of 9520 shares of Broadway Koad to
A few
later a bill running somethin;
Sharp, and also that it was the only certifi- like this days
was handed to the Grasshopper!
cate Issued. lie said he hadj never seen any
owner:
Two uniforms for sailing master.
of the Broadway bonds In Sharp’s pos*8€
Four uniforms for mates.
12(J
session.
Forty-two uniforms for crew. 1,200
John H. 1’entz, one of.tbe Broadway Sur- Two uniforms for steward.
6<i
Two uniforms for cabin
40
face Koad Directors, next testified that he
boy.
voted for the two issues of bonds referred to,
Tot»1-..
but he did not know who offered the resoluCaulktight quickly gained the reputation
oi owning one of the Handsomest
tions. who were present at the meetings,
yachts in
*“® °ldb s fleet, and the number of
whether the bonds were issued or not, or
people
who claimed him as a friend grew se
who got them if they were issued. He unrapidly
derstood that Mr. Sharp got them, but that that he found it difficult to recognize their
faces, to say nothing of their names.
was only heresay.
He
William Bird was recalled to testify to his
«
?1?,08,1 repented of having sunk so much
of
his little fortune in a boat; but when he
action as Director of the Broadway Surface
began to reap his reward in popularity, he
Koad. Mr. Soshay asked him to be a direcforgot bis finances and started in to have a
tor. Ho was certain that the resolutions ofgood time. No grass was allowed to grow
fered in the Broadway directors’ meeting
on the
were passed without debate.
Grasshopper s bottom' She was kept
As treasurer
in the field.
ho signed the bonds of the road In the libra- moving all the time, and her cabin was alThe Lowells scored a run in the first inn'ng
ways
of
Scribner
and
Iiobinson,
and
occupied by a dozen or more of her
Bright,
ry
on lilts by Cud worth and
alleged friends. They were not long
Kennedy, and two they were put in a safe in the office. He saw owners
more in the second on a base on
in
him hew they liked to be entertwo
them
teaching
balls,
again in the latter part of June, 1885,
hits, a put out and a wild throw by Schoetained ; and when they sat at his table,
when Hayes signed them as trustee and
they
tney ate and drank such
neck. In the third they had a man on third
were nut hack in the safe.
Here it was adthings as kings are supwith on y one out, but failed to
him in" mitted by both sides that the bonds were is- posed to snbslst on. No regatta or cruise ocbring
anu in the fourth with men on
curred without the
second and
sued and delivered to Sbarp in the latter
Grasshopper as a starter
third Guinasso hit a long high fly, which
aud although she was
of June, 1885, the defence excepting to
not as fast as Caulkpart
had
tight
---—-V.UBJH,
the materiality of the evidence.
expected, she did have one walkiJumuy UlU 1(10
side. In the seventh Cudworth lilt
over
aud
won
a
John HJ Seines was recalled and testified
pewter mug.
safe, and
Dickerson fumbled the ball, so that he took to Substantially
When the season closed In northern waters
the same things with r.*fI.r
second. Hartnett had already reached third
a cruise along the Southern
ence to his actions as a director of the Broadcoast and to Berand was
put out on Kennedy’s hit to Clark- way Surface Road, as the previous witness, muda was arranged. Caulktight had a royal
son. With men on first and
second, Guinasso Lawyer John A. Scribner was also recalled good time, and all went well with him until
hit a fly which dropped at the right field to
HO tonally dOOldwl t.n l»V th« nrauahiiimnr ■ n
testify to his action as a director. Either
foul line. The umpire declared it a safe
hit, Mr. Foshay or Mr. Kerr requested him to act lor a season. Then it was that the bills beand botli men scored, but those who were in
to pour in, and then it was that lie disgan
as a director.
X have no doubt but that I
a good
position to see said it was a foul. It drew the resolution directing the application covered that he was poorer by a good deal
was a close decision, but the ball was eviw”en *le began
for an appointment of commissioners to seselling ribbons by tho
dentlv a foul, although the umpire declared
yard
cure the road through the street,
The resoit different.
If Guinasso had not been
lution was proposed after it was found imAccording to custom, his steward and
allowed to take his base, he might have hit
possible to obtain the consent of the prop- sailing-master had taken entire control of
safe and brought the men in, but the chances
erty owners. I prepared the by-laws. Arti- tne disbursements in their respective dewere against it.
In the eighth a similar
cle six provides for an executive committee,
partments, and he was profoundly ignorant
thing occurred when, with Toffling on third which was never
‘be extent of his indebtedness until his
I recollect the
appointed.
and two out, Shinnick hit along the the
right traffic agreement with the Broadway and c4r™“pra began to clamor for their money.
field foul line, and his hit was called
A
little
Seventh Avenue Railroad and the Twentyfiguring convinced him that during
safe,
the seven months the
allowing Toffling to score. They appeared third Street Railroad Companies which
were
Grasshopper had been
to be two rank decisions and were disastrous
ss*on sbe had cost him an
submitted to my firm, and we drew the resoaverage of
t° the Portlands,
allowing three runs.
lutions to carry out the plans submitted. We
°‘
$12,600, to provide
?hi
The Portlands were blanked in the first did not
the
cabin
table
with food, wine, liquor and
originate the plan. Messrs. Foshay,
in the second Quinn hit safe and
easily,
Sharp, Kerr and Richmond ; submitted them,
aver“ge of $1 a day each, or
an.‘Lan
was forced out by Davin, who was
86000 for
the season.to furnish his crew with
doubled but who was the spokesman I don’t know.
up with Schpeneck in trying to run to third
Thompson Rogers, grandson of Sharp,now the necessaries of life.
on the latter’s put out.
In the third three
occupying the defendant’s farm at Rome, X. ut fa .„^?atAa4i b6®? ?.n 8 dry dock ten time*
hits netted one run after two men were out.
cost of $75 each time; had
Y., was called to the stand,
lie was an inrequired $500
Duffey hit safe in the fifth and went to sec- corporator of the
rigging, $.vx) worth of new
Broadway Surface road,
ond on
hit
to
right. Clarkson and signed for ten shares at the request of ?a ,s,ant* $1000 worth of general repairs, and
Lufbery’s
struck out and Duffey was thrown out in
had been towed off
Mr. McLean of the J kl street road. lie had
shoals, up rivers and out
trying to reach third. Andrus and Dicker- never paid or recei ed anything for his
eaoogh to give excuse for a
hill
son both hit safe, but
was thrown
stock.
Lufbery
Among the small
h u-otl000fo5to,?a*t!'
out in running home, and with four
William J. Ramsay was recalled to identi- bills were one for laundry work of $:too,
good hits
the Portlands failed to score a run. In the
another for extra crew during race of $joo,
some of the minutes of the 7th Avenue
sixth one was added on hits by Hatfield and fy
directors, which he had transcribed at the and a lot of others, which were grouped as
Quinn, a steal and put out. In the eighth request of Thomas B. Kerr. These were sundries and aggregated $1000.
there was another exhibition of foolish base
( aulktight, all unmindful of his
the minutes of July 22d, when the company
bank acrunning. Dickerson hit safe and was adissued $500,000 of bonds, when they had iu count, paid the bills as they came in, until
vanced to second by Hatfield, who was given
his
fund* were exhausted, and then set about
the safe of the company 178 bonds of the
his base on balls. Quinn hit to
trying to sell his yacht to satisfy the rest of
Shinnick, original issue, 150 of them being negotiated the
and Dickerson was forced out at third.
demands, ile had expected, of course,
to carry inte effect the contract with the
Davin then hit a grounder to left
field, Broadway Surface Company. He was cer- to get at least as much as he gave for the
Hatfield
bringing
home and Quinn to third tain Mr.
schooner; but after waiting a month or so
Sharp was present at the meeting.
base. Schoeneck brought the latter home
H- Prentiss, a broker of miscella- lor a satisfactory bid, he was only too glad
George
and Davin to third by a hit, and then stole
to get $13,500, the amount left after a broker
neous securities, of the firm of George H.
second. Duffey hit a short fly and iichoePrentiss A Co., testified: "I know Kerr and 2??,^*.? a lOjper cent. commission out of
neck, without waiting to see where it went,
the selling price. This, too, went to
$15,000,
Shan), and did Mr. Foshay in the latter part
‘be creditors and
although only one man was out, started for of July, 1884. Messrs.
Caulktlght, deserted by
Kerr and Foshay
““
,r‘ehds, found himself in
:
„,?ulllvan captured the fly and threw called at my office the latter part of July. It the
^irAttat.lle[
to loffling,
a double play.
plight which the second advertisement
In the was three or four days before Aug. 2d, on
making
ninth they were easily retired.
suggests.
which day I sold some bonds for them.
It is becoming evident that Mr.
In summing uuCaulktight had fouud that
Spence
Is sadly needed on second base. Andrus’s
the
Grasshopper had cost $52,500, and that
he
had spent
Killed
play Is all right, but the team needs Mr.
at
a
Clergyman
Crossing.
$26,650 in running her for a
season.
bpence on the field, and it is hoped he will
After disposing of her and defrayOlkan, X. Y., June 20.-Rev. Father Mitake his old position once more. The game
his expenses ashore, he was
ing
chael, principal of St. Bonaventure College,
only one
was easily the Portlands’ If
stepremoved from
they had been
While
poor-house.
county, was struck and killed by yachtsmen may the
properly coached, notwithstanding hard aAlleghany
not remember the untrain on the Buffalo, Xew York & Philaluck, errors and bad decisions
fortunate
hero
of
this
tale, they will,
delphia "road yesterday, while crossing the
tne score:
nevertheless, recognize the figures in
tracks. He is the fifth person killed on that
his expense
LOWELLS.
accounts
as
acwithin a few years.
pretty
crossing
AB- R* BR. SB. PO. A. K.
curate, and some of them will wonder how
Shin nick, 3b.
be got out of It to
6030310
The
cost
of
runcheaply.
Hartnett, lb. 3 0 o O 17
o
1
Held for Murder.
ning a yacht varies, of coarse, according to
Cud worth, cf. 4
2
1
3
1
2
o
the propensity of the owner for
entertaining,
Kennedy, U. 3
1
2
June
2
Brattlebobo,
0
0
Vt.,
0
20.-Sugland, the size of the vessel, and whether
she Is
Gulnasso, c. 4 0 1
the suspected murderer of the girl, Helen
o
2
o
o
or cruising, or both. A sloop
racing
Sullivan, 2b. 3
1
0
0
3
4
0
Burt, has been held tor trial, as a post mor- 40 *0/
TofHIng, ss..|4
ong. which on ordinary occasions
110
0
6
0
tem examination discloses the fact of a murr?v
Plummer, if. 4
could be easuy handled by three men. could
110
110
der unmistakably.
The affair causes inach
Burns, p. 4 0 2 0 0 4 2
excitement.
I?,n ‘or * season of six months for
$1500, while a schooner of the size of the
34
6 12
3 27 19 7
Grasshopper would, if the owner was inAn Active Old
OK
Andrus, 2b.
Dickerson, If.
Hatfield, 3b.
rl.
Davln, cf.
Schoeueck, lb.
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SAGADAHOC COUSTY.
A house owned
by A. A. Barker of Richand
mond,
occupied by A. R. Span was
damaged by fire Sunday afternoon. The
fire originated in a closet off the sittingroom.
The cause is unknown.
The Future of the Andover Caae.
The Boston Record says two simultaneous
and parallel appeals will be taken to the
Supreme Court from the decision of the Andover visitors.
The trustees will appeal
against what they regard as the usurpation
by the visitors of functions properly belonging to the trustees. Professor Smyth will
appeal on the ground that In numerous respects the proceedings have been Illegal and
unjust. A great number of exceptions were
taken by the lawyers on the trial; but the
gravest points raised before the court will
probably be |n regard to facts that have
come to light since then.
One of these will
be the partisanship of a member of the
board of visitors exhibited
in various,
sometimes in shameless ways. The circumstance that the enemies of Professor Smyth
openly boasted immediately after the election of a certain visitor that he was on their
side, taken in connection with the means
used to secure his election, will very likely
come under the notice of the court. Whether
or not a certain visitor is qualified and
capable in the eye of the law to discharge the
duties of the great trust committed to him is
a question which the court
may be called
upon to answer.

Very grave doubt exists whether the decision, supposing it to have been reudered

by

men

all of whom

are qualified for their
their places in otfier respects rightfully, Is. after all, a legal decision. It is thought to be self-contradictory
and invalid through its absurdity. The statutes under which the visitors act do not give
them any such discretion as would permit
the condemning of one professor and the
acquittal of another on the same charges,
sustained by the same evidence. There were
flvq separate indictments, and must have
been five separate votes. Prof. .Smyth’s case
was first on the list.
The vote was that the

places and holding

-—

»

■

»

»w111

o«*
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quent votes on the four following cases declared that the same evidence was not sufficient to sustain the same charges.
This was.
in realitv, a reversal of the first decision. It
will be claimed with confidence that thett nal
action of the visitors having been to the effect that the charges were not sustained,
that action must be held to apply to all the
professors involved.
The five professors authorize the statement
that not one of them will accept an acquittal
which is not an acquittal of all the others.
They will stay or go together. And ail the
professors who have not been accused are
now, as they have been from the first. In the
most complete accord with their brethren on
the question of the latter remaining and continuing to teach the truth as God gives them
to see it The most perfect
haruioDy prevails among the entire corps of instructors.
Indeed, some of the most effective and energetic work for the purpose of overturning
the work of the visitors is being done by
those professors who were not pat on trial.
As for next year: Everything will
go on
the same as usual. Professor Smyth will remain and do his accustomed work. Kev.
Frank Woodruff, whose election to the chair
of Greek literature the visitors negatived
will continue ns before.
Men who know
what they are talking about, and mean all
they say, have announced this Irrevocable
decision: Egbert C. Smyth, I). D., is going
to remain a prolessor In Andover
Theological

Seminary.

Nature’s

Compensation.

[Bangor Whig.]
Some time In October last a gentleman in
Patten had his thumb bitten off his right
hand while feeding a horse with
apples. A
few days ago the wile of the same gentleman gave birth to a ehild with two well developed thumbs on its right hand.
Does the Firm Employ Lots of Cirls.
[Kennebec Journal.]
Bowditeh A Webster recently sold an
agent of a big Portland firm a cud of gum,
The spruce cuds
each, for Its employes.
were put up in convenient lots for chewing.
A mob attacked the Salvation Army while
they were parading the streets in Quebec
Sunday afternoon, showering stones and

other missies at them. Several of the soldiers were seriously Injured, and one. Miss

Mcllurg,

was

probably fatally

rests were made.
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TUESDAY MORNING, JUNE 21.
\Yc do not read anonymous letters aud communications. The name and address of the writer
are in all cases indispensable, not necessarily for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
VYe cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.
A few more blunders like the battle flag
bluntlor and Cleveland will not find it necessary to decline a second nomination.
As tlia
nearer

Sharp trial progresses and draws
to the critical point Mr. Sharp grows

wakeful. He has not snored

more

court room for two

in

the

days.

“gorged capitalist’’ is what

the Winnipeg Knights of Labor call Sir George Stephen, the President of tlio Canadian Pacific,
He is not gorged to such an extent, however,
hut lie can swallow a good many more subsidies.
A

Tiio vote for Henry George last fall was
about 80,000. The number of lahoriug mon
who took part in the demonstration in honor
of Dr. McGlyun Saturday night was
(5000. The difference between tire two

only
fig-

represents largely the effect of I)r. McGlynn’s cutting loose from the Catholic
church.
ures

it

looks

as

though Secretary

Eudieott

•light be made the scapegoat of the unpopular battleflags order. As the Secretary is
considerable of a Mugwump, and has not
been very deferential to Democratic statesmen, it would not bo strange if the idea of
sacrificing him to appease tiro wrath of the
Northern veterans should prove very popu'ar with Mr. Cleveland’s party.

When

one

board of grave aud reverend
that Prof. Smyth

Congregationalists decides

is a heretic because he believes the heathen
who have had no chance to repent in this
world will have a chance in the next, Hnd

another equally grave aud reverend hoard of
Congregationalists decides that lie is nothing
of the kind the seeker after truth is a good
deal puzzled and inclined to think that theology is not a very exact sciesee.

Tho Ideas of the European Laborer.
The recent refusal of the English Trades
I nlous to form an alliance with the Trades
Unions of the continent, because the latter
are tainted with Socialism, directs attention
anew to the condition of the great masses of
laborers in the most intelligent of European
countries. Stronger even than the sentiments of nationality 1ms become the attachment of a large proportion of the laboring
classes of continental Europe to Socialistic
ideas. An alliance of the Trades Unions of

Germany and France, great as is the hatred
of tho two peoples, would he more reasonable than an alliance of either with the English workingmen. In spite of some Socialistic leaniDgs on the part of leaders among the
Trades Unionists in England, the great body
of English workmen retain a different spirit.
They have a pride in home and country that
the Socialist of France, Germany or Belgium
does not feol.
Only among the degraded
loungers of London does there exist a sympathy with the social creed of the miserable

miners of Charleroi, the red-flag mobs of
Paris or the rank and file of the Social Democrats of Germany.
The more intelligent
English workingmen have discerned as clearly almost as the statesmen of tho continent,
that Socialism is becoming a dominant influence in the industrial world of their neighbors. The frequent outbreaks at Charleroi
and the enormous circulation of Socialistic
journals among the workingmen of Belgium
mark the progress and causes of agreat revolution in ideas. In Germany tho public press
in
is
now
engaged
calling attention
the
alarming increase of Socialism
throughout the empire, and the persistent
activity of the Socialist propagandists, in
suite of the efforts of the police to suppress
to

The country is filled with Socialist
literature, and the efforts of the authorities
to prevent its dissemination seem to he futile. The growth of Socialism in Germany
has been very gradual, and lias been interrupted only by desultory crusades on the
part of the authorities. But the rapid spread
of the doctrines, which even the working-

them.

have begun to realize, is said at last to hare aroused the German people,—that is, so many of them as are
not Socialists and have hitherto condemned
men

of

a

foreign country

Prince Bismarck’s repressive legislation.
The cable despatches report that the police
aiit.horitip.H thrmiffhnnfc th« nonntrv lmv4»

Our esteemed morning contemporary copies
from the Bangor Whig an article on the Canadian Pacific line through Northern Maine,
which originally appeared in the Pittss of

ceived unqualified instructions to deal with
the question vigorously, and have
been
warned that each head of a department will
he held personally responsible for his neg-

June 14th, and was appropriated by the Whig.
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tary notice which it bestowed upon the article, lmt would suggest tu our Portland contemporary that it might have obtained the
same information five days earlier had it
road carefully the Press which has all the
latest news.

correspondent of the Toronto Globo suggests that a commercial union with Great
Britain would he more advantageous to Caunda than a commercial union with the United Estates. Such a scheme would, he thinks,
be favorably looked upon by three classes in
A

or fnilure to prohibit Socialistic gatherings, or prevent the distribution of seditious
pamphlets within this jurisdiction. Whether

these measures

But how about the British
How would he relish seeing
a tai Imposed on
American breadstuff* for
the benefit of the Canadians, for that is
what the scheme of a commercial union wHU
Great Britain implies?

workingman

?

---3-ho Butler Club lias had its first annual
dinner, and the chief feature of it was a
speech by the “grand old man” himself, as
Col. Plympton called the General. The General’s speech was confined chielly to a discussion of the battle flags order, which lie
condemned without reservation as against
the law and an affront to the patriotic sentiment of the country. He was inclined to

acquit tile President of blame, saying that
—■■Up jcfatil In accordance with tire best light
he hud—an allusion of course to the Cabinet,
for which Gen. Butler does not havo a very
high regard. The Butler boom may be said
now to be fairly inaugurated, though the
precise direction it will take cannot be predicted with much certainty.
The Engiish-American societies of Boston
hare applied for Fanueil Hall to hold a meeting in honor of the Queen’s jubilee, whereat
there is great commotion among the IrishAtnerican societies and hitter remonstrances
against granting the request. Nevertheless
tlie request ought to be granted. The Queen’s
jubilee is essentially a celebration of tho
progress which the English people have made
in the last fifty years.
It is a celebration of
the victories that have been won by Englishmen, and Irishmen and Scotchmen, by all
the subjects of Her Majesty, in art, literature, science and every department of human knowledge for the last half century.
It
is a celebration of progress toward freer institutions and a more liberal government.
During these fifty years a great many lnjus
tices have been swept away, the aristocracy
have grown weaker and the people stronger.
Even the condition of the Irish people, bad as
it now is, has been much ameliorated
by the disestablishment of the Irish
church and
the passage
of
tho laud
act. There is
much
in
the
history
of England for the last fifty years which a
man need not bo an Englishman to feel a
pride in and he glad to celebrate.
Why, then, should not the Englishmen of
Boston be allowed to rock the Cradlo of Liberty to their hearts’ content over this story
of progress? Kaneull Hall has frequently
been opened for Irishmen to denounce England for her sins of omission aud cominis
sion. VV'hy should not Englishmen be allowed to set forth the other side of the
account, and tell the good things of Victoria’s reign ?
The Marine Journal of this week calls attention to a recent ruling of the customs authorities of Washington that is of considerable interest to the builder- of yachts; and
at the same time gives place in its columns
to a communication that is of interest to
those who sail yachts. By this ruling forAitrn-hiiUt

mplift

are*

I,,

privileges in this country, which the Journal
says,

practically

if they

They

were

amount to the saint) thing as
admitted to American registry.

be owned and sailed in American
clubs under the American flag, and enjoy all
the necessary privileges of a yacht that has
been built by our own mechanics. The
practical effect of this ruling will be that the
yacht builder who wishes to buy any of the'
foreign fittings which go into the construction of a foreign-built yacht—for iustance,
tome ol the English white liomp canvas that
is preferred by many yachtsmen to American
cotton canvas,—he must pay a heavy duty;
while the rich gentleman who may buy an
English yacht with the fittings all on iier,
can practically import her free of duty.
At
present American yachts are enjoying an
enviable reputation at home and abroad, and
the practical effect of this ruling may not be
manifested. It is conceivable, however, that
a time might come, especially if we should
lose the America’s cup, when the English
yacht would be the popular craft. Then the
ruling might make it uncomfortable for our
yacbt builders.
The prominenco of our yachtsmen during
recent seasons lias suggested to a different
department of the government, the Navy department, that the amateur sailors of our
pleasure fleets might be attracted into the Naval Reserve which is
An old
proposed.
yachtsman writes to the Marine Journal that
there are over eight hundred yachts enrolled
In the various clubs of this country.
There
are, he thinks, at least as many more small
yachts, owned and sailed in small ports
along the seaboard, and around the lakes,
which are not enrolled in any club.
In estimating the Dumber of young men who are
ther regularly connected with these boats
.s owners er members of their crews, or indirectly as frienas of the crews, occasionally
lending a hand to sail them, he finds, by allowing five men or grown boys to each boat,
that we have a reserve of eight thousand
men and boys with a liking for life on the
ocean wave, and each with a greater or less
knowledge of nautical affairs. The hardy
sailors that the fisheries of Portland and
Gloucester have trained up would, in actual
trouble probably look on the yachting contingent with considerable disdain. But this
is certain: the spiiit and courage that prompt
tlio young man to become a yachtsman are
just such qualities as art) needed in a navy;
can

md the yachting reserve would undoubtedly
* time give a good account of Itself.

stay the tide of the

march of an idea, even of a very had one,
A reduction of standing armies and ligiiter
taxes might do what force cannot do: and
ihlght lift the German and French and Belgian workingmen to a plane whereon his

English

brethren could meet
dence and concord.

him

Phillips,Exeter Lectures. Lectures
delivered before the students of Phillips Exeter
Academy by Presidents McCosli, Walker, Bartlett, ltobinson, Porter and Carter, and ltev.^Drs.
Halo and Brooks. Cloth. 208 pp. *1.60. (Boston and New York: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.;
Portland: Loring, Short Sc Ilarmou.)
Obiter Dicta, Second) Series. By AugustlneBerrlll. Cloth, 291 pp. *1. (New York: Chas.
Scribuer’s Sous; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
An AppealIIto Life. By Theodore T. Hunger, author of The Freedom of Faith. Cloth, 239
pp. *1.60. (Boston and New York: Houghton,
Mifflin Sc Co.; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
around the World on a Bicycle. VoJ. I.
From San Francisco to Teheran. By Thomas
Stevens. With over one hundred illustrations.
Cloth, 647 pp. *4. (New York: Charles Scribner’* Sous; Portland: W. H. Steveus Sc Co.)
The Ohelisk and Its Voices ; or The Inner
Facings of the Wasldngton Monument with their
Lessons. By Henry B. Carrington, C. S. A., author of Battles of the American Revolution. PaLee & Shepard;
per, 47 pp. 60 cts. (Boston:
Portland: Bailey & Noyes.)
The Franklin Square Song Collection.
Two Hundred Favorite Songs and Hymns for
Schools and Homes, Nursery and Fireside. No.
4. Selected by J. P. MeCaskey. Paper, 184 pp.
(New York: Harper & Brothers; Portland: Lor
ing, Short Sc Harmon.)
The
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FRIDAY AND SATURDAY.
Last week's sale was a success, and to keep the
ball a rolling we have decided to make prices the
coming FRIDAY and SATURDAY that will bring
greater crowds to our store than any previous sale.

House Furnishers,
BIIR GREAT BARGAIN IN lIRIXi GOIIOS. MR. PEARL AIR MIDDLE STS., PDRTLAID,

IOO pieces 42 inch All Wool Dress Goods selected
from our stock at 25 cents per yard, been selling for
50, 75 and $1.00. An early selection will be necessary to secure the best bargain.
50 dozen Ladies’ Fast Black Hose at 12 1-2 cents
per yard, worth 20 cents.

Respectfully call the attention of cartful buyers to the immense line of

Andover Review for June.

This Is

an

m

me

Anao-"

lievlew. Mouth after month they are followed
up with undimmlsbed zeal and discussed In a
broad, liberal, and humane spirit. Thus the present number contains articles on Christian Work
ill Loudon, and Our Own Public Schools with reference to the training of our youth In the prluciof Morality aud Keligion.
The Review of
hristtan Work In London reveals an immense
scheme devised and carried on in an admirable
spirit which toes far to redeem the faults of our
civilization. The literary paper of this number is
on Elizabeth Barrett Browning and will not fail to
her numerous readers.
The Ethical hearplease
ings of Evolutionary Theories are clearly demonstrated, also the need of a higher principle than
“natural selection” to account for the facts of
man's moral nature.
Finally, President Hyde of
liowdein, reviews Prof. Harris's volume on The
Self Bevelation of God. The article is in the form
of a dialogue which is modelled on the Platonic
method, and proves well adapted to the exigencies of our modern problems.

ver
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Mahogany; prices $22.00, $25.00, $30.00, $35.00, $40.00, $47.00

and up to
Some of these Sideboards hare marble tops, some wood tops, some hare
cabinets and some ure plain, some are made with burl punuels, and some with
plain mirrors, while others have bevel French plates In them.
We have no hesitation in saying that we carry the largest and finest line of Sideboards ever shown
in any one establishment in the New Eugland States, and we defy competition In
prices.
For Dining Room Chairs we have everything that Is known to the trade,
from the English Cottage Dining Chair in perforated seats or cane seats, the Harwood Dining Chairs and all kinds of chairs, either with cane seats, perforated
seats, or stamped leather seats, and plain leather seats, ranging in prices from
$1.00, $2.00. $2.75, $3.50, $4.50, $8.00, $8.00 and $10.00, and np to
$18.00 apiece for Imported Embossed Leather Upholstered Chairs, and $20.00
apiece for Arm Chairs to match. We believe that this also is the finest assortment
of Dining Room Chairs that can be found in the New England States. Our Dinner
Sets are also on a scale almost as elaborate as our Sideboards, Dining Chairs and
Dining Tables. Although we do not carry a Dinner Set worth more than $150.00
but we feel that we have a superb assortment, consisting of some 30 or 40 different styles of sets, and our prices per 112 pieces of one quality ranging front $7.50,
$10.00, $12.50, $15.00, $18.50, $25.00, $27.50, $35.00, $57.50 and np to
$150.00. We also have a beautiful line of

$200.00.

DOOM or THE MALE.

[Woman’s Journal.]
The “male” may “hedge” himself as much
as he pleases in his artificial superiority. But
slowly and surely the human Deing is becoming recognized as more than sex, or color, or rue«, or prorious condition.

f
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Congress

Large

Linen

Wholesale

of

BRACKETT’S,

Stock

of

PART GASH AND THE BALANCE IN EASY PAYMENTS.
1
It is certainly worth the while of any lady keeping house to come in and look
over these goods, see the styles, etc.
We shall make a specialty of this line this
week, and to every person buying $50 worth of Dining Room Furniture we will
make them a present of a

MEN, BOYS AND CHILDREN,
To Be Closed Out.
Sack Saits, nicely made and
all regular sizes, at

Homespun

[Hartford Couraut.]

THE LATE DR. HITCHCOCK:.

[Boston Transcript.]
Kev. Dr. Hitchcock’s death will cause a
shock in many circles of Boston.
He was
well known here, from his vigorous and
strongly compacted sermons, welded togethhv

fnreo

nf

a

thnrrmcrhlv

troinarl

«n

tellect of unusual fibre and power.
His addresses on miscellaneous subjects, like his
sermons, were always illumined by his great
acquisitions in almost all departments of
learning. He was a man of mark, and his
reputation had extended to Europe, where
his biblical expositions were highly prized.

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.
Mr. W. 1). Howells intended to go abroad
this summer for a couple of years, so that
his son might study in Paris, but the young
man has decided to go to Harvard instead.

The heaviest locomotive in the world
weighs 100,000 pounds and is on the Canadian Pacific; the next heaviest is the Southern
Pacific, 154,000 pounds; and the third weighs
145.000 pounds and is on the Northern Pacific,
and Brazil owns the fourth, weighing 144,000 pounds.
Once during the war, when some Confederate flags which had been captured by
Massachusetts regiments were sent home as
trophies. Gov. Andrew would not allow
them to be exhibited, saying: “Take them
away; I don’t care what is done witli them,'
hut they shall not be displayed or sept
here.”
Mr. and Mrs. William K. Vanderbilt intend making an extended voyage in tlieir
The party is being
yacht Alva before long.
made up, and will include Frederick Beach,
who lias given up his post as master of the
Country Club bounds; W. Hoyt and Frank
Higgs. The trip promises to be a delightful

and

(gmd

ffldrdex,

CARD.
permanently associated mysell with
B. A. Atkinson a Co., house furnishers, corner Pearl and Middle streets,
Portland, I shall be
happy to meet my friends in the State of Maine at
my new quarters. My twenty-five years experience in the business with Walter Corey A Co.,
six of which was spent as manager (iu connection

ONLY
Extraordinary

HAVING

with Walter L. Corey) of the Portland Furniture Co., warrants me in believing that I can till
any order entrusted to my care to your entire satIsfactlou. Assuring you that we have one of the
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
suits in the country to select from, I remain
Yours Very Respectfully,
LORENZO F. DYER.
oct20
dtl

E. C. JORDAN,

of Men’s

ELEOANT DRESS SUITS in four-button Frock and Sack patterns,
made from fine English Whipcord Worsted,
to any $22.00 in the city, at

Large variety

of

patterns

We have

Suits in Sack and
Homespun
made and trimmed and

put
intending

received by the
Insane Hospital,
o’clock a. m. July 7tli 1887
Augusta. Me.,
for Duildmg the extensions to the Laundry build-

four-button Frocks, ele-

stylish.

upon our counters several lines of fine

ONLY

Proposals will be
Trustees of tlio Maine
SEALED
until 10

price.

very

to sell at

In all

Boys’ Suits,

equal

EACH.

at this

$22.00, $25.00

and

Custom Made Suits

$28.00,

at

$20.00 EACH.

regular sizes for Men and Young Men.

sizes 14 to 17 years,

$5.00 Suits.

only $3.50; actual

Me.

Proposals to be left with Dr. B. T. Sanborn, Superintendent at the Hospital, Augusta, Me. The
Trustees reserve the right to reject any or all proposals.
JAMES WEYMOUTH,
) Building
E. A. THOMPSON,
}
BIGELOWT.SANBORN,) Committee.
Augusta, Me.. June 4, 1887.
jelldtd

Boys’ Suits

at

$5.00, $6.00, $7.00, $8.00, $10.00

Boys* Knee Pant Suits

in sizes II to 16 years, onlv

$10.00.

Star Shirt Waists, Flannel Waists, Flannel Blouses, Shirts, Sailor Suits, Odd Pants, Ac.
AT

MANUFACTURERS'

STRICTLY

PRICES.

ONE

PRICE.

Boston &PorHandClothingCo.,
255 MIDDLE

STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

S.

the 10th ear), for whom it was painted iu
1780. It is considered an excellent example
of Sir Joshua, and Mr. Morgan is said to
have paid nearly $50,000 for it.
BOOKS RECEIVED.

The Pobtic and Dramatic Works ok Ron
MtT BROWNING. Vol. V., Red Cotton
Nlglit-Cap
Country; Aristophanes’s Apology; The Inn Album ; Pachiarotto -and Ilow lie worked in Distemper, ami other poems. 304 pp.; Vol. VI., The Agamemnon of .Eschylus f.a Saisiaz; The Two Po
ets of Creisic; Dramatic Idyls; .Jocoserla; Fenshtah Fancies and Parleylngs. 388
pp. $1.75 per
volume. (Boston aud New York: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.; Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon.)
Tempest Driven. A Romance.
By Richard
Dowling, author of The Mystery of Hillard Ac.
Paper, 368 pp. 50 cts. (New York: D. Appleton
ACo.; Portland: Lorlng, Short A Harmon.)
School Tactics. For the Use of Schools and
Gymnastic Associations. By Win. A. Fletcher.
Cloth, Illustrated, 40 pp. (From the Publisher.)
Like and Times ok Jesus ah Related by
Thomas Didvmcs. By James Freeman Clarke,
author of Ten Great Religions, Ac. Cloth, 448 pp.
$1.50. (Boston: Lee A Shepard: Portland: Bailey
& Noyes.)
Drones’ Honey. By Sophie May. Cloth. 281
pp. $1.50. (Boston: Lee A Shepard; Portland:
A

With sliding Detachable
Springs* ES* Better than
Whalebone or Horn ^£3
and guaranteed never to
break. Price, $1.15,
For sale
lishmyntfl,

Manager.

SALE!

GREAT GLOVE

by leading wholesale sad retail cstab-

-AT-

MAYER, STROU8E A CO.

TURNER

T-----*
apgd

nrmeod2m

ORATKriJL-COMFOKTlNe

EPPS'S COCOA.

KKEAH.FAMT,
“By a thorough knowledge ol the natural laws
widen govera the operations ot digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps lias
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us
many
heavy doctors’ bills. It is by the judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitution may be
gradually built up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak place. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified witli pure blood and a properly nourished
frame.”—Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
-|---—

-J

U1UVV1D) muucu L11 UJ

JAIIKN

■

EPPI4 & (JO.

Iloitiu-opnihic C'lirmisu, l.oiidon. Kai,

Jeltf_

S&Tu&wly

COMMENCING

Wednesday Morning,

June 15.

1300 pairs Pure Silk Gloves at 29 cents; regular value 75 cents.
300 pairs Pure Silk Jersey mitts 25 cents;
regular price 50 cents. No such bargains
have ever been offered to our knowledge.
Closing out sales of Silks and Press Goods at
the lowest prices for twenty years.

IT WASN’T THAT KIND.

“Mertilda. Is you in lul> with me?”
“O’ way, Sam Johnslng, cose I isn’t.”
“Sho' ’Tilda, don’t say dat, for my heart bums”
“Hold onJMIster Johnslng, ef you has the heartburn, jest yo go and get a box er them

WOODBURYS DYSPEPSIA KILLERS;

will cure yo heartburn immediately at once,
and ef you suffer from water-brash, Sam, they will
cue that too.”
"But Tilda, it ain’t that kind.”
“Never yo mind, Sam; It must be indigestion
then what makes you look so glum, and the

they

D. K.’S
will cue Dyspepsia and Indigestisn quicker and
cleaner than you cau rob a hen roost, Mister
Johnslng.—Good day.
Doolittle & Smith, 24 and 2G Tremont St., Boston, will send a box of Dr. Mark It. Woodbury’s
Dyspepsia Killers by mail, to any part of the U. S.
on receipt of 60 cents; or a trial box for 25 cents.
jan20
eodl»t2dor4thpnrm
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The

piles

are

find at this season

to carry through July aud August, and we have decided to make a
big run on them, and shall sell you fine extra Super Carpets at

care

EXTREMELY

LOW.

And we want to say further that you can have no conception of our stock without
visiting the store and examing them personally. Further, we feel that we have
exercised good judgment and taste in the selection of the goods; they are all fresh
and dean. We shall also make a special run on

FIVE FRAME WILTON CARPETS,

Which we shall mark this week at $2 per yard. We have gome 10 patterns to select from in these goods and they are all fresh, new and cleawpalterns, but ag this
is a Carpet that does not have a ready sale we have decided to mark it down, and
see if by making the price at about cost to manufacture we can create a
greater
sale for them. You all know what the Wilton Carpet is, aud that is the most lasting and at the same time luxurious Carpet that can be put on a floor outside of
Axminsters. Any of these goods we will also sell for a quarter down and the balance by the week or month. To persons who ure carpeting a new hall and stair, or
a parlor that has a good deal of use, there is nothiug so
cheap in the world at
this price for a floor covering ns Wilton Carpet. Then of course we hare all the

DIFFERENT GRADES OF

TAPESTRY,

Brussels, Body Brussels, Velvets,
STRAW

MATTINGS, Etc., Etc.

PARLOR FURNITURE.
In this department of our business we never had better styles or more of them to
select from, and we wish to assure the careful buyer that now is the time to furnish that Parlor, for just so sure as the sun rose this morning, goods are going to
be higher. Plushes are to-day manufactured and sold at less than cost to make in
some instances, and the enormous competition
in the manufacture of Parlor
Frames has also had something to do greatly with cutting down the prices. We
have only to go back a short time when the Crushed Plush 7 piece Parlor Suit that
we sell to-day for $56, sold for $100.
We sell Parlor Suits the same as Carpets,
or Dining Room Furniture, that is, for cash or a quarter of the amount down and
the balance by the week or month. Onr Chamber Set floor is somewhat crowded
and also our storehouse, and a$ this is the time that we wish tn reiluee stuck, we
snail give yon some of the

In thcsa lines ever offered by any honse in the country. We have in mind Chamber Sets of Solid Black Walnut with best Italian Marble Tops, 10 pieces complete
of some three or four patterns which we shall sell at $40, $45 and $50. Tqen we
have Solid Cherry Sets finished in the natural wood that are beautiful to look at,
durable and of the latest style, we shall make special prices on these goods. Then
we have a line or Antique Ash with piano polish finish that are fine as silk
that
will be offered at very much reduced prices.

Pine Chamber

Sets, Ash Chamber Sets,

awful.

I had suffered for 15 years.
Was cured easily, quickly
I and safely; no pain or
risk; neither knife or ligature; harmless operation
and complete relief. Give me your address, if you
suffer, and I will tell you how I obtained safe and
speedy relief.
Address, K. A. C., Box 1213,
Lewiston, Me.
eodGmTuTh&S
my3

for the Million.

OIL

Cures

Diphtheria. Croup. Asthma. Bronchitis. Neuralgia. Pneumonia. Rheumatism. Bleeding at the
Lung., Hoarseness. Intluenxa. Hacking Cough, Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus. Dysentery. Chronic D1'
arrhtna. Kidney
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Kitchen

EVERYBODY.

Ranges, Kitchen Furniture

lucky
v
All who
buy or order direct from us. and request It, shall reel re a certificate that the
money shall
be refunded if not abundantly satisfied
Retail price. 36 cts.; 0 bottles. $2.00. Express prepaid to
any part of the United States or Canada. I. s. JOHNSON & CO.. P. O. Box
2118. Boston. Masa

MOST WONDERFUL

stars.

I |l|| KM fRITT

FAMi™DYLllilliltW i
“<>t27

GENERAL,

Come and See the Stock or Write Us for
Cuts, Catalogues and Prices.
Respect full), the Public's Obedient Servants.

eodly

CM. PEARL AW ME SIS.
is&tc C. Atkinson,

-

Manager.

Park,

PURSES.

3.43 Cl a—; Pane »IOO.
John Hltchlngs.b. g. Hercules
I. 1*. Woodbury.blk. g. Howard 0.
C. R. Rose.br io. Maud H
1>. Hleber...gr. g. Gray Bunker
H. 8. Ha,tings.!bro. g. Hotspur
Kred Boucher.chest, g. Tnom 8haw
A. M. Ravage.chest, g. Sandy River Boy
Ne. A.Ere le All; PsuellM.
A. E. Bussell.b. g. Star Gazer
W. H. Snell.bro. g. Jack Spratt
Admission 50 cts.; Ladies and carriages free;
the grand stand free.
Je21dtd
EDUCATION

$200,000
of tbe above

Given

J.

BANKER*.

to private pupils by the subscriber,

W.

COLCORD,

Ian 24dtf

Bowdoin

College.

EXAMINATIONS for admission to college will
be held at the Cleveland Lecture Room,
assachusetts Hall, on Friday and Sattrdav,
June 24th and 20th, and on Friday a no Saturday, September nth and loth, beginning each
day at 8.20 a, m. All candidates must be preseut

J

Portland, Me.

on

PORTLAND

Friday morning.
Ufff
ins

n..Tir

tivno

Brunswick. May 27th. 1887.

i»__i.a_.

my38dAwtjeao,

EXAMINATION OF TEACHERS.

TRUST COMPANY

sub-committee
examination ol candiTHKdates
(or teaching In the public schools ot
will
tor the examination ol teachon

meet
Portland,
ers, at High School Building, on WEDNESDAY,
the 6th day o( July next, at 0 a. in. Applicants
must pass a satisfactory examination In the fol-

Building.

lowing branches, viz:

City, County

and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

Heading. Spelling, Arithmetic, Including the
Metric system ot weights anil measures. Bookkeeping, Physical anti Descriptive Geography,
English Grammar. Including Composition, United
States History, Physiology and Hygiene, with
drinks,
special reference to the effects ot alcnnllc
stimulants and narcotics upon the human system,
Elements of Music, Elementary Eree-Hand Drawing, and Theory and Practice ol Teaching.
All applicant* must he present on the morning
above specified, and the examination will continue two days unless sooner finished.
No other examination will take place prior to
the opening ot the schools.
THOMAS TASH.
Superintendent of Schools.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

lOlQ_eodtl

PORTLAND BONDS,
Due June 1st and July 1st,

Portland. May 28,1887.

C t

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,

inyBOdhl

CA.,

\

Portland (School af.Hieaoffraphy,
Pupils thoroughly Instructed In shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.

BANKERS,
No. 32

I..

143 PEAK I, STREET.

SWAN S BARRETT,

First National Bank

A

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS
1CAL STUDIES

Bonds, subject to sale.

Send for circular.
Agent fort be Caligrapl

Exchange Stre^f.

Mi**. A. L. Swj8(. 537 Congnu SU PortiaML

$25,000
Wichita, Kansas,

M«

ITEW ENGLAND CONSERVATORY

ll°f MUSIC Boston,* Mass.

Water Works Co. Six
Per Cent Sinking Fund Bonds, Guar
anteed Principal and Interest.

»

Population (1880-4911) now estimated
to be 30,000.

•
Assessed valuation •
$12,344,274
dir debt. 80.000
These works have the EXCLUSIVE
privilege of supplying water to the City
of Wichita, and they are now earning
over $31,000 yearly,
it is estimated
that the additional mains now being laid
to
for
the
extraordinary growth
provide
of the eity, will Increase the earnings to

MRS. CASWELL'S

BOARDLW KB DAY SCHOOL
—

—

Under the laws of Kansas, the stock
carries double personal liability similar
to National Bank Stocks.
Savings banks and Insurance Investors have alrendy subscribed fora considerable portion of this loan.

Price:

—

WILL KB-OPKN AT

—

92 and 96 Park Street
•a TI KWDAV, SEPT. Jit.
The Principal will conduct classes In Me view
Arithmetic 4 ouapowitioo, UulsrT, Ksglish
l.iirrsturr, Lrsrrnl l.ilcrwtarc, and the
critical

reaumg

in

lucnmi

r.piv*.

tiiocion.

Ill Art Hi.iorv will begin with the HlaMrr of
Architecture.
In all these classes special attention will he given to pronunciation.
In connection with the study of English Literature. n Ktt. JOHN A. HKl.l.ous will give a
series ot readings from the KuglUh Poet*.
Special students are admitted to any of these
classes at special rates.
The common English branches are thoroughly

Par and Accrued Interest.

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,
Established
1854,

No- 32

FOB

YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES

$50,000 yearly.

taught.

Exchange Street.

Letters at any time should be addressed to

96 PARK STREET.

Poor &

Ns plac«a ii ik« day sckaal wall k«rs*
•erred anleee previaaaaly eagagrd. jel&13w

Greeiiougb,

To the Shareholders of the Port-

HOKKKK AMD HKOKtHD,
Proprietors of
POOR’S HAAI AI. OF RAILROADS,

land Water Company :
MEETING of the Stockholders of the Portland Water Company, will be held at the
office of the Compauy, No. 33 Plum street, on
MONDAY, the 20th day of June 1. 1887, at 10

A

Kxcnange in sew
York and London. Hallway Bonds a specialty.
Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondence Invited.
Ml WALL STREET, NEW YORK.
feblO
dBm
r.xecuie oraers

at

me biock

o’clock lu the forenoon.
1—To choose a Moderator for said meeting.
2—To choose a Clerk for said meeting.
3—To see if the Stockholders will accept charter twenty-three of the Private and Special laws
of the Legislature of Maine for 1887, approved
January 18th, 1837. entitled "An Act additional
to and amendatory of chapter one hundred and
fifty-nine, special laws of eighteen hundred and
slxty-slx entitled An Act to supply the people of
Portland with pure water.”
4—To see It the stockholders will accept the
provisions ot chapter eighty-three ot the Legislature of Maine for 1887, approved February llth,
1887. entitled "An Act additional to chapter one
hundred and fifty-nine, Special Laws of eighteen
hundred and slxty-slx. entitled ‘An Act to supply
the people ot Portland with pure water.”’
6—To see If the stockholders will authorize
and empower the taking up, cancellation, and retirement of the bonds already Issued by this company, or any part thereof, and In lieu thereof to
Issue the bonds of the company for the payment
ot, or the refunding of, its Indebtedness, and for
the further construction of Its works, and will fix
the amount, and the rate and lime of such Issue,
and will authorize and empower the making aud
executlonofa new deed of trust of the franchises,
property and estate owned by, or to be hereafter
by said Company to secure said bonds
acquired
anu Interest thereon, as par coupons annexed, as
provided by Chapter twenty-three of the private
add special laws of eighteen hundred and elghtvseveu; and to see what other action they wflffi
take In relation to the same.
8—To see If the stockholders will ratify and
confirm contracts entered Into by the Directors
of. the Company In behalf of the Company
prior to the date of this meeting.
7 -To see If the stockholders will authorize the
building ot a reservoir on Munjoy Hill, and the
taking of such steps as are necessary for the construction of the same, and acquiring a site therefore.
8—To transact any other business that may le-

NewMunicipalLoan!
WE OFFEB

—

FOB SALE

—

$200,000

City of

Portland 4 Per Cent Fund*

ing Loan.

DATED JULY 1,1887.

DUE JULY 1, 1912.

Optional After July 1, IVIN.

J. B. BROWN & SONS,
,,218
Jel7

MIDDLE STREET. PORTLAND. ME.

,.
dtl

WANTED!

CITY OF PORTLAND BONDS,
Maturing June, July and
ber, 1887.

WOODBURY

Novem-

~lc MOULTON,

BANKERS,
Corner Middle and Exchange Sts.
may28

callv

hefnrn them
I). VV.
Portland, June 10, 1887.
come

CLAKK. President.
Junel ldtd

dtjly!3

Assemblies
Normals.
Institutes,

Conventions,

BONDS.

Bath,

Portland,

Portland & Ogdcnsburg

Wnldoboro,
Anson,

•

*

•

These may all, from the large stock of Oliver
Dltson & Co., be supplied with the best books for
siagtng. Send tor lists. All Inuuirtes
cheerfully answered. Correspondence solicited.

convention

6a and Is
Os and 4»
6s
tts
1st,
tts
*

•

Convention Hinging Book*.
SI, Zerrahu; IV OKA, »1.,
Zerrahu. Books made on purpose (or convention singing.
JOOO different piece* •( nia.ir m octavo farm
for chorus singing, 5 ami 10 cts. such. Semi
for list'
VIMM.K ten,

4s
4s

Sunday School Awembliei.
votitts OP P*.USE, 40 cts., lUutchins:
SIM.IMI OS THK WAV, 35 cts.. Jewett it Holbrook ; Sima or t*KOVIINB,
35 cts., Tenney A Hoffman, sort. WOK«HIP,33cts., ImersooASherwlu VKKwil
rtOWms, 35 cts., Emma I'ltt. All firstclass Sunday School Books.

BANKER AND BROKER,
194
Jie20

Ifliddlc

School Institute*.
NOVO OKKKTIVO, 60cts.. Kmerson-tor
the Higher Schools; NOVO OB 1.1 JO fit lets,

Street,

PORTLAND,MAINE.

—tor Grammar Schools; UK.V1N KOM I.ITTI.K NIVUKBN,
ao cts.,-lor Primary

cltt

_

Schools. KI.VDKKCtARTBV CHI31KN,
|1,—for Ktndergarten.
KOVAL. NIV44KK. 60 cts., Is a book highly
successful and much commended as a siugingclass book.
Any book mailed for retail price,
OLIVER DITSON A CO., Boston.
S.T&Th&w

PORTLAND 6 PER CENT BONDS
ODE

1887.

Par ami accrued Interest Daid lor those due In
June and July. For those due in November a
premium will be allowed.
We offer lor re-luvestment:

Maine Cental R. R. 1st Mortgage, due
Maine Central R. R. Cons. Mortgage, due
Androscoggin & Kennebac R. R. 1st
due
Mortgage,
Leeds & Farmington R. R. 1st Mortdue
gage.
Portland Water Company,
due Oct.
Calais Water Co. 1st Mortgage
duo
Flshkill & Matteawan Water Co. 1st

Mortgage,

B. A. ATKINSON & CO.,

—

-WI OKKKH—

„„

FOR

AT

Ne. 1.

All Prices and all Kinds.

kv-

for It will
after thank

MEET I N C

IN

S250

CARRIACES Aretas
Shurtleff,

^STOVES

2Uh.

FRIDAV, JUNK Atlh.

Bonds Dated July 1, 1887; Due July 1,
1012. Option niter July 1, 1002.

Portland,

BABY

IN

inukrcnu’?
UUnilUUIl 0 miiiusE.

FridayEvening June

J U NE

Loan!

Funding

Mahogany Chamber Sets anil Imitation Mahogany Chamber sets HOME
That will be sold low to reduce the stock, on any of which we shall he pleased to
accept a quarter down and the balance by the week or month, or for cash, just as
you reel.

BROS.’

~

This benefit Is (or the purpose ol procuring A
new uniform for the band.
This band was organized Oct. 28,18M0, and consists of 23 children
Irom 0 to 13 years of age. The band will be assisted by other local talent.
Tickets for sale at stockbrlrige’s and at the
door.
Admission—Reserved seats, 30 cents; general
admission, 20 cents; Children, 10 cents. Je 18dtd

Utf

Je21_

Rockland,

412 Broadway, N. Y„ Manufacturers,

Noyes.)

Humble Romance and Other Stories. By
Mary K. Wilkins. Cloth, 430 pp. (New York: Harper A Brothers; Portand: Lorlng, Short A Harmon.)
The Poets ant Poetry of America. A Satire hy “Lavante” reprinted from the original, published in Phllndelpia in 1847.
With an introduc.
tory argument by Geollrey Quarles, to show that
It was written hy Edgar Allan Poe. Paper, 33 pp.
40 els. (New York: Benjamin A Bell; Portland:
lairing, Short A Harmon.)
Katia. By Count Leon Tolstoi, author of War
and Peace, Ac. Translated from the French. Paper 103 pp. 25cts. (New York: William. 8. Gotts
berger; (Portland: Lorlng, Short A Harmon.)
Lawn Tennis as a Game of Skill. With latest revised laws ns played liy the best clubs. By
Lieut. S. C. F. Pclle, B. S. C. Edited by Richard
D. Sears. Cloth, 101 pp. 76 cts. (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons; Portland: Lorlng, Short
A Harmon.)
The Stokv ok Assyria. From the Rise of the
Empire to the Fall of Nineveh [continued from
The Story of Chaldea.) By Zenalde A.
Rzgozln,
member of the Soeie.te Ethnologlque of Paris.
(Story of The Nations) Cloth, Illustrated, 400 pp'
$1.00. (NewYork:G. P. Putnam's Sous; Port"
land: Loring, Short A Harmon.)
The Federal Constitution. An Essay. By
John F. Baker, LL. B. Cloth, 126 pp. $1. (New
A

W. C. WARE,

we

WOOL CARPETS IN STOCK

and $12.00.

$3.00, $5.00, $6.00, $7.00, $8.00 and
Bo

That will be worth your while to investigate. For instance,
of the year that we have more

PRICES

city.

$ 15.00

CARPETS

•

WE HAVE THEM IN SEVERAL STYLES.

Also several

This makes this notice more interesting to yon and ought to create a big sale for
this class of goods, considering the low prices we nave marked them at. We
shall also have a special sale of
us on

Than we

$10.00 EACH.

gantly

On and after June 15th, plons and specifications
may be seen, and all information obtained at the
office of the Superintendent at the Hospital; and
at the office of G. M. Coombs, Architect, Lewiston

styles

in Men’s All Wool Sack Suits at

in this

PKOPO8AL8.

ing.

in

Actually less than cost, in sizes 33 to 44. They CANNOT BE MATCHED

ONLY

TO CONTRACTORS.

trimmed,

$6.00 EACH.

Values

ONLY

CIVIL ENGINEER,

184 1-2 middle Street, Portland, me., offers advice and superintendence in construction
of works In Plumbing, Sewerage, Drainage and
Water Supply.
mylCdtf

Academy of Sciences. Discarding a method
discovered by him some years ago, he now
dissolves alumina in fiuoride of calcium, and
obtains red crystals of alumina, or perfect
rubies, which may be made of larg^size.
A valuable specimen of Sir Joshua Reynolds’s work has been presented to the New
York Matrnnnlitan iniKiMinwif arf
Tunisia

Bailey

56 PIECE TEA SET.

U x i

Made to sell at wholesale for $6.37. Also several other
All Wool Suits at

Mo. 87 Plum Street.

one, including as it does a sail through the
Mediterranean and a cruise to India.
The manufacture of rubies has lately
reached such perfection that the artificial
product is often more valuable tiian the natural stone. The process employed is that of
M. Fremy, who has described it to the Paris

Morgan, an American banker in London.
The painting baa belonged to the Karls of
Westmoreland, and presents iu a canvas 12
feet hy 9 the portraits of
Henry Fane,
Clmlres lilair aud Irving Jones, trustees of

X'XliJrt

x.

BERRY,

CITY HALL,

will be cashed or received In exchange
for other securities, by

Men’s all Wool

(ffiooic, fob

CORNER MIDDLE and EXCHANGE ST*.

]e!6dti-w3w22

we shall sell anywhere from $3.00 to $15.00 per set.
We also carry and
supply Table Linen and Napkins at remarkably low prices, but we do this only
where parties desire to buy a Dining Table, Sideboard, Dining Chairs, Silver
Ware, Dinner Sets and everything that appertains to the Dining Room and wish
to buy it on our
we will put the whole of the Table
special contract system, when
Linen into one bill, and allow yon to
pay us a quarter down and the balance by
the week or month. Now we are specially anxious that you should consider this
Dining Room Furniture, consider the prices and quality, the styles that yon have
to select from, and remember that it does not make any difference whether you
pay us all cash, or a quarter cash and the balance by the month. There is no more
essential piece of furniture in a house than those which belong principally In the
dining room, and we firmly believe there are hundreds of people who would
possess themselves of these conveniences If they knew they could get them in our
way, that Is,

SOMETHING THAT EVERY ONE CAN APPRECIATE.

FLORISTS,
Street, opp. City Hall, Portland,

STEPHEN

MOULTON,

&

BANKERS,

which

FINE ALL WOOL SUITS

THE LOTAL STATES.

What in the world does President Cleveland mean by talking of returning Hags
to the “loyal States?”
Aren’t we
all
loyal Statss? It is just because there
are
no
Confederate States that* there
is no
one
to
whom
to
return
tho
Confederate flags; and of course emblems of
disloyalty are entirely inappropriate in any
loyal State.

—

TO BE GIVER AT

can

-IN-

SUITS

Boquets, Bedding Plants, &c.,

Talk about the Democrats loslug Kentucky—why, Kentucky has 44,000,000 gallons
of rye whiskey on hand this very minute!

WOODBURY

186 Middle St„

TEA

Cat Flowers, Funeral Designs, Bridal

RESERVE.

FOB (ALB BT

OF

8, 7. 8, 10 and 12 feet Common Extension Tables, 8,10,12 and up to 20 feet Pillar Extension Tables, made In Walnut, Ash, Cherry, Oak un*l Mahogany; Sideboards of every kind, price and quality, made in Oak, Ash, Cherrv. Walnut and

GENUINE BARGAINS

NOTICE.

[Detroit Tribune.]

*-p

CONSISTING

Wanted, the public to know where they will get

CURRENT COMMENT.

Population of Gardiner
5,000
Aweswd \ ill out ion
$2,1*0,075
Total Debt
72,200
It will be noted that tbe debt of Gardiner is less than fonr per cent of
the assessed valuation.
—

Bene tit tendered by the
Citizens to the Boys’ Band, of Portland, J. D. Legault, Instrnetor,

lompllmentary

DINING ROOM FURNITURE 4 PER
GENT

Anderson Scotch Ginghams at 25 cts. per yard.
Seersucker Ginghams 12 yards for 50 cents.
Parasols marked down.
Pears’ Soaps at 9 1-2 cents per cake.
Palm Leaf Fans at I cent each.
Corsets, Bustles, Hosiery and Gloves.
Special bargains in Ladies’ Cotton Underwear
and Gents’ Balbriggan Shirts and Drawers at 29
cents, marked from*50 cents.

BPRINEia CARDS.

in confi-

4 PEK ('EM BOYDS.

age

inquiry, and new question! are continually
arising. It is equally an age of practical etlort
in the moral and social spheres. Both these phases
uuiy represeuieu

CITY OF GARDINER. M, BOYS’ BAND.

—

of

oi moueru me are

AMUSEMENTS.

CITY OF PORTLAND
PreaumpMcot

MACAZINE NOTICES.
The

F1NANCIAI..

B. A. ATKINSON & CO..

the full value of their money In

farmers and
the manufacturers—because it would promise better results in England for farming,
and a freer market in Canada for the British

manufacturer.

will

propaganda's success is hardly a matter of
speculation. Other methods than force have
almost universally been required to stay the

England—the landowners, the

i

rn-

it: Loring
York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons; Port
Short & Harmon.)
The Story of Metlakahtla. By Henillustrated, 48;t pp.
ry S. Welcome. Cloth,
*1.60. (London and New York: Saxon a>
Co.; From the Publishers.)
Battles and Leaders of the Civil War.
No. 1. illustrated, 90 pp. 60 cts. (New York:
Ceutury Company; From the Publishers.)
A Summer in Enoland with Henry Ward
Beecher, giving the Addresses, Lectures and
Sermons delivered by him in Great Britain durlug
the summer of 18(10, together with an account of
the tour, expressions of public opinion &c. Edited by James 11. Pond. With photographle portrait of Mr. Beochor. Cloth *2. (New York:
Fords, Howard &Hurlbert; Portland: Loring,
Short & Harmon.)

1898,

1912,

jell__

7i
7t

1890 91,6s
1896.
1891,
1906,

6s
6s
5s

due 1906,

6s

UT“

-ALSO-

^w

$50,000

^B

Chicago & Groat Western R. R. 1st Mortgage Terminal Gold 5 Per Cent Bonds, due 1936.

B

(Interest guaranteed by Wisconsin Central AssoLines,) which we recommend for Savings
»anKs or for the
investment of Trust Funds.

elated

SWAN & BARRETT,
street, Portland, I*le.
eodtl

and Painters'

I

Materials.

B

^B
|X

HldS^StreS*.

‘‘

Portlmid, Mo.

ftpll

BANKERS,

*8®,JHk*ld|«:
Iuy28

eiamlns onr stock of
reliable standard beads. Colors and
Prepared Paint,, anil see ,*mp>*» of
new and desirabi* shade* for outside
and inaid* work; also Stains of all
kiri.ls. We have a large Un* of Brushes

d3ra

I

'V 11K
TCES1IAY

PKKSS.

MORNING,

Quotations.

Crain

Received daily, by private wire, by H. N Pinkbroker. 9 Exchange street. Portland, Me:
CHICAGO BOARD OP TRADK.

bain,

JUNE SI.

Saturday's quotations.
WIT AND WISDOM.

WHEAT.

July.

June.

Opening....

Caller—1* Mrs. Verger at home?
Servant—Vi*, mum, walk right In.
Visitor (naively)—Dear me! why I certainly
never dreamt that 1 should find her at home such
a beautiful afternoon as this.

Highest.
Lowest.
Closing

71%
71

71%

....

Aug.

72%
72%
72%
72% |

71

gept.

74%
74%
74%
74%

70%
70%
70%
76%

COHN.

July.

Aug.

31%
37%

Opening....
Highest....

Du. J. C. May* says: "1 used ‘Dlgestyln’ in
my own case, and was much ploased; found It not
only efficient for Indigestion, but very palatable,’.
Bold by all Druggists, *1.00 per bottle, or W.
F. Kidder ft Co., Manufacturing Chemists, 83
St. John st., N. T.

38%
38%

37%

Closing-

OATS.

July.

M
•

39%
32%
39%
39%

39

87%

Lowest.

Sept.

38%

Sept,
26%
20%

Aug.
26%
20%
26%

26%
ipeutug-...
20 Vs
Highest...
Uiwest.
20%
Closing20
20%
Mouday’s auotatlons.

_

Matter-of-fact lady, pointing to art treasure—

That* real cute I

26%
20%

June.

Matter-of-fact
lady (encouragingly)—Never
mind, nobody would know It If you dicTu't tell, and
It's real pretty all the same.
Enthusiast Is moved to tears.

July.

Opening.71%
Closing.08%

Sept.

Aug.
74%
74%
72%
72%

72%
72%
70%
70%

Highest. ....71V*
Lowest.68%

76%
70%
74%
74%

CORN.

Though Shaken

June.

Like a Leaf

Opening.-.30
Highest.36

By the most trlval causes, weak nerves are easily
susceptible of lnvigoratlon, a term which also imports, In this Instance, quietude. The nervous
Hos tetter’s Stomach Bitters systematically to overcome that super-sensitiveness
of the human sensorlum. which is subversive of
all bodily comfort and mental tranquility, and
which reacts most hurtfully upon the system.
The difficulty underlying this, as well as many
other aliments is Imperfect assimilation, no less
than incomplete digestion of the food. In the discharge of both the digestive and assimilative
functions. Hie Bitters are the most potent, the
most reliable auxiliary. As the body regains vigor aad regularity by its aid, the bialn ami nervous
system are also benefited. Persons subject to
the influence of malaria, dyspeptic and rheumatic
invalids, and persons whose Kidneys arc inactive,
should also use the Hitters.
have hut to

Lowest.30

is

sou

quite

Yes. Poor John! The PreslMrs. Hinytlio.
aent writes me that he entered his work with too
much ardor, and lie bas broken down.
Mrs. Garmo—What seems to be the nature of

his trouble?
Mrs. Bmythe-He was hit
ball, 1 believe they call It.

on

the head by a foul

Always avoid b&rsb, purgative pills. They first
make you sick and then leavp you constipated,
Carter's Little Liver Pills regulate the bowels
and make you well. Dose, one pill.
"Five cents apiece for peaches!" she exclaimed,
as she retreated a step or two la amazement.
“Yes’m-flve cents,’’
"But isn’t that awful?’’
Therefore, permit
"Yes, rather steep, ma’an
me to call your attention to these beautHul Bermuda onions—five limes as large as a pea»h—no
pit lu the centre to take up room—and selling for
three cents each. Might say six for 1C cents?’
If you are nervous or dyspeptic try Carter's
LlttleNerv* Pills. Dyspepsia makes you nervous,
ami iierTUUSiicsa

waives

juu u«o|n-puv

•

viwivi

vuw

renders you miserable aud these little pills cure
both.
_

June.
Opening. 26%
Highest. 26%
Lowest.
24%
Closiug.
24%

Sept

40
40

38%

39%
39%

July.

Aug.
20

20%
20%
26%
26%

20%
26%
26%

STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
Canal National Rank.loo 1U6
Casco Nat. Bank.100 162
First National Bauk.loo 122
62
Janiberland National Bank.. 40
Merchants’ National Bank.. 76 126
National Traders’ Bauk.100 143
76
Ocean Insurance Co.100
96
Portland Company.
60
06
Portland Gas Company.
BONDS.
State ol Maine Os, due 1889.105
Portland City Us.Munlclp'l variouslOO
Portland City 0s, It. R. aid 1907...125
Bath City 0s, Huu. various.102
Bath City Bs R. It. aid various.... 101
Bangor City Os, long R. R. aid.. ..113
Bangor City 6s, longMun.123
Belfast City 6s, R. R. aid. 104
And. A Ken. It. R. 6s, various... 105
Portland A Ken. R. R. 0s, 1896 111
Leeds A Farniiiig’tu It. K. 6s.Ill
Maine Central It. R. 1st mtg 7s. .121
Maiue Central H. R. Consol 7s —186
Maine Central It. R. Skg Fund 0s.108
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 08....101
<•
2d mtg 6s.106
•*
3d mtg 6s... .111

Asked
107
104
12*
64

127
146

80
100

70
100
116
120
106

103
lie
126

100
100
113
113
123
137
110
102

107
112

Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.]
ioUowlug quotations ol stocks

The
dai.v:

are

received

Alcii., Topeka and Santa Pe Railroad- 117%
66%
New York aud;New nuglaud Railroad.

do
Wh

Dn
< Du si u

Central preferred .|51%
Calil ruta Southern Railroad. 64
Mexican Central. 17%
Bell leeohoue

223

.!.

x>rw1r;u.

xo*/i

&: y. i«i
M-xuan (Jeutrai;4s... 74V,
E'il
Si Pere Marqueite Raihoad.coin. 86%

c. \

Ci

I

ref

.14103%
Ontonagon. 43

...

Marquette. Houghton
hasieru li uref .135
171
Boston & Lowell Railroad,
>v 11. in mu Central 2d seizes... 06%
and

fBy Telegraph.]

Stanjp
f<FT%

@0^0

pout
I

NKW YORK, June 20 1887.—Moneyou ca.l
has beeu easy, ranging from 4 to 21 last loau at 6
per cent., closing offered at 6. Prime mercantile
paper at 6@0 per cent.
sue louowingare to-day’s quotations of Govern
meu’ securities:
L imed States bonds, 3s.
N'eu +s, reg..1288",
New Is, coup.120*8
New4%s, reg .109%
New 4%s, coup.109%
Central PacWc;lsts. .117
Denver Si U. Gr. lsts.120%
Erie 2d»
100%
Kansas Paenie Consols.102%
Oregon Nav. lsts...-.111%
Uhlou Pactllelilst...
do Land Grants
do Slaking Funds.—

The foliow.ng quotations of stocks are reoelved
daily by Pullen, Crocker* Co., Exchange street,
Pori laud, Me.:

||

FOR

H

TOOTH POWDER
KEEPS THE TESTHWHITETHE BREATH SWtET
ASOTHE GUMS HEALTHY

3!

H

(CONTAINS NO GRIT, NO ACID

INJURIOUS.]

NOR ANYTHING

II

jj

directions!

■'*

DIPfHE BRUSH INWATCR.SPRINKLE ON AFEW II
■nno^RuBi fdanTand*mr in thc usual manncr. ||
PRICE

25? A

euv or

BOtTLE
(r.

1

E.W.HOYT ft CO.
nwwiiCTBM

or

HOYT’S GERMAN COLOGNE.
LOWCLl.MABt.

&wTT&S&wtSthplopofcly

f

myO

}f
%!;

Opening

Closing
bid.

Oiieu- Closlug
ing

Juus
June 20.
91
Paul. 91%
90%
Erie Seconds
10o%
Erie common. 33%
33%
83%
Erie pref
71
71%
32
Northern racltle... 32%
32Vi
North. Pacific,prf |60%
00%
«.
Y. Central.112% 112%
Northwest .121% 121%
121%
63%
52*/*
Omaha.153
1x6
Omaha pref
110% 118%
62
60%
Reading.. 62
138
187
Delaware. I.. Si W 138
98%
97%
Lake Shore. 98i/4
f<2%
Cl%
Pacific Mall. r>2%
79%
Jersey Central. 80*4 79%
80*',
Kansas & Texas.
30%
30%
eo
Union Pacific. 60%
60%
Oregon I ran scon
817k
31%
31%
Western Union. 78*%
70%
77%
01%
Canada Soul hern.. 61
01%
103
103‘A
Delaware s;il.108
67
la.usisvme * N.... 67*4
00%
66
New England
60%
66%
Mtssoun x’aciDc
107% 107% 107%
Oregon Navi.103% U2%
31
32
31%
Hocking Valley..
30%
Richmond SW.iP.. 36%
37%

..a_mAirln* HaAB

nnt

»arv

The total clearings at 38 cities, as sjx-cially
wired to Bradstreet’s. Is *1,021,000,010 for six
days ended yesterday, against *1,004,456,040
last week, and *014,777,010 tu the like week a
of ahout *17,000,a
year ago. This shows gain
ixm over last week and *107,000,000 over
last year, or less than 2 and 11 per cent respectively, which may be accounted for in part byheavy speculative transactions at Chicago, New

York and elsewhere.
But 6,000 strikers are recorded la the iirst half
of June, against about 06,000 iu the iirst half of
and
May. Tite coke strike lias tnally collapsed,
the record is worth noting. TUe strikers have
lost from *600.000 to *800.000 In wages, and
one-quarter of their number have received an ad
vance equivalent to *200,000 per annum. About
idleness by the
20,000 oilier workers foreed into
strike have lost *1,400,000 In wages.
fork is still “cornered,” and the Juno option is
tlnnly held at *2* per bill, while the cash product
llogs have been 20*30c, and
sells at about *16.
cattle 3US40c lower at Kansas City.
Of the Cc drop In the price of Coffee at the New
York Exchange.-,4c has beeu recovered, and llie
market continues steady, aCe below quotat ous
Uto.
Holders of Wool are flrm, but buyers are slow,
awaiting further arrivals of the new clip. Flannels are selling on the basis of recent an tlon
prices. There are some orders for UgM-woiglit
woolens, hut the industry as a whole has ot Itn
not
proved. Cotton goods are strong, sumo mills
having been able to meet llie demand.
Tbe reports of failures to Bradstreet’s are as
at

follows.

-The week la—
Last.
week. week. 1888.1885.1884.1883
107 184 165
17#
120
In United States,»46
2o
23
17
20
12
28
111 Canada,
June 17-—
—January l to
1887. 1886. 1886. 1834. 1833
llltl. S..
4,785 6.117 0,077 6,202 4.806
827
713
606
701
604
Jn Canada,
s

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

i.iHlw,

illigliMxdCoru. 62a53
low graues.ll 7-*~7* Com, bag lots....65*66
Meal, bag iot«. 62*63
X Spring auu

Bupe.rtiue and

XX Spring..4 26*4 501 Oats,car lotsSOViCa+uVa
Patent spring
Oats, bag lota—41^42

.b i.Or-o 75 Cotton Heed.
Wbeats..
I car lots.- so xosgo tw
Midi, straight
tl bag...20 00627 00
roller.4 7f><j6'K>
deal Ho.... 4ty»a4ty» Sack'dHr'u
car lots.. 19 5062t>'00
stone ground. 4
gt Louts si'gt
| Ou bag. ..20 00622 00
roller.6 00*6 251 Middlings. 2o 00(622 90
clear do....4 50,(. 4 Tu.du bag loU,?2 00*24 00
PruvUiuns.
I
Winter Wheat
Patents.6 606 6 75|por»—
.18 00618 50
Pish.
Backs
* Clear.... 17 60618 oO
Cod. P utl—
■

Gu®44b!

..

eirnreS

761x4 001 Mess.10 00*10 60
Bauk3 60a4 00iBeef—
| Ex Mess. 8 00® 8 50
Small.3 00*
9 O0.tr 9 60
Fla; e....
Pollock.2 7 5.all 2

IHtddtak.16ii,a.2
[lake.1 2661

Ex fiale
00i
761 Lard
Tubs p

950jftloo0

Herring
p..7Vi®7Jbc
Tierces.... 7V»*.%c
Scaled p bx. 14618c
rails.t^aovic
No 1. 9(4l3c
Hams p th....l2v*®lS
Mackerel Pbbl—
do covered. .13Vixl4
Shore Is. 10 00®1800
Oil.
Hhore 2s.12 60616 iki

Mlnaii

hs.

7 0068 00 Kerosene—

Bet. Pel. C'Vi
4-60810 60 P"
i Watt r While. 7
ffatt uAst’l.Phhl. 11
Urllllaut. 11*
8

“
W-.,/"
Cranm-met

CrMa/,m

00«10

Caper.mill 00x12
Pea Beans...1 t*o*2

OojDev."’*
OOjUgettla...

/.T*

ooiSilvcr White.
Medium_J !hi*2 OOlOiiteunial. Vvj
lt,.i.in».
Ocnuan mdl 80* 1 86|
Vei.og Eyes. 1 6061 061 Muscatel.... 1 9062*
potato- a. bush, 80690; Luudou uay’r 2 '2662 7o
Kmdura Lay....
9_o.liVi
StPotrioes
7 3.-/2
8paiilsliOioous2 7563 00, Valencia.
Bermuda do 1 25;a,l 361
Sugar.
Turkeys.19*20|gran.dated p lb.Oys
Chickens. 6
|KxtraC. 6%

Heed*.
Fowls.146161
Geese.14®l6|K»d Top....*2 6*2Vi
4|>pi«a.

|Timothy Seed'g 06@2 10

Common Baldwins
tClover. 8Vi®12Vie
Choice eating
ihrrxe2 006300 Vermont..!. 9Vi®12
ltussets
N.Y. factory 9 Vi a 12
Fancy Baldwins
kvapuiairu «mi 10619c;
Buster.
I.euaoua.
Creamery p lb-..19620
Palermo.3 6064 *K) Hill Edge Ver....19620
Messina.4 <81,0/4 60 Choice.18xj9
Good.16617
Malagers....
SSiuugea.

Florida. 4 00x4 60;
Valencia
Messina ami

Store.14616
C|ia.

Eastern extras ..10x17
|Cau & Western. .10617

PaPalermo Phx.4 006 4 60lLimerl.

imports.
Sclir Grecian Bend-356
f coal to Grand Trunk Railroad.

l’AKRSBORO, NS.

tons

ft

...

32%
«0%
112%
121%
62%
116%
61%
137%
97%
r.2%
79*4
30%
00%
31%
78%
61V,
103%
07%
50%
107%
102

Foreign Exports.
GREENOCK, SCOT. Bark Klectra—308,306
spool wood 67,320 do deals.

'’onroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. June 20,1887.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
and 41 cars miscellaneous merchandise; lor oon
netting roads 91 cars miscellaneous merchandise.

_

SAILING GAYS OF

STEAMSHIPS.

FROM

FOR

Sarnia.Quebec......Liverpool. ...Jne 20
Wyoming.New York ..Liverpool. ...Jne 21
City of Rome.New York..Liverpool ...Jne 22
Celtic.New York..Liverpool... Jne 22
Saule.New York..Bremen_ Jne 22
AIvo.New York..Kingston ..Jne 22
Parisian.Quebec.Liverpool.. ..Jne 23
Manhattan.New York. .llavdiVCruz Jne 23
Wieland.New York..Hamburg....Jne 23
Gallia .New York..Llveroool.Jne 23
Caracas.New York..Laguayra ...Jne 2t
Etruria......... .New York..Liverpool....Jne 25
of

New York Mining Stocks.
[By Telegrapn.]
NKW YORK, June 2011887.—The|followlng are
closing quotations tor mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal.150%
Uouu-slake. 15%
Ontario.. .24 50
6x4
Quicksilver.
do

preferred.33
...1

Ktuisiui-ii

pails

Devoid*.New Y'ork..Glasgow.Joe
La Bourgogne.... New York.. Havre.Jne
Orogou ..Quebee.Liverpool.... J ne
Waesland.New York..Antwerp.... Jue
Auer.New York..Bremen_.Jne

Kugia.New York..Hamburg.... Jne

Hams at 1 l‘.i&12c p
smoked shoulders
11,411 V»c.
Choice city dressed hogs 7 Vic p lb; coun-try.do
6%c.
nutter—Western extra fresn made creamery
at litV-y'a‘20c: do extra firsts at 18® l»c; do firsts
at iO»17e; do fresh imitation creamy;clioice at
ln®l7c; do| factory,choice fresh, 14® 14Vic: do
(himo good at l2®13c;New York fresh made:erm
extra at go(A20Vic: do extra firsts at l9®'l0Vic,
Veriinml dory good to choice, 17®17Vic; selections 18a. is V»C; fair to good lots tat 14® l(ic; low
grades of butter as to quality. The above quota;
tious are receivers’ prices for strictly wholesale
lots. Jobbing prices l.®2c higher.
\oiihern choice new UVifi.H'ic: new
c»ei-si
Ohio 8'/, a Pc; new Northern sago 9 Vi® 10 ;ofl lota
luts
Wc higher.
lower; joft
r.ggs- Eastern fresh at 16; choice Northern at
Western at 16® 16Vic; Mich
fresh
Choice
16'ae;
igan choice 16Vic:Nova Scotia at 15Vic. Jobhigher.
bing prices Vi®le
neaus—choice small NY baud picked pea at
hush: choice New York large baud
1 8541
picked do l 80® 1 86; small Vermont handpicked
cure:

pea at 1 06.

May—Choice prlmel8;00®18 60; fair to good at
flu uOn rid UO; Eastern Hue * 13®$16Vi ;poor;to
ordinary »12®$14: East swale at ll>®$12. Kve
straw, choice, goo QO®15 00; oat straw *8.
Potatoes-Extra Maine Jlose, ffebrous. Burbanks 7:>®8dc.

Chicago

26
26
26
28
29
30

Sarmatlan.Quebec.Liverpool....Jne 30
Andes.New York..Haytl.Jne 30
MINIATURE ALMANAC. JUNE 21.
Sunrises.3 67l M
1066
Him. "
icier
lllBr l.
Sun sets.7 28
J.10 54
I... 8fl6m
Length of day ....16 3ll
Moon sets. 0 00l“81*“l
l
9tt7iu
"•

...

MARINE

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND
MONDAY, June 20.
Arrived.
Steamship Franconia, Bennet, New York—mdse
to JB Coyle.
Steamer State of Maine, Hilliard, Boston for
St John. NB.
Sell Duroc, Andorson, New York—oil to J Conley & Son.
Sell Valparaiso, Gray, Boston.
Li

n.,v.,on.H

Unntnn

Ulaela

Sch Lincoln. Kenney, Boston.
Sch W C Norcress, Robinson, Boston.
Sch Grecian Bend, (Br) Layton, Parrsboro, NS,
with coal to G X Ry.
Sell Julia 8, (Br) Bt John, NB—lumber to Mark

P

Cattle Market.

By,Telegraph.]

CU1CACO, June 18 1887-Cattle market—receipts l,ooo; shipments —; shipping steers 3 40@
4 3b; stoekeis aud feeders at 1 60®3 20; cows,
bulls ami mixed 1 50®3 15; Texas eatlle 2 26®

ami shipping at4 0og5 16; light480®
05; sKips 3 4034 70.
; market 1
Sheen—receipts 6000; shipments
steadv; natives at 3 00i£4 60; Texans at 2 75®
lid.
3 80.' l.amhs at 1 40i®3 00

packing
0

Oomestlc Markets.

[By Telegraph.]
MKW YOKK. June 20. 1887.—Flour marketweak ; receipts 30,447 packages; expons 1345
bbls and 2021 sacks ;!sales 16,400 bbls.
Flow quotations—61 o 2 at 2 40®3 00; superfine
Western aml_8late 2 70®3 85: common to good
extra Western and State at 3 30(63 75; good to
choice do at 3 80®6|00; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 61)0,4 HO; faucy do at
at 4 85 a!> 10; common tojgood extra Ohio at 3 30
a'b 00; common to choice extra St Louts at 3 30(6
6 10; paten' Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 6otr4 76; choice to double extra ido at, 4 806
6 00. lucluiih.g 2,100 bbls city mill extra 4 50
®4 60; 660 obTa| hue do at 2 4t>a3 20: 750 bbls
superflne at 2 706,3 35; 1600 bbls extra No 2 at
3 30 a3 75; 6300 bbls ;wtnter wheat extra 3 30®
6 10: 6,700 bbls Mimiesota extra at 3 30,6,6 OO.
Soutberu flour barely steady. Kye flour is quiet.
Wheal—receipts 335,960 bush; exports lSo,220
busli; spot lots l®154c lower ami active, in good
part for exnort; options variable and irregular;
Juuo advanced 2y*c eaily, later fell back 254c,
Closing with a recovery of 154c:ottn-r months 1 Vi
'«/. c lower, latter oulv, closing heavy at near
if.Vm.ttjiiit t-atesi speculation unite brisk; sales
No 3 Chicago at 866,8754c
11808 000
at 8?54c c.
anot 84%c 8604c to arrive lN 1 Hard
No3 Bed 88®80c; No 2 lted at 90®
aud I
1 White
Ked
1
96c;No
‘J4c
elev;No
uo55c arrive,
Ked 9454c. Kye dull and nominal.
at
and moderately acC.r.
Barley
steady
but
tive- receipts 119.600 bush; exports 42,038
hu spot; No 2 at'461^6405ic elev,
sales
moderand
475*6 47 54 c delivered. Obis lower
-receipts 124,81.0 bus ;; exporls 487
ately
No 3 ut 3{|C. 00
isiihIi; sales 120,000 bush spot;
at
wiiite
37V«c; No 2 at 33%@338/4c elev, 34%
c| ; No 2 White 37*^37% c; No 1 Wbjte
do White
at 38 54c; Mixed Western at 33®36c;
*8c. Chllee-epot
at 87®4<>c; White 8t#te at
refined
nr
*
11
quiet; |L
a
fair Km 1844c.
stead]';
4%®4 1146c; Ext" 0 4 13-16®4 1646c; White
A
4
off
7-10c;
;
Yellow
4»,a®()V*
454®
Kxtni C 6c;
Mould A64i®6 94-looc; standard A at 6®o54c:
loaf
A
cut
at6»4
;
;Conlectloners
cranulated liVsC
crushed 654: now 6®654c: Cubes 6c. Prir*!««■.—united at 6354c. Tallow steady. Pork
is dull and heavy; mess at 16 25®16 60 for old;
lower:
Beef dull.
16 0(1® 16 26 for new.
Western steam spot 6 67 54; refiued for Comment
and
weak
Bniler
;State
40.
quiet
7
A
at
700 8
Cheese dull aud delo® 1854c; Western 12®20.

mSi:

CP1
Wfc‘extra

dift
208,(loo

icllv*

deliver*

2nd

DrfiSSM

Freights to Liverpool steady.

CHICAGO.June20,1887.-Flour market steady;
Wiuter pateuis4 26®4 60;3out 1:erii Winter 8 76.6
3 60®4 00?
4 00; Michigan and Wisconsin winter

4 25 64 601
choice to faucy Minnesota patent »a(
soft Wheat patents at 4 00®4 26; Minn, bakers
weak
and lagWheat
dull,
26.
in sacks|3:ow,&3
ging—No 2 Spring at 70®7044c; No 2 Ked 76c.
Oats
dull and
at
2
30y*®3Hy,c.
No
Coru quiet;
weak-No 2 at 25>/*c. Kye—No 2 at 63c. Barley
20 00.
Pork
at
Provisions—Mess
—No 2 at 69c.
Lard at 6 30; dry salted shoulders at 6 60®5 70;
at
110.
76.
at
7
Whiskey
Bides
short clear
70®7

II

■

KAILHOADfl.

C

PORTLAND & WORCESTER UNu

I

9

Portland & Rochester R. K*

Hillsboro. NB, 17th, schs Spartel, Hallo
well, Pembroke; > iola May, Fisher. Salem.
Cld 17th, sch John 8 Moulton, Cole, Newark.
AratSt Jelin, NB, 17th, sell Lllliot, Wasson,
llockport.
Cld mb, sch Elvira, Look, Pawtucket; Clara E
Rogers, Rogers, New York.

ARRAR6EMEIITQF

il J‘?*jlf*,***51

LIGHT HATS.

Sooken.
lat, ship Isaac Iteed, Waldo, Irom
New York for Yokohama.
8h‘P Annie H Smith, fm
New York for Yokohama.
J«t 48 N, Ion 89 E, barque Fannie Skol-

KERSEYS.

We have the largest collection in Portland.
Every color in the market. Our prices are
the lowest.

STRAWS,

We make our own Light Tall Hats, and keep
hand than all the other dealers combined. 20 doz. on our shelves, In every shade.

Manillas. Mackinaw and French Palm Leafs.
We have a large assortment, and guarantee our

more on

prices

are

agreeable.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS).
CITY OF PORTLAND, MAINE.

Conunltteeon streets hereby gives notice
that it is about to pave Spring street, from
Clark to Neal street, and all persons who contemplate laying pipes for sewers, drains, water or
gas, are called upon to make the excavations for
same immediately, before said street is paved,
otherwise permits for such excavations will be refused.
By order of Committee on streets, sidewalks
and bridges.
HERBERT G. BRIGGS, Chairman.
Portland, June 11,1887.
Jelldtf

THE

(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for mtadelabia,
Haltiatore, Waakiaglea, and the Saatk,IM
Albaay H. K. for the Weak
Close connection made at Wratkreek Juan
Ilea with through trains of Maine Central B. R. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and Booth
may be had of 8. H. HKLI.BN,Ticket Agent. Port,
land a Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
rctlSdtfJ. W, PKTRBB Bubt.
with Heatea *

MANUFACTURERS,

SRAM TRIM RAILWAY OF CANADA.
SIM71 Ell AKKANOE71ENTH.
Oa aad

Thoroughly cleanse the blood, which Is the
fountain of health, by using Dr. Pierce's Gold,
en Medical Discovery, ana good digestion, a
lair sain, uuoyant spirits, vital strength, and
soundness of constitution will be established.
Golden Medical Discovery cures all humors,
from tho common pimple, blotch, or eruption,
to tho worst Scrofula, or blood-poison.
Especially has it proven Its efficacy in curing
Salt-rheum or Tetter. Fever-sores, Hip-Joint
Disease, Scrofulous Sores and Swellings, Enlarged Glands, and Eating Dicers.
Golden Medical Discovery cures Consumption (which is Scrofula ol the Lungs*, by its
wonderful blood-purifying, invigorating, and
nutritive properties. For Weak Lungs, Spitting of Blood, Shortness of Breath, Brouclutls,
Severe Coughs, Asthma, and kindred affections, it is a sovereign remedy. It promptly
cures the severest Coughs.
For Torpid Liver, Biliousness, or *• Liver
Complaint." Dyspepsia, and Indigestion, it Is
an unequalled remedy.
Sold by druggists.
DU. PIERCE’S PELLETS
Anti.
Biliou* and Cathartic
25c. a vial, by druggists.

LOOK

"TRUE’S

:

Seavey, Simmons, Friendship for

gr

& Son.
Sell Johli H Cranz, Pitcher, Glen Cove—K S
Uanilen & Co.
Sch Robert Dority, Lowe, Green's Landing, to
load for New York—J Nickerson & Sou.
erson

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

SACO, June 20—Ar, brig Katahdln, Hayes, fm
New Fork: sell Hope Haynes, do.
FROM
Ar at

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.

A GREAT DISCOVERY!

child-killing
Sold by all Xlrugglsts.
PRICE

Gentlemen’s

to three hours.

Sagua lltb, brig Screamer, Brown, from

);ui 13

Sid fm Havana 16 th, brig Elizabeth Winslow,
Oakes. Matanzas.
Cld 15th, brig J F Merry, New Yolk.
Ar at Matanzas 11th. barque Allanwilde, Cousins, Pensacola.
Sid 12tli. barque Naversink. Hall, New York.
Sid fm Guantanamo 10th, barque Louise Adelaide, Orr, Delaware Breakwater.
Sid fm Trinidad 11th, sell Grace Bradley, Mc-

Humors, Dyspepsia,
your

case

is

no

ex-

trial will
convince you of the remarkable curative properties of this valuable
Blood Purifier. If you
have only the first symptoms or have been sick
for years do not delay,
get a bottle of L. F.”
and be restored to
sound health, with a
good appetite and re-

ception.

A

Tlie Clotmer ana

UNDER
208

freshing sleep.
Beware of cheap imitations, take only the
“

L. F.” and be cured.

&c.

A Great Medical Work for Youog and

Middle-Aged

ST.,

Men.

Domestic Ports.
SEATTLE—Ar 11th, ship Gen Kuox, Libby,

ME.
eodtf

KNOW THYSELF.

•was,

mylO

Steamer
i
j

ABSOLUTELY Pl'llE AND flEALTHEUL, |
possessing nil the good qualities of I
baking powders, while it contains I
none of their injurious Ingredients. I

•nyi*

Glasses for
Eye
“
‘
11

FULL

LINE

25 cents.
“

50

HtRPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

A.—

Delightful Mail: AO miles) Down Case* Bay

PEBBLES.

OF GENUINE

after JUNK 1,1887, steamer GORDON
leave Custom House Wharf, Portland,
follows, viz:
For Long Island, Little Chebeague, Hope Island, Jenks’, East End, Great Chebeague, aud
HarpsweU, 10.00 a. in., 6.00 p. m. For Orr’s Island 6.00 p. m.
Return for Portland, leave Orr’s Island, 6.16 a.
ra.; HarpsweU, 6.46 a. m., 1.30 p. m.; East End,
7.1G a.m., 2.00 p.m.; Jenks’, 7.30a.m., 2.15 p.m.;
Hope Island, 7.36 a. in., 2.20 p. m.; Little Chebeague, 7.60 a. m., 2.35 p. m.; Long Island, 8.10
a. m„ 2.55 p. in.
Arrive Portland 8J>0 a. m.. 3.30
p. in.
SUNDAYS.
For HarpsweU, via all landings, 9.46 a. m., 2.00
m.
p.
Ileturr, leave HarpsweU for Portland, via all
landings. 11.80a. m., 3.45 p. m.; arrive Portland,
1.30 and 6.00 p. m.
Round trip tickets Sundays to HarpsweU. 35
and

ON will

aiyurra

dally,

«pM

MY

Great reduction in prices for cash, or
quarter down and balance by the week,

b. a. mm k co's,

PEBBLE SPECTACLES for $1.50 each. PEBBLE ETE GLASSES for $1.60 each
Always cool. Never become Scratched, and more durable than Glass.

A

Large

Cor. of Middle and Pearl Sts.

JelO

Assignee’s

Sale.

Spectacles and Eye Glasses, best

quality,

---1

to license granted
the 15th day
of June, A. D. 1887, by the Hon. Henry 0.
PURSUANT
of Probate for
a

Variety of Gold

n

VU1 I1VA

«■■■*■

at $4.00,

$5.00 and $6.00 eaoh.

FRYE,

GEORGE C.

d20t

-KI2_
JL

jeldtf

e
f
w

Seep TAHRANTS’

"information

crown of head

shoe.
ns the

re-

INSTALMENT
DEALERS
Will find
they need—A Full

Q

HOUSE,

ATLANTIC HOUSE,
Beach.

This house will open for permanent
and transient company,
Thursday, Jane »th. Closed to transient company upon the Sabbath,
K. B. GU N N ISON, Proprietor.
je 10u2w

•iL»

POPHAM

B EACH.

-FOB-

^ FINEST SEASIDE RESORT

E veiling and Dinner

Parties,
Hotels, Clubs, Cafes,

_i

Both Ilolrl.

PINTS 1 dozen in Case.
25 cts. per Bottle. $2.50 per Case.
—

Avery Lactate donjpanj,
173 Devonshire
Boston.

o’clock; arriving

In

connection with earliest trains for

points beyond.
Through tickets (or Providence, Lowell. Worces
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston evweek day evening at 7 o’clock.
SUNDAY TRIPS leave Portland and Boston at

ery

B. COYLK. Jit. Manager.

Ijel4c'l_J,

International
FO*

—

AND ALL PASTS OP

ward.

MAINE.

Open July 1.1, 1881.

Ed-

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.
The new Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 5.00 p.m., tor
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. BP’Prelglit receivedup to 4.00 p. m.
Por Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
of State street.
J. B. COYLK, JR.,
nov20dtf
Oen’l Manager.

every

eodliu
i

A

IU., 1.26.

aa

sale

at

e«-

MACHIAS STEi*-

c*

Monday

and

Thursday.

BOSTON AND MAIN! N. B.
PANSKBCKR TRAIN SKUVItT.
effect Wednesday, Peh. Tl, ISS1.

ia

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAIN* I.EIVK POKTI.AND
Par Heetaa at 17.80, 18.40 A UL, 12.40. 13.84
Beetea
far Partlaad 7.30,8.30 A m., 1.00
p.m.
and 4.00 p. m. Por Wear here Brack. Plan
Hats
8.40
A m., 3.30, 6.30 p. in.
Paint, 7.3o,
Hiddcfsrd, SAcaaebaak, 7.30, 8.40 A m.
m.
Wells
Beach
7.30.
S.4«)
5.30 p.
12.40,
in.
Barth Hrrwirk, Onal
A III.. 3.30 p.

3.80,

Only Direct Line from New England
to Savannah.

react, I.awcll, 7.30, 8.40 a. in., 13.40, 3.30
Bachealrr, Paralaiua and Alloa »aj,
8.40 a. m., 13.40, 8.80 p. in.
Vlaachrater and
Caacarl via Lawreuce 8.40 a. m., (via Newmarm.

Connecting there with all Kail aqtf Water Lines.
FAVORITE ROUTE TO FLORIDA.
Iron steamships “GATE CITY” and “CITY OK
MACON” leaving Savannah Pier, Congress St..
Boston, every Thursday at 3 o’clock. For freight
or passage, apply to A. Dk W. SAMPSON. 201

ket Junction) 8.80 p. m.
tConnect* with all Ball Line*.
SUNDAY TBAI.NV
for Baataa 1.00, 4.16 p.m. via Baa torn Division
to Scar boro Crossing.

Washington Street. Boston, or to RICHARDSON
>k BARNARD, Agents, Boston.
dec29ThSat&TuCmo

EASTERN DIVISION.
Baataa at *3.00, >9.00 a. m., si.00. *«.00
m.
Baataa lor Partlaad
17.30 9.00 A in.
13.30, t7.00 p. in. i'apr Klisnbrth, 9,00 a. in.
1,00, 18.00 p. m. Sara, 9.00 A m„ 1.00
Biddefard, 3.00, 9.00 A in., 1.00
00p.m. Partaasaalh, Newbarypart, Saleas
and Lvaa, 3.00, 9.00 A m., 1.00, 8.00 p. in
Aasaaharv 9.00 A m., 1.00 p. m. Parlor an*
Pullman cars on trains leaving Boston at 8.30
9.00 a m., 13.30. 1.00, 4.00, 7.00 p. m., and leaving Portland at 3.00,7.80,8.40, 9.66 a. in., 13.40,
1.00 and 8.00 p. m. Through Pullman sleeping
ears on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m., and
Portland 3.00 a m.
tFrom Narth Berwick to tfcarhara Uraaaing via Western Division.
•Connects with Ball Lines for New York, South
and West.
Connects with Sound Lines for New York Soulb
and West.
tTo leave passengers only.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
for sale at l aiaa Statiaa Ticket Ware t aa>.
atcrcial street, Partlaad,aad I aiaa Ticket
WMce,40 Kirhsasc Street.
JAh. T. FL’BBKK. Uen’l Manager.
D. J. FLANDEBS, Uen. P. A T. A
M. L. WILLIAMS, Uen’l Agent,
Par

MAUVE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For NEW YORK.

&m.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier

88, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLK, Jb.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
sept21-dtf_General Agent

Portland & Boothbay
STEAMBOAT CO.

Oa

aad

Thursday, June ill, ISSf,

ufler

STEAMER ENTERPRISE.
Will leave KrankllnWharf, Portland.on Tur.day,
Thursday and Maiurday, at 8.30 a. m.
Boothbay, Ocean Point,
Bristol, East Boothbay.

Kor Squirrel Island,
Heron Island, South

lanisdt_

1 iarK s cove anu uamanscoua.

Returning—Leave Daraaslscotta
Wednesday and Friday at 7 a. m.

on

Monday.

Portland and

HUNKY W. HACK,
Jel7d8mGen. Manager.

STEAMSHIP

DIRECT

..

p.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday. October 4, 18S6.

USE.]

until further notice Passenger Trains will
l.eavr Partlaad as follows:
S-IM a. at. for Brtdgton, Fryeburg, No. ConwayKabyans, Btehlebam. Lancaster, WhlteHela
Littleton, Wells Blver, Montpelier, SL John
bury, Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burling
ton, Swanton, Ogdensburg and West.
3.13 p. at. Local Portland to Bartlett and Ir.tpr
mediate stations, with stage connections l.,t
No. Wtndbam. Standlsb, Umlngton, He hag",
Naples, Parsonfleld, Kezar Palls, (leiimarlt
Lovell, and ConwayCorner; also for No. BrUlp.
and

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
m.
From Fine Street Wharf,
at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of

Philadelphia,
>

’•ailing

vessel.

Freights for the West by the Penn. R. B., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Kaund Trip *IH.
Pmaaage *10.00.
Meals and Boom Included.
For freight nr passage apply to
If.

81411

B.
70

ton

llarrU.in and

Waiorf„e,l

.U

Ilrl.l

Train Arrive ia Persia aUi

mAMPMOM, Agcal,

Lw| Whnrf, ■«••■,

10.33 a. a». from Bartlett and Way Station*.
N.33 p. at. from Montreal. Burlington and Wee*
J. HAMILTON, rtnpl.
CHAS. II. FOYB. Q. T. A.
octldtf

BOVININE ! Hunifonl Falls k Buckfield
jj
*

g
—

•5
®

o
■

2
e

g
®

u

<2
■o
►

a

Contains more than thirty-four per
cent of Soluble Albuminoids. Is the
only Raw Food in the world. Keeps in
any climate. Does not become putrid,
like most other meat extracts. Is retained by the most irritable stomach.
Creates new and vitalized blood faster
than any other preparation.
Is daily
saving life in cases of Phthisis, Typhoid
and relapsing Fever,
Diphtheria,
Bright’s Disease, Neuralgia, Pneumonia
Anemia, Marasmus, Cholera Ifantum
ami all other diseases of children.
Builds up the system after severe surgical operations. Soothes and alleviates
ulcerated and cancerous conditions of
the stomach and rectum. Is the only
nutrient that will permanently cure

Namaarr

^

g

*

$
—

®

a
a-

£.

7
©
3

§*
i.

2.
3

>«

and
debility,
a Upon It, puny and feeble infants and j
g children and their exhausted mothers ©
V thrive wonderfully. Contains no med- ©
-* ieatlon whatever.
Fat up in G and 13 ®
oz. bottles,
i2oz. contains the strengt ~
g
3 of 10 lbs. of meat. All druggists.
?
nervous

prostration

BOVININE
Janll

eoddm

WHEREAS

ttt'WEsniviivttiai; i

R. H.

Oaly I.lac raaaiag DAY TBAINS Wtweea Partlaad aad Jtaairral.

From BOSTON ararj WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA tnri TUESDAY and FRIDAY
«

Ogdensburg

PORTLAND k MONTREAL LINE.

Boston! Philadelphia

fTTTT
d T> A P V D may badUuad „n llv mt (Va
IfllOlAl CilVK it.,well*Os'sNewspaMt

jel8Utl

7.10

PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
P. if. BOOT HB Y, Gen-1 Pass, and TlcketAgt.
Portland. Mar 1.1887.oct22

Steamship

P. O. VICKERY, Proprietor.
I’Dph&m Beach, June 18,1887.

_

After March N. I AST, aad I'ntil
Parther Bailee,
the Steamer City afRlchasead, Capt. Wm. E.
Dennison, weather permitting, will make two
round trips per week on the route between Portland, Bar Harbor and Mac hla* port, via usual
landings, leaving Portland at 11 p. m. every Tuesday and Friday, and Macbiasport at 4.00 A in.

Island, nnd t ape Brrtan.

If at tea.
my wife Maggie E, Murphy having
left my house without reasonable cause
notice Is hereby given that I shall pay no debts of
her contracting after this date.
JAMES E. Ml Rl’llY
Portland. June 18, 1887.
JeZOdlw*

at once.

D__

Oa aad

—

Braa.wich, Nava Nratla, Prince

tb.

Kecklaad and Kaai aad l.larala K. H.,
7.10 A m.. 1.26 p. m.: Ankara aad (.rarla
■•a at 8.30 a m., 1 20, 6.00
p. m., l.ewistaa
rta Hraaswick, 7.10 A m.,
1.26,111.16p.m.;
Faraiaslaa, Vleameu tb, W ■ nlbren, Oak
land aad Berth Aaaea, 1.20 p. m
Paras'■■«ea rla Hraaswick, 7.10 a. m. and 1.2*

PORTLAND, NT. DESERT

—

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N. B„ HALIFAX, N. S
New

Hranswlck,

all paiauia the Praciacec
daced rales.

STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

....I

Araeslaak

MAiCTh&om Commercial Strati
Station, ftsfcdf
CONORE33 ST. STATION,
where through tickets and baggage checks may
be obtained for principal points East and West.
tThe 11.16 p. m. train Is the night express wit*
sleeping car attached and runs every night Hum
days Included, through to Bangor but not la
Skowbegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday morn
lugs.
Trains are due In Portland as follows: The morn
log trains from Augusta and Bath 8.46 a m. j
Lewiston, 8.60 A m.; the day trains from Barn
gor at 12.40 and 12.46 p,m., tne afternoon trains
from Bangor, Watervllle, Bath, Augusta, Koch
land and Lewiston at 6.46 p. m.; the night Pullman Express train at 1. 60 a m.
f.isaitrd Ticket*. Ini aad aecand elaoa, fee

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
at 7

aad

All'mhi*ttmed

Board *7.00 to *16.00 per week.
Traustent
rates *1.60 to *2.50 per day.
ry Best 3-mlle Beach In New England, either
for walkiug or driving, and Surf Bathing unsurpassed ; grandest views ou the coast of Maine.
Discount of 25 per cent In prices of board from
July 1st to July 20th. Address A. B. PERKINS.
Manager, Huunewell’s Point, Maine.
Engage
rooms

St.,

3®“*

IN

OCEAN VIEW AID EUREKA HOUSES.

Restaurants and
Families.

SF

W

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

3

_*-*&*&•-•_
JUST THE THING

jnstwhat
Linf
INSTALMENT (SOODS sold only to
® Instalment Trade, by addresso*
ln.MALME.Ni IfcALEita’ Supply Co., Erie, Fff
cod3m*

VIEW

Auburn, Maine,
Opens J une 8th; one of the finest
located Summer Hotels In Ma'ne;
all modern conveniences; accommodations for
over 100 guests; 300 feet of broad piazza; large
stable; croquet, bowling, billiards, lawn tennis,
etc. Terms very low. Send for circular.
B- P. CLOUUH, Proprietor.
je4eodti

Scarborough

eodAwlm

FIRE OILY $1.00

day evening

Uwltf.a

5.16.111.16 p. in.; Bath, 7.10 a. m., 1.2o, 6.1*
p. m.. and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m.;

8TEAKER8.

BUSH’S LIQUID FOOD.

Wen

on the stock market.

BEST IN THE WORLD OliCAdC l*
Sold Everywhere."
IJT Got the Genuine.

ap20

GBAND

INVIGORATING

stores,

Wise families throughout
the land
SELTZER near st band.

Gardiner and

I

13th, for
Excursionists. picnic, anil private parties served at short
notice.
Whore Dinner, a Nperinlly.
Tile
house will be kept open until October 1st.
jeictfK. A. SAWYER, Proprietor.

ndn-aIcoh^^^

This will he a great year for speculation, as we
are ou the eve of an Important movement In
stocks. Any one can make money who operates
Intelligently. We will keep you correctly Informed for sio per month with the best Information in Wall st. It will pay you to beaome a subscriber at once. Send 81 for a good point and
our circular,
WALL STREET BUREAU OF INFORMATION,
P. O. Box 1,757, New York City

jel6

ISAIAH DANIELS, Manager.

Restaurant.
to the public Monday, June
OPENED
permanent and transient hoarders.

cy

BOSTON

H.1DIEB RESORT*.

I Ulinilll

to sole

It soon

zo cents,

Peak’s Island House and

Piles, It opens

Lo.^appetite

landings

eodtl

It soon brings into healthyplay
The torpid liver day by day
And Regulate* the 8yt*m

*10_;_dtf_

every week
season (or

laht.

Ml

Ml. Mtrphru

t'enaty,
1.20p. m., 1.2.6 and 111. 16p. m. For 8aa|«i
Ac PUrautqaU R. R., 7.10 A
1.16
p. m.,
nij.ll
(or Mkewhcgaa, Belfast aad SeiWr, 1.20c
1.26.111.16 p. ni.: SValcrrillr, 7.10 A m.,
1.20,1.25, and, tli.16 p. m.. and on Saturdays
only at 6.16 p. in.^for A«kh.m, Hallnwefl,

_j.

janlO

the County of
Cumberland, the undersigned hereby gives notice
that lie will sell at public auction, at 244 Fore
street, Portland. Maine, on Wednesday, the 22d
day of .June. A. D. 1887. at 2.30 o'clock In the afternoon, a 1 his right, title and Interest as Assignee In Insolvency of the estate of George II.
Weeks, of said Portland, in and to the following
chattels and goods, to wit: Stock of Groceries,
large Refrigerator, three Falrbank's Scales, one
set Measures, Meat Beuch, Counter. Stove, Traverse-runner Pung, Sign, Silver Watch and Plated
Chain, etc.
W. E. ULMER, Assignee.
je'20d3t

through.

as

coins; ouicr

Peabody. Judge

-Ar 18tli. schs Sadie Corey,
E1POBTsKoHTH
Win
Low Port Johuson ; Manltou, Arey, and

delphia.

50

“•

-ALSO

■shshbbsmhsmI

FRAZER.tjfM,

Dodge, Port Johnson; Wm Demlng, Hutchdo.
ins, Elizabethport; Rosa & Adra, Berry,
BANGOR—Cld 18th, barque Payspn Tucker,
Tucker, Richmond; scliJ G Stover, Arey, Phila-

These Hues should all appear equally black to a normal eye. Persons to whom the above lines do
not appear equally black at live or ten feet, have a visual imperfection which common spectacles will
not improve. They must have special lenses ground to correct the deformity of the corneas. This deed is called ASTIGMATISM.

25 cents.

enwood.

On and after MONDAY, June Gth, Steamer
Greenwood will leave Burnham's Wharf for Trefethen’s, Jones’ and Greenwood Garden, as follows:
Leave Portland 6.00, 6.45, 8.30, 9.45, 11.00 a.
1.46, 2.46, 4.45, 6.16,|7.26, 9.30 p. in.
Leave Trefethen’s 0.20,7.05, 8.60, 10.05,11.20
а. Bi., 2.06, 3,06, 5.05, 0.36, 9.60
p. ui.
Leave Jones’ 9.06,10.20,11.36 a. m., 2.20, 3.20,
б. 20, 9.00,10.15 p. m.
Manila) Time Table— Leave Portland at 8.30,
9.46,11.00 a. in., 1.45, 2.46,4.45 p. m. Returning,
leave Trefetheu's at 8.60,10.06,11.20 a. in.. 2.05,
3.06, 6.06 p. m. Leave Jones’ at 9.06,10.20,11.3o
a. m., 2.20, 3.20.5.20 p. m.
Round trip tickets: Adults 26 cents, Children
16 eeuts, with admission to Uarden. Special rates
to campers and cottagers.
jelldtt

4

for
Spectacles
11
“

I

m.
The 10.00 a. m. and 3.00
will be made around the Island, touchat Diamond Cove at 10.46 a. m. and 3.46 d. m.

FOR THE ISLANDS.

eod&wly

Ar June 18th, schs Bat. Wilson;
Senator Grimes, Warr, and Jan U Deputy, Stacy,
Ainboy; Victor, Donovan, and Nellie Star, Soule,
Fort Johuson; WD Cargill. Scott; Silver Spray,
Liudsay, and Victory, Ober, Fort Johnson.
Ar 19th, schs Enterprise. Robinson, and Acara,
Doyle, Fort Johnson; William E Barnes, Perkins,

Flint

follows: Leave BHrnham’s Wharf

and 4.00 p. m.
Male all arrangements with
the Cuptaia. on board, or with LEW 13 A. GOUDY,
Manager, at corner of Pearl and Milk Streets.
Je4
dtt

be wurwsed.

Lara

tea.

Company.

trips

m.

ing

k

McNIcliols, Libby, Boston.
Sid 12th, barque Lizzie Carter, for Galveston.

f°SALEM

run as

For Haagar. 7.10 a. m., rla Aagaatai 1.30 p.
m., rla Lewkuaa, 1.36 and tll.l&p. m, via A a.
guutu; (or ICIIrwerlh. Har llnrber, Vaace-

_

Isis

m.

MWESSsfe

mons,

Passed the Gate 18th, schs Am Chief, N York
for ltocklaud; KioUa. Amboy for Machlasport;
Gen Banks, Port Johuson for Salem; Thomas W
Hyde, Baltimore for Portland; Vaudalia, Amboy
for Boston,
PROVIDENCE—Ar 19tli, sob Terrapin, Wooster, Calais.
VINE YARD-HAVEN—Ar 17th, schs G VV Rawley, Alley. Hoboken for Boston; Fannie Hodgkins
Kimball, Rockport for New York, (lost au anchor
off Chatham.)
In port 17th, schs Kolon, and Nellie F, Perth
Amboy for Boston; B L Eaton. Fort Johnson for
do; Geo D Ferry. Amboy for Portsmouth; Eanny
Flint, Ellzabetbport for do; Willie Martin, Ellzaiietliport for Portland; Gillian, do for Coliasset;
Susan, Kondout for Haverhill; George* Albert,
Kondout for So Newmarket; Empress, New York
for Danvers; Rival,Elizabethportfor Kennebunkport; Silver Heels, New York for Belfast; Light
of the East, Amboy for Portsmouth.
KDGAKTOWN-Ar 18th, sell Speedwell, Wood,
Amboy for Portsmouth.
BOSTON—Ar 19th, sens Clias E Sears, Allen,
and David Faust,Smith,Amboy; Marcellus, Pratt
do; Brigadier, Cousins, Kondout; Empress, Kendall. Hoboken; Emma A Cutting, Ueeu, and Cambridge, Perry, Bath; Mary B Rogers, Knight, and
Orlzon, Oliver, Batli; E M Branscomb, Day, Ellsworth; Herbert, Perkins, Rockport; Commonwealth, Smith, and Oregon, Shaw, Rockland-. Two
Brothers, Dodge, Kennebec; Juntetta, Thompson
Addison; Northern Light, Tuttle, Machtas: Unison. Henderson. Gardiner ; Kockaway, Smith,
Mlllbridge; Hattie J Averlll, Matthews. York;
Samaritan, West, and Krank, Williams, Bangor;
Susan Stetson, Iris bee, do; Wm Stevens, Klweli,
andjas Neilson, Hopkins, do: Lamartine, Haskell, Deer Isle; Sadie Kimball, Kimball, Boothhay; Oriental, Norton, Belfast.
Cld 18th, *pbs Mlnquas, Cobb, Rockport ; Cornelius Soule, Francis, St George; W U Jordan,
Babbitt, Clark’s Cove.
Ar 20th. schs Billow,Wallace, Calais; Sassanoa,
Ryder, Bath.
Below, sell Emma K Smalley.
Sid 20th, barque Clara E McGilvery, for Nor-

ONwill

Monday, June 6, Steamer

0-°0,7.00, 8.30,10.00 a. in.; 12.20, 2.00, 3.00,
6.00, 6.16 p. m. Leave Casco Wharf (Diamond
Island) at 6.30. 7.40,9.15,10.20 a.m.; 1.30, 2.30.
at

Million Copies Bold.
It treats upon Nervoua and Physical Debility, Premature Decline, Errors of Youth, Exhausted Vitality,
Lost Manhood. Impaired Vigor and Impurities of the
ffloodj and the untold miseries consequent thereon
Contains 900 pages, substantial embossed binding, fall
Warranted the best popular medical Y^eatino
IT1It,
published in the English language. Prioe only $1 by
mail, postpaid, and oonoealed m a plain wrapper. Illustrative sample free if you send now.
PUBLISHED by the PEABODY MEDICAL

Vfflp .1 Kim.

Sullivan; Aim Elizabeth, Providence; U B
Metcalf, Port Chester.
Ar lath, schs Annie Lord, Kendall, Aracaju;
Kensett, Curtis, Sagua; E H Cornell, Crocker, fin
Charleston; Annie X, Palmer, Luhee; Commerce,
Rockland; Alice B, Rockport; AnnieR Lewis,
Providence.
Cld 18th, barque Fred P Litchfield, Young, for
Singapore; schs Clifford, Bunker, Brunswick; A

after

and

On and niter 71 ON DAY, Oct. its,
1800, Passenger Truitts Leave
Portland as follows:

For Japaa aad Cblaa.
CITY OF SYDNEY sails Saturday, July 23,
2 p. in.
For Freight, Passage, or
general lnlormatlon
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
H. A. ADAH* A
CO.,
*•"“>
»raa4 Ml., Baaiaa.

STEAMER ISIS.

More Tkan One

to whom all orders should

Great reduction In rates to San Francisco.
From San Francisco. 1st and Bran nan sts.

Boston & Savannah

,10* vertical ./0.

Eocklaud.

dft1

9.30, 11.00
For Little Diamond, Great Diamond, Evergreen
and Trefethen s 0.00,10.30 a. m.; 2.16. 4.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Evergreen 9.25,Trefethen’s 9.30,
Great Diamond 9.36, Little Diamond 9.40 a. m.
Leave Long Island 11.10, Evergreen 11.20, Trefethen's 11.26, Great Diamond 1T.30, Little Diamond 11.36 a. m.
Leave Long Island 2.65, Evergreen 3.05, Trefethen's 3.10, Great Diamond 3.15, Little Diamond 3.20 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond 4.60, Evergreen 4.55, Tre
fetheu's 6.00, Little Diamond 6.06 p. m.
On pleasant Mondays the 5.30 p.m. trip from
Portland will run to Little Diamond. Great Diamond, Trefetben’s, Evergreen and Long Island.
Returning, leave Long Island at 8.10: Evergreen
at 6.20; Trefethen’s at *1.26: Great Diamond at
6.30, and Little Diamond at 6.36.
The 10.30 a. m. and 2.16 p. m. goes to Long Island.
No lumber received over 100 feet: coal must be
lu barrels and headed up.
B. J. WILLARD, Manager.
Jel6dtf

3.20, 6.45,6.46 p.

ship Thos M Heed,

Kardinian

a.

JIAI.\E CESTRAL RAILROAD

Paaaaa,

^

in.: 2.15,4.30, 6.45 p. in. Return
a. m.; 12.00 M.; 2.45, 6.00, 6.15 p. m.

p.

TACOMA—In port 12th, ship Enos Soule.Soule,
for lttver Platte, Idg lumber at £11 pr M ; Edw
O'Brien.| Oliver, for San Francisco ; St Mark,
Nichols, do; Oriental, Slater, for do.
POET TOWNSEND—Ar 1 Util, ship Challenger,
San Diego.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 11th, ship Palmyra,
Minot, Fort Townsend.
APALACHICOLA—Cld 18th, sch M A McCaun,
Hutchins, Boston.
GALVESTON—Ar 17th, sch Helen Montague,
Cookson, New York.
MOBILE—Ar 18th, sch Minnie C Taylor, Leighton, Grand Cayman.
PENSACOLA—Ar 18tb, sell Henry Souther,
Ilupper, New Orleans.
Cld 18th, ship Norris, Borland. Philadelphia.
FKKNAND1NA—Ar 18th, sell Jos Souther,
Watts, Philadelphia.
DAIUEN—Cld 18th, sch Belle Brown, Perry,

■

10.30,11.30

We linvc a large assortment and nre prepared to adjust the same
upon scientific principles. We use NACHET'M TRIAL, CASE, togetli*
cr with the OPTHALMOSCOPIC TEST LENSE, combining the best
methods known for detecting nil or Heal defects of the eye and deter*
mining the lenses needed lor their, orrcction.

de; Annie Sargent, Orne, do, wttli
Pierce, do,
400 do; 18tli, Cynosure, Spotford, do 1000 do.
830

iMnlrlunrl

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.

May 16,1887.

luver. (or Baa Praacfeca via The laibiaua •(

Leave Custom House Wharf for Peaks’ at 9.00.

HOTEL.

PORTLAND,

in.

Leave Great Diamond 4.60, Evergreen 4.55,
Trefethens 6.00, Little Diamond 6.06 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond 6.30. Evergreen 6.35,
Trefethens 6.40. Little Diamond 6.46 p. m.
Saturday Night 9.30 p. m., will be made to
accomodate cottagers.
8.00 a. m. and 2.15 p. m. goes to Long Island.

J08KPH HICKBON, Reneral Manager.
WM. KDOAB, G. P. A..
J, 8TBPHKN8ON. Bupt.

jUWXLa*
and South America and Mexico.
NEWPORT.sails Monday, June 20, Noon.
From New York, pier root or Canal Bt., North

svniiKB arbanoehkntm.
THE riRBT-( LA8S;BTKAMKRS

Daoot Fool of lodn Stroot.

Praacleee. and all points In the Nerthweet,
West aad aualhweni.

■

California, Japan, China, Central

Leave Great Diamond 10.60, Evergreen 10.66,
Trefethens 11.00, Little Diamond 11.06 a. m.
Leave Long Island 2.65, Evergreen 3.06, Trefethens 3.10, Great Diamond 3.16, Little Diamond

SPECTACLES.
EYE CLASSES.

eodST&TliGm

EXHAUSTED VITALITY,

Fishermen.

MIDDLE

Y»18

janlS

Ar at Gloucester lPth, sch Sir Knight, from
Georges via Boothbny.
Ar at Boothbay 17th, sells E B Nickerson, Clark
Western Banks, with 400 tubstish; Uncle Joe,

llolnv

i

Furnlslier,

FALMOUTH

-UM FOB-

House Wharf for Peaks’ Island
m.: 2.16, 3.00, 4.30, 6.10
P-in- -Hstuniing, leave Peaks’ Island 6.20,7.26,
9.30.11.00 a. 111.; 2.36,8.30,6.00, 6.35 p. m!
Leave Custom House Wharf for Little and Great
Diamond, Evergreen and Trefethens 6.45, 7.00,
8.00.10.30 a. m.; 2.15, 4.30, 6.10 p. m. Returning, leave Evergeen 6.10. Trefethens 6.16. Great
Diamond 6.20, Little Diamond 6.25, Evergreen
7.26, Trefethens 7.30, Great Diamond 7.36, Little
I Diamond 7.40 a. m.
Jfe*ve„L9?« Island s.40. Evergreen 8.50, Trefethens 8.66, Great Di.. nond 9.00, Little Diamond

R.1ARRIN6T0N,

FRED

Catarrh, Liver and
Bowel Disorders, and

Memoranda.
I
Barque J II Chadwick, Foster, at New York
from Matanzas, reports : June 12, lat 3d 17, Ion
7318, had a heavy galo from NE. with heavy cross
seas; lost and split sails, broke rail, lost water
casks and tour buds molasses oil deck; also, lost
everything movable off deck.
Sell Kendrick Flsli, Hart from Virginia for Camden, with timber, put into New York 18tli. strain

T

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

LARGEST AND FINEST ASSORTMENT IN THE CITY.

The history of L.F."
Atwood's Medicine is
one of success in relieving and curing many
thousands of cases of
«

Ar at Ponce 29th, sch Anna W Barker, Sargent,
New York ; Ralph Siniiet, PlDkliam,.. Portland,
(.and sailed 30lli for Uumacoa.)
Sid 26th, brig Mary CMarrhier, Wharter, North
ot Hatteras.
Sid fm Newcastle, NSW. May 12th, ship Frank
»
Pendleton, Nichols. San »iego.
Ar at Honolulu May 20, barque C O Whitmore,
Thompson, Departure Bay.
Ar at Buenos Ayres pr»v to May 21, barque A C
Bean, Foster, Portland.
Sid May 19, barque Oasis, Reynolds, for United
States; 23d, ship Fearnauglit, Stafford, Portland.
Sid fin Rosario May 6. barque Auburudale.Woos
ter, Boston; 7th, Alabama. Martin, Klo Janeiro.
Ar at St Thomas Kith inst, barqne F B Fay,
Pettigrove, from Iloug Kong for London, leaky.

CHARLESTON—Sid 17tli, sell Win Frederick,
for New York.
RICHMOND—Sid 18th, sch Clytie, Laughton.
New York; G M Rraluard, Jersey City.
NEWPORT NEWS-Sld 17th, brig H B Cleaves
Cliarlson. Portland; sell A It Weeks. Henley, do.
Sid 18th, barque An Sable, Locke, Portland.
BALTIMORE—Cld 17th, sells Thomas N Stone,
McDonald, Boston; Victor Puig, Harris.Saco.
Hid 17th, sch W B Herrick, Chase, Portland.
Cld 18tli, schs Chas H Wolston. Hinckley,and
Augustus Hunt, Hall, Portland; Tim Field, Wooster, Boston.
Sid lath, brig Stockton; schs Tl» Field, and
Chas H Wolston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 18th, barque Havana.
Rise, Havana; schs 14a H Mathis, Sloan, Bath;
Eva 0 Yates, Yates, do.
Cld 18th, schs Edwin A Gaskill. Wilson, Bangor
Belle O'Neil, Butler, Savannah; Thos Clyde. Erazter,Bath; Chas U Haskell. Sltsbee, Providence.
Ar lath, barque John E Chase, from Arroyo.
Ar 20th, ship Portland Lloyds, Hussey, from
Dunkirk.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 20th, sell Mary J
Lee, Jordan, Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 18th, barque J II Chadwick,
Foster, Matunzas 14 days; Commerce, Chase,
Doboy; brig J E' Merrv, Bradley, Matauzas 16 ds;
schs Etta M Barter, Barter, Fernandina; Emma
Kendrick Fisli,
S Briggs, Gray, Satllla River;
Hart, Virginia lor Camden.
Also ar 18th, schs Wm G R Mowry, Calais; Jas

my'M_dtt

3.20|p.

Intyre, Philadelphia.

Sail Fraueiseo, to load lor do.
Sid fm Departure Bay 11th.
Starkey, San Fraueiseo.

Neckwear,

TuTbSSi&wly

Steamer CADET leaves Franklin Wharf,
(week days,) for Peaks’ Island at 5.45,6.35,9.00.
1 10.15 a. ill., 2.16, 3.15, 4.16,6.15, 7.30p. in. KkTOK.vnio at 6.20. 7.15, 9.30, 10.35 a. m., 2.36,
3.85, 5.05, 6.36,10.00 p. m. For Cushing’s la*
land at 5.45, 6.35,10.15 a. m„ 2.16, 4.16,8.16 p.
in.
Returning at 6.05. 7.00, 10.45 a. nL 2.46,
4.46, 6.45 p. m. For Cape Cottage 10.15 a. in.,
2.16, 4.16 p. m.
J. B. COYLE, Man.
J. F. LISCOMB, Treas.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY’S

6.45, 7.00, 9.00, 10.30 a.

7

thirty

GARDEN LINE.

Exchange SL, md

Tickets Sold At Reduced Rates to
•'■■•da, Detrail, Cbicaga. Hilwuubee,
Aliaciaaati, at. I.aaie, Data ha, Sagiaaw,
at. Pssl, aultl.ake
City, Dearer, a>u

STBAHKHS.

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.

NEW STYLE COLLARS AND CUFFS,

35c. 50c. and SI .00.

Dr. JOHN F. TBuE & 00., Proprietors,
AUBURN, MAINE.
M-Tapq Worms a Specialty. TapeWorms
minutes
removed In from one hour and

New York.

GREENWOOD

Summer Underwear,

It Is acknowledged to be the best, safest and
most potent and effectual remedy known for
this
disease;

MTEA.11KRN.

STAR LINE STEAMBOAT CO.

SUMMER CLOTHING,

ra.

► raw Qaebac, 13.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Bleeping cars on night train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland
Montreal.
TICOABT OPPICKi

■ BLAND

in-

Cleared.

Barque Klectra, (Br) Coggswell, Buenos Ayros—
Rumery, Birule & Co.
Sch B C Cromwell. York, Norfolk—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch J B Ogden, Towle, Newport News—J Nick-

4 ■»

GENUINE BARGAINS

B

jh

I

■

1087,

A KKI V AI.M.
Praas I.ewUteu aad Askars, 8.36 A A
13.06, 3.16 and 6.36 p. m.
Preaa Uarkaw, H.36 Am., 19.06 and 6.46 p. m.
Preaa Chleaga aad Haatreal, 11.06 and

35

»

2
3

WINDOW.

*

e

a

IN

6.46 p.

3
g

*»

& Co.
Sell Laura & Marion, Pinkham, Harpawell.
Sch St Leon, Perkins, Peuobacot for Boston.
Sell Waterloo, Creamer, Bangor for Boston.

WORKMEN

after MONDAY, Way 10,
Iraiae will raa aa fellewei

DKPAHTIRKS.
Isr Aakan aad Lswktss,7.10k. A, 1.1B
and 6.37 p. ra.
Per flerkaas, 0.30 a!m., 1.80and 6.37 p. in.
Per Uerbaas, Healreal and Chic age, 0.80
A m. and 1.30 p. m.
Ker Quebec, 1.30 p. m
Per Huckdeld aad l aatea, 7.10 A m. and
1.80 p. m.

*

i

£a

THE

4

WORM" ELIXIR!

PIN

1

Cummings

FOR

-*■'

d&wnrmcTh

Finery.

Sell Willie
Boston.

On

(mixed) *0.30 p. at.
Per Perrat Areuse Deeriag) 10.00 a. a*.
3.00 and 0.30 p. at.
The 1.03 p. at. train from Portland connects al
Ayer Jaact. with Htttac Teasel Haute for
the West, and at leleu Drpet, Wereeaier, ful
New Verkvla Nerwiek liur, and all rail,
via Mpriagdrld, also with N. V. * S. K. H. H.

R. F. SOMERS & CO.,

PlTBL,IC~l¥OTIC]E.

TRAINS

and after Header, Oe». 33,
.^‘isse. Passenger Trains will I.W'
Perttaadi
WertMier, Sliatea, Ayer Juertlee.
Naahua, Wiedkea and Kppiag at 7.3
a. a. and 1.03 p. as.
Par 3*aaekeeier, Seacard, and points Nortk
at 1.03 p. sa.
Par Hakralrr, Wurlugralr, Alfred, Water,
bare, and Mace hirer at 7.30 a. as., |1.«3
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
Per Uerbaas at 7.30 a. as., 1.03, 0.30, an
(mixed) at 0.30 p. as.
Per Saccarappa, Caatberlaad tlU la, Wat*
break Juanita and WetdlarPt at 7.30
and 10.00 a. as., 1.03, 3.00, 3.30 and

flchhJTurner, from Calcutta for New York.

Sch Mabel, Strout, Millbridite.
Sch Caroline Kriescher. Deveronx, Bucksport—
fish barrels to Lewli. Chase 6 Whitten.
Sch Shepherdess, Tibbetts. New Harbor.
Sell Brilliant, Hooper, Camden—lime to L C

8 50

lb, according to size aud
8®8Vic; pressed hams at

I.

Montreal.New York. .Liverpool ....Jne 26
Saratoga.New York..H»vaua.Jne 25

Santiago.»3|60

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. June20. 188T.—The following are today’s limitations ol Provisions, &c.:
Pork—Uing cut 1650,417 00: short cuts 16 50
£17 00; backs 17 00(817 60; light hacks 16 00;
lean ends 17 00417 50; pork tougues at 16 00
®|15 60; prime mess at J1M60®17 00; extra
prune hi 16 00; incss, at 16 60417 00.
hard—choice at7»/s®76ie p lb m tierces; 8c
in to-tti palls; fci/iC In 5-tb pails; 8Vic In 3-lb

I.

City

Security .7 75
Silver Kimr.

—

more.
Ar at

31%
36% i fid HiitI leakim?.
Sell Frank Barker, from Boston for Bangor, was
In collision 17tli with schr E It Nickerson at
Bootlibay and sustained some damage.

_

PORTLAND. June 20,1887.
Th# following are today's closing quotations Of
drain. Provisions, Sc.:

large
Large

100

83%

inri"

tertally from last week.

I’lonr.

91%

—

..

STATE OF TRADE.
(From Bradstreet’s of Saturday, June 18.)
Special telegrams to Bradstreet’s show that the

hid.
is.

81.

—

FIHAltGIAL AND COMMERCIAL

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LIVERPOOL,Juue 20.1887—Quotations—Winter Wheat 7s®7s 2d ;8prlng wheat «s 1 ld»7s Id;
Club wheat at 7s lOd&Hs. Corn—mixed Western
Pork at
at 3t 11 % d; peas 6s Id. Provisions.
66s^id; bacon 39s 6d. Cbcese 60s Od.Tallow 22s.
Lard 34s.

Unit flo,.

New York Stock and Money Market.

G?^

Ar at Havre 16tli, ship Lucy A Nickols, Nichols
Sail Francisco.
81d fm Fort Linmn 4th Inst, sch Mary B Judge,
Magee, Fernaudina.
Ar at St Jag<> May 29, sch Mabel F Staples,
Hickson. New York.
Ar at Zaza 7th Inst, brig Tarlfa, Sawyer, Balti-

II.

miRCBLLANEOCI.

_

..

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan a Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 180 Middle street.

Wisconsin

matters—The
Miss Clara, discussing literary
translation you speak of, Mr. Keatherly, I understand. is a very free one?
Mr. Keatherly-1 think you have been mlslnformed, Miss Clara: 1 paid a dollar for my copy.

Aug.

39
39
38 Vs

OATS.

use

Mrs. Garmo.—I understand your
sick at college, Mrs. Smytlie?

July.

37%
87%
30%
30%

Closing.36

bush: corn,339,000 Ibusli; oats.I 53,000 bush :|rye
500 bush, barley 1000 bush.
8T.ILOUIS, Juno 20. 1887.—Flour steady; light
demand; XX at a 25*2 40; family at 2 86*3 00:
patents lat 4 16®4 80. Wheat lower; No 2 Red
at 78V«ia78%c. Corn Is higher at 84%&34%c.
Oatsjquiet but firm at 27 %c. Provisions dull—
Pork Irregular—new it 00. Lard 6 10.
DETROIT, June 20,1887.-Wheat-No 1 White
83% c asked; Mich Red 85o; No 2 Red 84% c.
Receipts—Wheat—4,300 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, Juue 20.1887.—Cotton dull;
middling 10 ll-18c.
SAYANNAH,Miuiel 20, 1887.—Cotton Is firm;
middling 10%e.
CHARLESTON, Juue 20,:i887—Cotton quiet;
middling 10% e.
MEMPHIS, June 20, 1887,-Gottoh quiet; middling 10% c.
MOBILK,|June 20,1*87.—Cotton nominal ;mld
dliu* 10% c.

I—.,

—

Foreign Ports.

_

WHEAT.

Enthusiast—Yes I It's nearly two hundred years

old.

Receipts—Flour, 13,000 bbls; wheat, 288.000
bush ;corn186,000 bu :oats 110,000 bush;ryeO 000
bush; barley, 5,000,bu9h.
Shipments—Flour, 22,000 bbls; wheat,686,000

Railroad

trraa|rar*i la Kffeca Jaae 4,
lH>.

Leave Portland, via O. T. Railway, 7.10 a m.;
Lewiston 8.00; Mechanic Falls (mixed train)
8.46; arriving at W. Minot 9.06; E. Hebron 9.30;
Buck Held 9.46;
E. 8umner
10.36; Hartford.
10.66; Canton 11.16.
Leave Portland 1-30 p. m.; Lewiston 8.00;
Mechanic Falls 3.16; arriving at W. Minot 3.30;
B. Hebron 3.40; Buckfleld 3.60: E. Sunnier 4.08;
Hartford 4.12; Canton 4.27; (Albertville 4.36 p.
RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.30, 9.16 A in.;
arriving at Portland 8/25 a m„ 12.06 p. m.
On Saturdays only, a third train leaves Canton
2.46 p.m.: Buckfleld 3.26; arriving at Lewiston
6.10; Portland 6.45 p.m.; returning on arrlva
of train leaving Boston 1.00, and Portland
6.37 p. in. Excursion tickets will be sold between Portland, Lewiston and Stations on R. F. 4i
B., good to return same day or Monday. By leaving Portland at 7.10 a. m. several hours can be
spent In Oxford Connty and return same day; or
a
trip taken up tbe Androscoggin Valley to Rumford Falls returning Monday.
HTA«K (633KITI03A
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.30 p. m. tor Hebron
Academy; Buckfleld 3.50 p. m. for W. Sunnier
and Turner: Canton 4.27 p. in.; arriving at Peru
6.30; Dlxfleld 8.00; Mexico 7.00 p.m.; also lor
Breltun's Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico 0.00, Dlxfleld 7.00 a m.:
arriving at Portland 12.06 p. m.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
R. C. BRADFORD, Q, T. A.Jun3dtf

Bass’ English Ale
GUINNESS’

STOUT,

Just Landed, Ex S. 8. SurdlnUu.
For Sale In the Original Package by

R. STANLEY &

SON,

IMPORTERS,

410
U0V24

Fore

Street.
dtf

THE PAINE MEDAL.

THE PRE SB
TUESDAY MORNING, JUKE 21.
PORTLAND
HKU

AND VICINITY.

IDTIiRTIItEBIKNTN TV-DAY

AMUSEMENTS.
June Meeting—Presumpscot Park.
FINANCIAL.
Woodbury & Moulton—Bankers.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
(losing Out—Charles Custls & Co.
Wanted—Assistant Bookkeeoei
Summer Board—M. C. Burnell.
For Sale—Horse, Phaeton, &o.
Tne Purest Soap-The Index.
For Sale or To Let—House.
Owen. Moore & Co.—2.
Wanted—U. W. Barr.
Two Houses for Sale.
Found—Mastiff Pup.
Wauted—Situation.
Loet—Small Purse.
Blues Brothers—2.
To Let—Cottage.
St. Julian Hotel.
For sale—Farm.
To Let—House.
To Let—ltent.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are free from all crude
Concentrated medicine
and Irritating matter.
only j very small; very easy to take; no pain; no

griping;

110

juu'Jld&wl w

purging.

Take a D. K. and be O. K.
uiarS

See advertisement
deodOiu

_

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

The steamer Winthrop is expected to arrive In Portland Tuesday next, and on July
2d will sail for New York.
Mr. Adaui Harbour is serving as night
.turnkey at the police station in place of Officer Massure, who is out of town.
Thu steamer New York will be put on the
iioate of the State of Maine, while the latter
ii put in shape for the summer travel.
| Work lias begun in demolishing the wooden structure upon the site of the new public
'library building.

Tiie Portland Wheel Club will probably
their minstrel entertainment in the

iei eat

fall.
Master Ogle Whitten, |who a short time
ago rescued Harry Stover from drowning,
lias been presented with a handsome watch
and chain by the latter’s father.
The aggregate attendance at Westbrook
Seminary for the year lias been 214. The
class to be graduated next Thursday consists
of eleven young ladies and two young gen10 o’clock, Officers Mo
evening,
Donough anil Usher arrested James Brogan
at

Last

for
on

breaking into Fred Nixon’s storehouse
Fore street and stealing a quantity of rags

and some beer bottles.
Richard Wescott, who lives on Newbury
street and works for the Portland Company,

Some Exciting Contests in the Harbor Last Evening.
At seven o’clock last evening the water in
the harbor was as smooth as glass and
crowds of

people gathered on the ends of the
wharves saw Ilarvey Flaherty and J. DeCosta fly along over the two mile course in
the annual contest for the Paine medal, and
the junior championship of the Cumberland
DeCosta rowed fast hut his
competitor rowed faster and won the medal
in just seventeen minutes.
The course was
from the club house on the end of Union
wharf to the Great Eastern wharf and return. Mi. Donohue was the referee and
Cleary and Prates officiated in the stake
boat. M. A. Cleary who held the junior
association.

and the medal last year has
become a senior by his victory in the Hunker
liill regatta and so could not compete.
The race between Captain Paine in a .single shell and Davis and Conley in a double,

championship

followed and was a good one.
Paine went
the two-mile course in sixteen and one
half minutes, hut was not able to overcome
the ten seconds allowed his competitors, who
were accordingly adjudged the winners.
Later in the evening there was an informal race between the Leonard-Dennis crew
The contest reand the Argonaut Four.
sulted in the issuing of tiio following challenge by the Argonaut Four:
The Leonard-Dennis crew being dissatisfled with their defeat last evening, now we,
the Argonaut Four, do hereby challenge
them for another contest at any time and
place convenient to them for any suitable
prize. Arrangements can he made at any

over

time at 509 Fore street.

During the evening

the new four oared
shell built for the West End boat club of
New Orleans, by M. F. Davis, was given a

satisfactory

trial.
PERSONAL.

nla.

City Physician

Alfred King is quite sick at
his home on High street, hut it is hoped that
few

ms

uuues

in

a

days.

Ex-Governor llobie delivered an address
at Lamoine, Saturday, as Master of tbe State
Grange, at the dedication of a handsome new
ball for the local grange.
Telegrams have been received in this city
announcing the death of a young son of Divisional Superintendent Ilaye, of the Grand
Trunk.
The little boy was drowned at
Branford, Can., where the family are stay-

had the fore finger of his left hand crushed
while at work with a trip-hammer yesterday
morning.
The steam yacht Juno, of Bath, which was
in the harbor Sunday, is owned and commanded by Capt. Amory McLellan Houghing.
ton, son of John K. Houghton, Esq., of
Governor Bodw^Jl has received a letter reThe yacht was built by Charles B.
Bath.
questing his presence as the guest of the
Harrington of that city.
Constitutional Centennial Commission at the
The cottage designed for Mr. Charles D.
celebration to be b»'d in the city of PhiladelBrown by Architect Stevens is nearing comphia on the J***', 16th and 17th days of Seppletion. The house Is situated at Delano tember »*-xt in commemoration of the ConPark, on the Cape shore. Work on Mr. E. B.
tentful anniversary of the framing and proDenison’s cottage, to be built near Mr. mulgation
the constitution of the United
rStates. It is also requested that the militia
of the state be represented, uniformed and
_^-»mnng, was largely attended. jSfffsrs. Mcequipped, at the celebration, In order that
Lean and Willis, the evangelists, conducted
they may take part in the grand parade of
j
the services.
Kev. Mr. Pearson returns I the
military and naval forces of [the United
from Massachusetts today, with the colored
| States and the military forces of the several
_iabilee singers, who will be present at the 1 states and territories. The President is exmeeting this evening.
pected to be present and preside on the 17th
and the memorial address will be delivered
Portland Water Company.
by Justice Miller of the United States SuA meeting of the Portland Water Compreme Court.
pany was held at the office on Plum street
yesterday morning. D. W. Clark was chosen
AMUSEMENT6.
moderator and E. R. Payson clerk.
It was voted to accept chapter twentyTHE BOSTON IDEALS.
three ot the Private and Special Laws of
There will be a good deal of confusion to
the
L^istnro of Maine for 1887, approved tell which is the new and which the old BosJanuary 28th, 1887, entitled, ‘‘An act addi- ton Ideal Opera Company this year. The
tional to and amendatory of chapter one
situation is something like that of the farhundred and fifty-nine, special laws of eigh- mer’s jackknife with its lost blades and
teen hundred and sixty-six entitled An act to
handle. At last the membership of each
supply the people of Portland with pure part of the split organization has been pracwater.”
tically completed. Thatof the new-old Ideals,
It was also voted to accept the provisions
the Barnaby, Karl, MacDonald combination,
of chapter eighty-three of the Legislature of
has been aunounced. That of the old-new
Mame for 11887, approved February Utb,
Ideals is now made public.
Miss Zelie de
1887, entitled “An act additional to chapter Lussan, of course, heads the list, one of three
one hundred and fifty-nine, special laws of
later members of the former company who
eighteen iiudrcd and sixty-six, entitled ‘An remain under Manager Foster. The other
’’
act to supply the people with pure water.’
two nre Miss Louise Lablanche, who entered
It was voted to issue 4 per cent, 40 year, the organization gor the first time last year,
uao iiau
viiiio,
iuuk
guiigold bonds, to the amount of $1,500,000, for nection with
the company.
Miss Harriet
the purpose of refunding the outstanding
Avery, the singer, who, if memory serves
bonds of the company and for the construcaright, joined the fdeals after Miss Huntington left, and Miss Ida Klein, will sing next
tion of new works. It was also voted to auThe men include Avon II. Saxon, a
year.
thorize the making and execution of a new
popular young baritope of Boston, Frank
deed of trust of the franchise, property and Baxter and J. C. Miron.
George Loesch,
estate owned by, or to be hereafter acquired during the first half of this year, until the
Boucicault
leader
the Hollis
episode,
by the compauy to secure said bonds and in- Street Theatre orchestra, will of
bo the conducterest thereon.
tor of the old-new Ideals. This part of the
George E. B. Jackson was elected trustee ideals will appear in New York the coming
fall, making the first appearance in that city
under the first mortgage, in place of Israel
of the organization bearing that name. The
Washburn, Jr., deceased.
new-old ideals will open in Portland accordIt was voted to ratify the contract with
ing to custom.
the city entered into by the directors.
PIANO RECITAL.
It was voted to authorize the building of a
Miss Anna C. Willey, having completed
new reservoir on Munjoy bill.
the piano course in the New England ConThe exact location and other matters perservatory of Music, under the instruction of
taining to the new reservoir will be decided Mr. A. II. Turner, gave a graduates’ recital
at a meeting to be held June 30th.
at Sleeper Hall, New England Conservatory,
Friday, assisted by Mr. Albert He Seve, violinist. Tlie following is the programme:
Improved Order of Red Men.
The first tribe of the Improved Order of Carnaval.Op. 9.Schuman
1—Preamble.
2—Valse Noble.
Red Men to be instituted in Portland is
3—Chopin.
4—Promenade.
5—Pause.
0—Marche des “DavidsbunMachigonne Tribe, No. 3. The institution of
dlerM*contie les Philistins.
the tribe took place at Army and Navy Hall
oonta for n.
Piano and Violin, Op. 12.Godard
1—Vivace lua non troppo. 2—Scherzo.
last evening, and out of 100 petitioners for
3-Andante.
4-AUegro molto.
the charter there were 81 present, including Famaisle on themes from
Rigoletto......Liszt
many of the best known of our citizens.
Portland Schools.
The instituting ceremonies were conducted
The public exercises of the graduating
by Great Sachem N. C. Wentworth of Dover,
class of the High School will take place
N. II., the instituting chief, assisted by
Great Prophet C. C. Bunco of Dover, Great
Thursday, at 2i o’clock p. m., June 30. The
Chief of Records Fred M. Rose of Bidde- written examinations of the school will oc"
ford, and Great Keeper of Wampum James cur during the preoeeding week. The school
will be open for public visitations
Beaumont of Biddeford. The work was exTuesday
emplified by the working team of Wanna- morning, Juno 28.
lancet Tribe, No. 7 of Dover, whose skill and
Examination of teachers in Theory and
Practice of Teaching, will be held Saturday
grace were most favorably commented on.
There were present also representatives
morning, June 25, at 9 o’clock, at the Superfrom I’augus Tribe, No. 1, of Salmon Falls; intendent’s office.
Graduation at Spring
house, at 4 o’clock p. m, FriKaukamagus Tribe, No. 2, of Dover, and street school
July 1.
Chocorua Tribe, No. 6, of Farmington—in day,
The examinations of classes for the High
all twenty-seven guests.
and Grammar schools will be held at their
class-rooms, on Friday, Monday, Tuesday,
After the work was concluded, an excelWednesday and Thursday, June 24, 27, 28. 29
lent supper was served in Pythian Hall* and
30.
after which the
The other Grammar school classes, and the
newly instituted tribe,
class primaries are to be examined at
Machigonne, returned to .Army and Navy second
fllLlP
At.
unto
as
,.
Hall where the following officers were
above.
elected and installed:
Time of examinations—Friday, June 24,
!l.ir> to 11.15 a. in.,
Prophet—B. B. Foster.
Geography; Monday, June
Sachem-K. M. Libby.
27, 9.15 to 11.15, English Grammar; Tuesday,
Senior Sagamore—C. M. llsley.
June 28, 9.15 to 11.15 a. m., History; WedJunior Sagamore—George H. Gerrlsh.
Juno 29. 11 a. in.. Spelling; ThursChief of Records—Fred E. Haskell.
nesday,
day, June 30, 9.15 to 11.15 a. m. Arithmetic;
Assistant Chief of Kocords—Alfred Saunders.
IV*...........
I..I... Willi,,....
Friday, July 1, visitation of schools by parents and others.
The new tribe enters upon its existence

Brown^®l(^tonnnencesooin^ -10**?*^

m

■

aa.

...

with every indication of
Colden

prosperity.

Wedding.

Saturday evening the

relatives and near
connections of Mr. and Mrs. William WCarr assembled at their residence on Quincy
street to celebrate the golden anniversary of

their wedding. The parlors were beautifully
decorated with flowers, noticeable among
which was a vase containing fifty golden
lilies. The happy couple were the recipients
of many elegant and valuable gifts, including quite a large amount in gold currency.
Presently the hostess considered; tiie material needs of such a company, and furnished
a table with various tempting viands.
After
doing justice to tiiis particular feature of the
entertainment, and spending a while in congratulations, the guests took their departure.
__

David SturdivantMr. David Sturdivant, the well known
dealer in meats, died after a long sickness
resulting from paralysis, at his home in East

Deeriug yesterday. He was born in Cumberland in 1814, and was a son of Capt.
Joseph Sturdivant, one of the first settlers.
He was a very benevolent, kindly man, continually doing good. He leaves a widow,
Mrs. Betsy Sturdivant. His three sons died
of consumption in 18(11.
Real Estate Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Registry of Deeds:
Portland—C. W. Richard son to William 11.
Drew, real estate. *1.
T. O. Boyd to Margaret Gormley, real estate

Benjamin Itolte

tate. 81.
Ann A.

to

Martha AV. Bartlett, real es-

Hill to George W. Bartlett, real esiate.
81 and other consideration.
Deorlng—Harriet Jones Morrill to Hans Nelson
real estate. $1 and other consideration.
New Gloucester and Pownal—Atnnii Wells :to
•Ihonias G. Wells, real estate. $100.

..

ouujv,

No Lynx Eyes in That Office.
‘•You will find,” said Dr. Sweat, “in the Bangor
Wing of last Friday a very good article on tills
work [ihe Megautic road], which,
perhaps, you
would do well to copy into the Argus.
There are
a few errors In the article which I will correct before you publish it. if you see fit to do so.” The
reporter had llie ailiclo referred to in his pocket,
having cut It from the Whig the day it appeared
in that paper.—Argus of
Monday.
The article referred to appeared in the
with
whicii it was original, last
Pbkss,
Tuesday morning, and three days later in
the Bangor Whig, which borrowed it from
the Pkess without credit.
Evidently the
Argus needs a “lynx-eyed” exchange editorMaine Rifleshots.
In the spring meeting of the Massachusetts Itifie Association held at Walnut Hill,
Mass., June lUth to lHtli, Mr. E. J. Cram, recorder of the Municipal Court of Biddeford,
and Mr. George II. Pierce of Portland, were
prize winners. These meetings call together
all the crack shots of the country.
June
at

the Gorham Normal School took place on
Sunday evening, June 19th, at the Methodist
church, when the pastor. Rev. Clias. Hunger
preached the graduation sermon to the A
class. Mr. Munger’s discourse was earnest
and practical, well written and impressively
delivered. He began by calling attention to
a fact not generally
recognized, that while
the State makes the chief provision for the
education obtained in common, high and
normal schools, the higher culture in the
United States is almost wholly provided for
by the religious denominations, and that of
all the college students in the country ninein

institutions
Protestant

twentieths
founded and
maintained
by
evangelical
churches. He continued by comparing the
instruction given in the schools of Christian
countries with that of non-Christian lands,
showing that whatever superiority the Christian countries possess over others is in the
main due to the character of the instruction
given to its youth. He reminded the class
about to graduate that before them was a
great opportunity, which, if neglected, might
ueter again
present itself—the opportunity
to influence the future destiny of the country
by moulding the character of its future citizens.
To be successful in teaching, successful in the highest sense, the teacher needs
other knowledge than that obtained from
books. The traveler in the Alps needs more
than a guide book; he needs a personal
guide. The teacher needs a personal guide—
the Savior. Without this guide ttie course
can never be wholly safe.
The whole discourse was replete with
kindly instruction, and was much enjoyed
by the large audience. The music for the
occasion was furnished by a choir from the
school.
are

Charles P. Ilsley.
The people of the West End are fortunate
in having a store in their immediate vicinity
where they are always sure of getting firstclass goods at reasonable prices. Mr. Ilsley
is especially particular in the selection of
his stock and to his general assortment of
fine groceries, has just added a large amount
of the Index, that puke soap everyone is
asking about. His advertisement will be
found in another column.

Owen, Moore & Co. call particular attention to their glove stock, claiming to have
the largest stock in the State ef Maine, also
the most desirable style and qualities.
They

import these goods direct from the German
and English markets, and possess facilities
for obtaining the most desirable goods and
lowest prices, wishing to clean up stock just
now. Some special lots have been selected
that will be sold much less than cost.

YARMOUTH.

Hon. C. W. Weldon, M. P., of St. John, N.
H., is visiting this city.
John Hoyle O’Keilly proposes to make
some of his famous canoeing trips on the
llousatonic and the Penobscot this summer.
O. W. Fullam and Mrs. Fallam will leave
the city to-day. They will spend the summer in Vermont.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira P. Farrington have returned from a two months’ trip to Califor-

ue wm oe aoie iu uueuu io

Valuable Property in Deering.
This afternoon some of the most desirable
•eal estate in Deering will be sold by auc,ion. The Fogg property on Deering street
s a new modern residence, finely located at
■lie corner, occupying the entire square between Prospect and Chestnut streets, and is
Woodford*.
me of the most desirable at
The two story wooden house on the large
lot fronting on Prospect and Chestnut streets
will be sold after, also the lot in the rear.
A.t 3 o’clock the Kandall property on Ocean
street, beautifully located on an acre of land
covered with fruit and ornamental trees,
hedges, etc. The house is one of the most
expensive and beautiful in Deering, finished
in natural woods, with expensive cornices
and centres, will be sold to close an estate on
easy terms. Be sure and attend the sale at
1.30 o'clock, when some valuable and desirable house lots on Oak street will be sold. It
is not often so much valuable property is
sold in one day. Bargains no doubt will, be
obtained by the lucky ones.

cert by the children was under the direction
of the superintendent, Mr. Peter Graham,
Miss Lucy Whidden and Mr. Frank Tufts.
A select choir, composed of Messrs. Tufts
and Vinal, and Misses Lowe and Hezeltine,
discoursed some excellent music. The solos
by both ladies were very fine, as also was
the duet by the Misses Gilpatrick. Miss
Jennie L. Anderson, organist of the church,
presided at the organ with her usual good
taste.
H.
GORHAM.
The first of the graduation exercises of

Meeting.

Friday afternoon there will be
Presumpscot Park with a trot

a

meeting

for the2.45

class and a free to all. Good horses have
been entered and exciting races may be expected. Particulars may be found in the
advertisement.
SUBURBAN NEWS.

In the sale of parasols by Bines Brothers
all classes of persons can find good bargains.
They offer an excellent assortment of high

—

1

I consisting
will

of

.1.
puiuviv

military,

G.

V>1U

A.

UUJ,

K., schools,

take place. In the afternoon a
etc.,
grand picnic, base ball and band concert will
occur, closing in the evening with a concei t
and fireworks on the

For washing woolens.

depot grounds.

GETTYSBURG

Meeting

at the

House-Part

That Tired

Hood’s

instrnr.fcpri t.n nupprtain fha nart ia1rn»
by the Maine Sharpshooters in that battle
and report at the next meeting of the committee. One of the companies of Berdan’s
Sharpshooters was from Maine, and it is
proposed to give to Maine one face of the
monument that is to be erected on the field
to the memory of
that organization. The

Makes the Weak

ing upon each regiment, battery and company from Maine, through its representative on
the Gettysburg Commission, to furnish the
executive committee, as soon as practicable,
with the design of the monument that each
organization desire to have erected on the
battlefield to mark the possition each occupied. In making the selection, each regiment
was directed to be governed
by the fact that
no design could be
accepted that would exceed in cost the sum of $830. unless all over
that sum was guaranteed from private

Hood’s

Children’* Sunday
Methodist church, of

at the Main

which
Pendexter is pastor, deserves special notice
for the beautiful floral decorations aud the
high order of music. The ciiuroh was a
bower of flowers and green foliage, and

among the plauts were hung numerous cages
of birds who, when the low, sweet notes of

the organ pealed forth, burst into song,
charming tho ears of the listeners. The con.

>.

.14

BROTHERS.

common

;

THREE GOOD BARGAINS IN

baud bell.

SIGN OF COLD BOOT.

LADIES’

BROWN U*.

LET.

TO

brick
$3o month,
located
the westTOwithof10therooms,
centrally
with all
modern
a

nice

a

I.ET—A tenement of five

rooms

on

of

good drainage,
Press Ofllce.

particulars,

ie21

CLOSING

Dark
Gloves
as

Colors in

the nice shades of Tan,

Ecru and Grays.

therefore selected from

T»«

our

38 and 50 cent Lisle Thread
Gloves

all

shades,

to

the

ONE

13

cents.

This sale

will

include

several odd lots in Blacks
which have been selling at
37 and 50 cents.

to select

pair,

Price for

two

Sale

from,

TWO

13

of

story house

country board, at moderate rates,
M. C. BURNELL, Gorham, Me.
(City reference given.)
Tu,Tb&82w

iALK-Farm In South Gorham, 3%
miles from the corner, 2 miles from Scarboro Corner, contains about 100 acres, cuts 20 to
25 tons hay, good grass land and for croplng,
house andharn, wood lot of 8 to 10 acres; will be
sold at a bargain; owner has other business. N.
8. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange St.
21-1

Silk in the

market at

50

DALE-1 family horse, 1 phaeton of Z.
FOB
Thompson’s make, 1 double carriage ol Z.

Thompson’s make,

;f,

AT
Kerry boy

AUCTIONEERS.

Real Estate No. 32 Tyng St,

suitable for a

B1

given about
GEORGES.
25-tf

AUCTION.

WEDNESDAY, June 28th, at 3 o’clock p.
ON in.,
shall sell the two story house No. 32
we

has to finished rooms arranged for
small families; good cellar, gas and Sebago,
and good drainage; will be sold without reserve
Terms
as the owner Is about to leave the cily.
easy mado known at sale.)cl8dtd

Tyng Htreet;

TO LET.
Large

two

F. O. BAILEY &

small lots for Camping (« rounds

or

—

AT

007

Auttioiwers and Commission Merchants

—

PARK,

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
F. W. HAILtY.
maria

A short distance from
the steamboat landings.
The grounds
are high and
occnpv a line view of the
bay and ocean. Address or inquire of

V. W. 4I.I.KS
dtf

SMITH,

273 Middle Street,
JelO

Portland.
dlw

BOOMS.
LET
A gentleman can And a furnished
rjlO
X room, up one Sight, In private family, at No.
271 CUMBERLAND STREET, corner of Chestnut.17-1

dtl

s.ki—House No. 174 Danforth street.
i now occupied by Miles T. Libby; It has all
modern conveniences. Possession given July 1
1887. Enquire of ELIAS THOMAS & CO., 114
Commercial Street.
21-1

LET-A convenient lower tenement of six
irooms on Boyd street; newiy papered, painted
and whitened throughout and In thorough repair;
water closet in cellar. Price lio a month.
Eu'qulre at 107 OXFORD STREET.21-1

afford

lo

baer

oar.

A. M. WENTWORTH

LET-A cottage of eight rooms, within
TO100
feet of the water, at Willard, Cape Eliza-

Enquire of L. B. TWITCHKLL,

the
21-1

on

small leather purse, containing a
small sum of money and a diamond ear ring.
The Under will be rewarded by leaving at THIS

LOUT—A

mar

*

TRUNKS

Call at TIM
21-1

you want to secure profitable
WANTED—If
G. W. BAER, Merchants Exbusiness,
a

see

1 to t>

p. m.

21-1

situation by
WANTED—A
old to work
atlurm

a Swede, 19 y ars
or a gentleman's
SPRING STREET.
21-1

on

Apply

at 67

Assistant Bookkeeper.
AdWANTED—An
dreas P. O. BOX 1178.
21 1

iVIaine.

ST. JULIAN HOTEL.

UK,

HMhe,

Portland, May 24,1887.
the undersigned Bankers and Brokers of
this city hereby mutually agree iliat we
will close our offices for business every Saturday
during the months of June, July, August and Sep-

WE

tember, at tbe hour of one o’clock p. m.
J. B. BROWN & SONS,
(Signed,)
WOODBURY & MOULTON,
SWAN «I BARRETT,
H. M. PAYSON & CO..
ARETA8 SIUJRTLEKK,
my27dlm
PULLEN, CROCKER & CO.

VISITORS TO BOSTON
will And first-class Board and Lodgings at tt nud
N All,ton Mir,-cl; location elevated, near Bevereand Wlnthrop Hotels; convenient to theatres, business, steam and horse cars; superior table and service; elegant new dining hall. Transient guests 91 to 91.30 « day, DO lo Sl#“
work. Board and rooms may lie secured In ad
vance by letter or telegraph. Special rates to families and parties.
e2dlm
H. H. KIMBALL, Proprietor.

Press Office.

18-1

Messrs.
Emerson and
Ross are in Our

call at618 Congress
Street, (opposite Mechanics' Hall). Hank*
nipt stock of ory and Fancy Goods to be sold for
50 cents on a dollar. L. C. MOOKK.
18-1
one to

Now Is the time to sell
your cast
off clothing to an American establishment.
We buy and pay tne highest cash prices for ladles’,
gents’ and children's cast off clothing. Send postal to the Boston Second-hand
Co., 462
Fore St., Portland C. A. HILL, Manager,
17-1

WANTED-

with
small capital to
WANTED—A
take an Intelest in
manufacturing busiFor
INlIflEDIATELY—Men
WANTED
cooks for the
houses
In the
women

summer

the

Employment Office.

I

Employ.

[ORING, $H0RT & fjARMON.
OPP. PREBLE HOUSE.

a

part leu tars, call or address J. 8.
KNIGHT. 233 Federal 8t., Portland, Me.
16-1

ness.

and
and

or 94.00 per week.
8t., MK3. PALMER’S
15*1

83.00

apr23eoU2ni

KID GLOVES!
50 Doz. Erab’d Rids 50e., worth SI 00
“
50 Doz. Silk Hitts 20e„
.37
“
50 Doz. Silk Gloves 25«.,
.37

harbelm w ante D-ao cents
Flour
will be paid until further notice. UOUDY A

KENT Pearl St.

LL NEW

19-tf

SHADES,

N1INCKLLANEOUN.

HALE

AND BAGS.

AT

—

men

Before buying a Trunk of any kind, look at the

PATENT WOOD TRUNK.
OOE Is sole agent for them, and warrants them
the strongest made. Also Zinc,Leather,Canvas, Ac.

DARRAH'S

HELP.

good
Excelsior Self-Wringing
WANTED—Ten
the
Call or

KidGloveStore,
WANTED!

to

sell Newton’s

Mop, good pay to
write to ALLEN K.
right parties.
BANGS, Buttertck Pattern Kooms, 267 Middle

St., Portland, Me.

35-4

LEDGER Cl

i

\o. 46!I Congress St.

my 12

eiHltl

MAN as a ledger clerk, one who Is
YOUNG
curate and quick at figures and
good penman

ac-

197

COE,

Street

Middle

■■

■■

■

■

a.

■

■

■

Hnemncn salines:
—

OR

; experience absolutely necessary; no college
graduate need apply, unless having had practical
experience In some Mercantile House. Addless,
stating age, experience and reference.
F. N. DRANK,
Falmouth House, Portland, Me.
Jel7dl w

COE,

ran show ten different colors In Light
ill the new shades and rafts in

Still Hats,

ordinary colon?
NO. 197 MIDDLE ST.

BABY CARRIAGE

of Pearl and Middle Sts.

Dressing.

CAKLETON STREET, Uty.

street.

18 1

drivers; prices from $00 to $275.17-1
MOWN, Sign

IM\ES BROTHERS.
They hnve n large slock to select
from, and arc having a sale at

bargain prices.

fj

FOR

8ALK-A fine Cocker male Spaniel 7
FOR
months old $5.00; fine Water Spaniel female

PANMKNOKR
A fine twelve
nearly

Fine Portrait Photog-

raphy.
NO. 514 CON CRESS STREET,
Personal attention given to all sittings.
eodtl

USEFUL.
Umbrellas,
Lap Robes,

Boot.18-1

Spaniel. 8 weeks

gjQ0\^

Hammocks,

Gold

NAI.K—In Knlghtvtlle, just over the
Une.new house, 10 rooms, all In order, situated on shore, fine view of water and city,. small
garden, cemented cellar, pleasant home for some
ane. cheap; 15 minutes from city. N. S, GAKDI
NEK, 40 Exchange St.
18-1

$5.00: also fine full-blooded Newfoundland, female, extra large, 3 months old, $5.00; also Cocker
old male and female, black $3.00
each; also Black Angora, weighs 13 pounds. Address M. 11, KANLETT, Rockland, Me.
15-1

je2Qd3t

new,

WAGON WOK

SALKmountain wagon

passenger
F\ O. BAILEY & CO.15-1

Provision and

Tennis Hats,
Tennis Caps,
Shawl Straps,
Gloves,
Hat Covers,
Trunk Straps.

COE,
197 MIDDLE STREET.

m. on

WEDNESDAY, June 22. to
ensuing year and any other business that may
come before the Division.
JOHN H. FLANNAOAN,
Secretary.
Je20d3t

We hate cloud out an importer s stock of Orest
new this season, all desirable colors. They art
sold everywhere for $1.00 and considered good value
at that price. We shall sell them for SO eta., and an
positive no such bargains were ever offered before.

6oods,

J. M. DYER & GO.,
•Til
Congress St.

ma>-2»___eodtl

Fancy

We have

a

very

Work!
choice

line

of

FANCY WORK
and would invite the Ladle* of
Portland and Vicinity to call and
examine before |>urchn.*iuK elsewhere.

FAIRWEATHER,

Nfo. 8 Him Street.
1*17tu

COUNTRY RKSIDKNCK.
rooms finished, large stable, connected
on high ground, corner lot on two
streets, small orchard choice fruit, surrounded by
fine shade trees,only few minutes walk tuCliiirches,
State Normal and High Schools, P. & K. station and
ten miles from Portland pi very desirable residence
lu nice order for immediate occupancy. For any
further particulars, address G. D. WEEKS, Gorham,

buildings,

Gorham fsr Male at a Hargaia
h!*Y’ Mock and milk farm, called
j the Fabyan Farm, Vi mile from Gorham Village, 125 acres; well arranged for tillage aud liasture; good soil, running water, 75 grafted fruit
trees, some wood and timber. Large buildings in
Warm

m

goo**.fcOalr, healthy location;
l ost Office, State Normal and

near

churches,

public High

and

Graded Schools, handy to good markets, 20 minutes walk (rom Portlaud and Rochester station,
ten miles from Portlaud. Sold to close au estate.
For particulars enquire of Joseph Kldlon, Gor
ham. Me.; or JOHN 11. CARD. 18o Middle street,

Portland, Me.maylOeod&wtf

A

FOR

of I>lv. 2, A. O. H.. are re<|uested
attend the Annual Meeting, at 7.30 p.
MEMBEE8
elect officers for the

—

SALE In the pleasant, healthy village ot
FOBGorham,
Maine, first class modern house,
twelve

Stylish

Black Mare

Me at a bargain. Apply to
TAYLOlt, Clark Street stable,

SPECIAL NOTICE.

K O R

50 CENTS.

Store. MISS

Jrocery

First class lu every particular. This Is really a
"bona fide” bargain. The first party who looks
at It will buy.
FAIR & CO.,
Je2>Mlw45 Milk St., Boston, Mass,

Me,__Je2deod4w

Bathing Hats,

—

—

Store, New Goods, all the nov.
BKOWN—New
eltles of the season; look for Gold Boot

—

Dress Goods

Apply at no.
18-1

GO TO

—

to

B. A. ATKINSON k CO'S,
Cor.

.-name

52

SALK—At 11. 1. HOLLAND'S stable, 11
FOR
Silver street, 20 horses; good workers and

THE HATTER, lias all of tlio above goods.

tireat reduction in price** for cash, or
quarter down and balance by the week,

■T

American Satines!

je2

TEN!
TEN!

GENT*'

BROWN

POBTLAKD, IK.

TEN!
1

Dongola and Kangaroo Balmorals.
light weight, tine soft and cool, for summer
wear. BKOWN, sign of the gold boot.
18-1

Ageut for Boyd’s fine New York
Boots: we have tliem In all the styles.
Sofcl
only by BROWN, Sign of Gold Boot, 401 Congress

—

can

property and paying charges.
GRKANEY’S, 36 Danforth St.

PORTLAND,

a

LA

Thursday evening last, a mastiff
FOUND—On
have same by proving
pup. Owner

Je'-ileodtf

Workmen
Furnished.

tent

TTTAftfTKO—A furnished cottage at Old OrVV
shawl
.1 .1_ rnTT AOL<

WANTED—Every

a

Specialty.
Estimates and Compe~

I.KT—Furnished Room at 124 FEDERAL
7-tf

TO STREET, opposite Llucoln Park.

..n

Decorations

Ceiling

DIEM' Fancy Slippers and Oxford Ties a
specialty at 461 Congress street. If your
difficult feet cannot be fitted elsewhere, you are
invltod to come to 461 Congress street, and have
them properly fitted. BROWN, Sign of Gold Boot,
461 Congress street.
18-1

OFFICE.21-1

Propr. H. D. MARBLE, Clerk.
MiddleandTempleSts.

Styles.

$1.00

—

Congress Street.
eodtf

u09

TO

“ft-'"

premises._

Cor,

at

to Inform the ladles of
have nicely
furnished
prepared to cut and make dresses
In a first class manner. I cut by Prof. J. W. Livingston’s improved method and guarantee a per
feet fit. MRS. A. J. PKA Y, 661V? Congress street.

21-1

riiu

R. W. UNDERWOOD.

rooms

_23-4

harness, all In goof order.

1

Peering, Me.

One of the Bent nnd IHont Centrally I,oral*
eil Kftounen in the City, next block
to Font Office.

TO I.KT—Two small furnished

New Goods and Latest

and $1.25 a week, at house in the rear of 520
Congress street. Apply at LOVERING’S Paris
Hair Store, 618 Congress Street.17-1

am

$2.25.

caa

One small tenement house to rent, of 6 rooms, on
Oxford street.
Address RUFUS DUNHAM,

MOORE & GO.

house.

Cor. of Pearl and Middle Sts.

good neighborhood; horse cars,
conveniences.JelSdlw

F. 0. BAILEY I CO.,

good, dry, and well lighted basement

FOB

change Hotel, Temple St., from

GO'S,

somest streets:
Sebago, and all

more

wish
WANTED—I
Portland that 1
rooms and

which.I sell

on

you
IF address,

HOWES, HILTON & HARRIS,
Portland,

3. A. ATKINSON &

_11-tf

a

ever

Hreat reduction in prices for cash, or
luarter down and balance by tbe week;

ON

I.KT—One
rent in the Thompson
TO
Block, No. 117 and 119 Middle St.; ground
floor and

TO

AUCTIONEERS,

Fine Huildiag I.eu ui Wwdlardi by Aar.
•lam.
TUESDAY, June 31,1887, at 3.30o'clock
for alter sale of Kandall property. Ocean
street! we shall sell ten choice butlalag lots on
Oak street, Deering, lying westerly of the new
residence of Howard Woodbury, Es<|.
Terms at
sale.
These lots are situated on one of the hand-

TO

LET-House 291 Spring
boarding house; occupar.
June 1st; stable attached. Appl
HUNT, 169 Commercial St.

.dlw

■

F.O. BAILEY*CO..

LET-One-hall of the Lyford Cottage, on
Great Diamond Island; 6 furnished rooms.
Enquire ofV. RICHARD FOSS, 170 Middle St.

wages
Sopply at country,
228 Va Middle

I have a large quantity of Waterbury Watches

BOARD.
SUMMER
want

begin

-AT WHOLESALE BY-

,

I«1S

o.j

LET-On Peak's Island, a nice cottage ol
six rooms; splendid view and nice water.
Call at 571 CONGRESS STREET, or address C.
O. HUDSON. Woodford's Me.16-1

and
hi

je21dtf

25 cents, and the best tine

OWEN,
jeiil

Frmailrn

er Te Beal.
Pine street, near corner of
Brackett street; contains eleven rooms and a
bath room; Is steam heated, piped for hot and
cold water and has all the moaern improvements.
ROLLINS & ADAMS, 22 Exchange street.

puirs for
to

Male

Fer Dale

Unequalled for Dryness, Whitness, Purity & Strength,

,

unr

city; table, chamber, kitchen, laundress
starch ironers; also first and second girls to

CLOSING OUT SALE.

land.Je21dtf

good large

a

Far

said houses contains fifteen rooms and
bath room, is steam heated; piped for hot
and cold water and has a commodious and extra
finished stable connected. The other contains
nine rooms and In arrangement and style of finish
f
Is peculiarly attractive.
Said houses are within one mile of Marke
Square, Portland, and convenient to the horse cars
and are among the most desirable houses on
Deei ing Land Company’s property.
Also for sale one hundred or more house lots—
Prices low; terms reasonable.
Enquire of
HOLLINS & ADAMS, No. 22 Exchange St., or
F. O. BAILEY <i CO., No. 18 Eicliauge St.. Port-

darker

be sold at

-WATCHES-

on

Direct, Oakdale, Deeriag.

CO’S,

BABY CARRIAGES.

wees,

a

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.

We have

THE HURON
Table and Dairy Salt

Fish

ur

uay

man

The goods must be sold at once, and prices will be
put so low that it will Oder great Inducements tor
purchasers. Sale to commence at 8 o’clock Wednesday mornlug. Come early.

u

«o<ltf

nuur,

Clothing

WATERB1JRY

Stock of Men’s Famishing
Goods for Cash.

Fabric

not so desirable

are

eodtf

OUT

shall close out tbe

we

Bankrupt

—

MIDDLE STREET.

Wyer Greene & Go.,

—

June 22,
WEDNESDAY,
wlien

Cor, of Pearl and Middle Sts.

197

or a

Oua store will be opened

beth. Me.

jel8

mo

WASTED.

539 CONttRESS STREET.

BANKRUPT STOCK!

Ureat reduction in prices for casli, or
quarter down and balance by the week,

COE,

i—i»y

iik'Ii Bicycle; terms reasonable. Cali at 129
XKUN STREET, right handbell.
1H-1

gesnts,

TELEPHONE 319-F

—

Boots

don’t think you are left out, for we never were
so well prepared to meet your wants as now,
ami at the very bottom prices.

may28

-;<

t10 cents.
•
Mackinaw Straw Hats.
40cents.
•
Hood Stiff Hats,
60 cents.
1 )ne lot of odd
light and black hats,'regular price $2 to 92.50, selling for 91.

i,r.

X

one

ie-i

J. P.

Ladles' fine Fr. Kid Slippers and Ties, every pair
warranted.
Ladles’ Oxford Ties In all the leading colors, going very cheap.

Cor. Cumberland and Grove Sts.

I1AIIV CMIAAIES.

Boys Straw Hats,

Studio,

cheap.

CHARLES P. ILSLEY,

tel>9eodtt

PRICES.

riiv

and

rooms

Mayo. Hmiuire at 46 MAYO

Peak's Island.

Ladfes°$r. K*$,’ Hand and Machine Sewed

FOR. SALE BY

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
1-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

eodSm

at 45

SEA VIEW

Now Is the time to select your Fine Footwear for
the summer.
Ladies’ fine Hand Turn Fr. Kid But. going cheap.
Ladles' fine Patent Leather Boots, N. Y. make,

THE INDEX!

B. THURSTON & CO..

Note Agent* for
Ask your grocer for
It._

six,

—

cents.

Jan3

Photographer,

and Summer
THE PUREST SOAP FOR FAMILY USE IS Spring
STYLES ALL IN.

JVE WILL DO IT QUICKLY.
WK WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL.

Bowdoin and Cornell.
The Inter-Collegiate Rowing Association
will hold its annual regatta at Lake Quinsigamond, Worcester, July 6th. Bowdoin and
Cornell will have their fours there this week,
the former today and the latter Thursday.
At one time it seemed as though these would
be the only crews to row, and it is evident
now tlie contest must be between
them, tlie
University of Pennsylvania having got into

of

B.,

16-1

three sides, making it one of the most desiraDle
rents in the city for Jobbing or wholesale business
of any kind. Enquire of H. E. THOMPSON. No.
164 Brackett St.
28-4

518 1.2 CONOUE88 STREET.
jell
eod6m

choice, and

The Best Table and Dairy Salt
offered to the public.

of the haniiHoifiPwr
(he first story Is finished In hard woods, heavy
mastic cornices, and finished with modern Improvements ; stable, henery, etc; the lot contains
about one acre, covered with cliolce fruit trees,
the front and drives bordered with heavy hedges
and choice ornamental trees, the irrouudji, ornamental and fruit trees would take twenty years to
produce: this Is one of the most desirable and elegant residences In our suburbs; horse cars pass
the door. Terms easy and made known at sale;
can he examined any day, 3 to 6 o’clock
p. m.
one

I.ET-Near thu central part
Hotthe city, containing
eight rooms. Sebago.
etc. For
address

on

Everything entirely new, comprising the latest
and most approved Instruments. Over 3u new and
beautiful changes of scenery. Including all the
latest novelties, and many original designs made
purposely for us. A special Invitation is given to
all who have been unsuccessful In obtaining satisfactory pictures as we make a study of difficult
subjects and use the instantaneous process exclusively. Our terms are more liberal than at
any other first class establishment In the State.
A piano is hi the Parlor for the use of visitors who
are always welcome at

New

Strong

B. A. ATKINSON &

Sew

a

Apply

a

HT,

SIS 1-2 COWCWESS STREET.

Je21

Gvlslabyinftilforgl.OO

AT

^_roaa

Portland's

Elegant Suburban Kenidenee by Auction.

small

a

TO

WRIGHT’S

In Silk Taffettn Gloves at

—

Remember

PHOTOGRAPHY AS AN ART.

LOT 1—Twenty dozen large size Turkish Bathing
Towels, striped and plain, at 30 cents each.
LOT 3—Ten dozen pure Liuen closely woven Towels, large size and tine quality, at 19c each.
LOT 3—40 dozen pure Linen Honeycomb Towels
at lO cents each.
Housekeepers, hotel men and others ,wlll do well
to see these lots early this morning.
LINEN DEPARTMENT.

to

AUCTIONEERS.

—

room

JL

Market Square.

WRI

F. 0. BAILEY ft GO.

TOfamily. 18 TYNG ST„ old number. 18-1
TUESDAY, Jnne 31, at 3 p.m., we shall sell
ON the
elegant residence of the late Thos. RanI.ET—A desirable up stairs rent of seven
Ocean St., Woodford*. The building was
dall,
and modern conveniences,
TO
rooms, bath
built by Mr. Jenkins at
large expense, and Is
to
corner Cumberland and Casco Sts.

Street.

taiest novelties

Congress Street,

JclSillw

Improvements; furnace heat; bath rooms, etc.; pleasant
and desirable. N. 8. CARDIN EH, No. 40 Ex18-1
chance street.__

we TO

Bun and Black.

*

house

on

city,

erly part

WILLIAMS, No. 191 Middle street,
Casco Bank Building.16-1

Light and Cool for summer Wcar.^n Wine, Brown

In Ladies’ Shoes anil Fancy Slippers.
the place,

and Improvements.
Also the furniture aud personal property of tbe
Phebe J. Pogg estate, comdstuig of chamber sets,
stuffed parlor furniture, carpets, cabinet organ,
pictures, kltcben furniture, crockery, beds and
bedding, table linen, cutlery, silver ware, anil other articles of household use, all of excellent
quality. All the above property will be sold without
reserve to close out the estate.
AUGUSTUS F. MOULTON,
Executor of Will of Phebe J. Fogg, deceased.

I.ET—Furnished house lor three months:
centrally located, west of state street: all
modern conveniences; »60 per month; or three
rooms without the whole will be let.
Apply to
N. 8. C1AKD1NElt, 40 Exchange 8t.
30-1

CHA8. L.

Low Shoes!
mii ine

well located, near steam and
cars,
The lint named
good repair.
house Is nearly new, with all modern conveniences

15-1
TO

I.ET—At

Fine French Kid and Goat Boots, perfect In lit
and style, made by Jas. Boyd. New York
For sale only at

TOWZ3LS.

Wc still have nice colors

07

a

1

In Deertng,
property
horse
and In

capable girl for general houseWANTED—A
work. Call at 169 NEAI, STREET, left

find the largest assortment of seasonable fool
wear In Portland, at

can

jets

Tuesday.

Hon. Frank Jones of Portsmouth, President Sinclair of the Worcester, Nashua &
Rochester railroad, and several other railway men, including a civil engineer from
Providence, arrived at West Stewartstown,
Saturday evening. It is understood in railway circles that these gentlemen have gone
north on business connected with the proposed railroad from the Canada line, between Hereford and Canaan, Vt.. through
Colebrook to North Stratford or Groveton,
both on tlie Grand Trunk railroad, the latter
place being the upper terminus of the White
Mountain division |of the Boston & Lowell.
It is believed in Concord that Mr. Jones and
his associates, through large stock
subscriptions, will secure control of the proposed
road. Mr. Pope, member of Parliament and
Canadian Minister of Railroads, has written
officers of the new corporation that he will
build a branch from Cookshire, on the Me*
gantic system, to meet the new line, as soon
as it reaches the Dominion boundary.

WoonIford'*,

BY AUCTION

as

STRANGERS

461

25 cents,

V/iPTITPnW T>DA IPZ''T

SALE

on

BROWN,

cents a

he would state
that other parties stood ready to close a contract on terms which were better for the Penobscot Central than those offered to Bangor
by his company. The subject was held lor
consideration at an adjourned meeting to be
held next Thursday.

hardly satisfactory.

Price iv cents,

At

m

KKA

quantity

otherwise, however,

are

RINES

gjDcss,

rental of $25,000 per annum.
At a meeting of the directors of the Bangor &
Piscataquis Railroad
Company, held Saturday afternoon, William
T. Pearson, Esq., president of the Penobscot
Central, formally tendered the offer to lease
to the former company.
In making his announcement of the offer
Mr. Pearson spoke at some length, saying
that he believed the arrangement now proposed would be for the interest of the city,
and such as she ought to accept. If it was

results

Fancy Small Parasols only

100 Cood Size Rain Umbrellas
$.39
100 Best Gingham Fine School Umbrellas
1.12
200 Children’s Small Cheap School Umbrellas .29
Job lot of 450 Rain Umbrellas, all sizes, at
1.00
These last are the best values we ever sold at the
very popular price of $1.00. They are warranted fast
color and are extra good qualities.

_

a

[Bangor Whig.]

.29

RAIN UMBRELLAS CHEAP.

Dad Taste in tht
[Month, Coated Tongue,
Ac.
(Pain in the Side,
regulate the Bow{They
ids and prevent Const!
a and Piles. Too small »t and cosiest to take.
ocopl’J c c’ose. 40 in a vint, ’nrciyVeg.

voted to lease the railroad when built, to the
Bangor & Piscataquis Railroad Company for

A couple of Italians who arrived here
Saturday created considerable sport by chasing a dog, in the back part of the Bangor
House, which had a piece of cod fish in Tils
mouth. They were evidently very hungry
and reckless. It was a new method of fishing and is hardly an improvement over the
old style as it calls for more exertion and its

Serge Small Size Parasols
Serge Medium and Large Parasols

200 Children’s

They nlso relieve Dfs
trout Dyspepsia
digestion and Toe
Hearty Ealing. A per
feel remedy tor Duo!
ness, Nausea, Drown!

Company, held in Ban-

to

Cove")
rudder, etc. The name (“Helle of
painted ou stemhoard.The Under will receive a reward by calling on or addressing F. 'V. THOMP18-1
SON, 591 Congress street.

oars,

are

.50 and .75

trees
l u

gor last Wednesday, the proceedings of
which have just been made public, it was

Hungry Italians Tried
at Bangor.

Black
Black

Positively Cored by
those little Bills.

BANGOR AND THE PENOBSCOT CENTRAL,
At a meeting of the directors of the Penob-

How

nesr

some

Sarsaparilla

RAILWAY MATTERS.

EXECUTORS

boat lost from the Cape shore
LOST—Row
containing
“Cape Cottage,” painted white, the

near

SICK HEMMCH!

At 1 o’clock the committee
adjourned subto the call of the chairman.

AUCTIONEERS.

__

DEPOT_20-l_

a

IOO Poses One Dollar

ject

street
Itev. Merrit

(HtAND TRUNK

_

Sold by all druggists. SI; six for $5. Prepared only by 0.1. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
Mass.

sources.

faster company through the consent of the
Tale crew to row them, and the arrangement
of a race between their freshmen and those
of Vale. They have little inclination and
less money for the support of a four to row
Cornell and Bowdoin.
Accordingly they
have not trained one, but on the promise of
Mr. Bigelow to pay their expenses
they have
agreed to send a crew on. Presumably they
w ill select it from their eight, and the trained
fours of Cornell and Bowdoin ought to beat
it easily.
Columbia has not had a four in
the association race for three years, and is
accordingly barred by their rules. Fred
Plaisted of this city is training the Bowdoin

THE

turn to

own

“I must say Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the best
medicine I ever used. Last spring I had no appetite, and the least work I did fatigued me ever so
much. I began to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and
soon I felt as if I could do as much in a
day as I
had formerly done In a week. My appetite is voracious.” Mrs. M. V. Bayard, Atlantic City, N. J.

crew.
SACCA11APPA.

Sarsaparilla

F. 0. BAILEY ft CO.

a

Annual Meeting of Stockholders of the
Cumberland Bone Company, will be held at
urn office of the
Company, No. 2 1-2 Union Wharf,
1 ortland, on TUE815aY\ June 21st, at 8
p. m.,
for the election of officers for the ensuing year,
iuhI the transaction of such other business as may
legally come before the meeting.
E- O. SPUING, Treasurer.
Portland, June 13,1837.
Jeladtd

or

Feeling

“I never took any medicine that did me so much
good in so short a time as Hood’s Sarsaparilla'. I
was very much run down, had no strength, no energy, and telt very tired all the time. I commenced
taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and before I had used
one bottle felt like a different person.
That extreme tired feeling has gone, my appetite returned, and It toned me up generally. My brother
and sister have also received great benefit from
t.” Clara W. Phelps, Shirley, Mass.

resolution passed by the legislature, however, does not allow the commission to expend
money for this, as Berdan’s Company of
Maine Sharpshooters was not specified
among the Maine organizations. lAs some
doubts were expressed whether the Maine
Company was present at the battle of Gettysburg the committee took measures to ascertain the truth about it.
The committee, on motion of Col. Heath,
directed the secretary to issue a circular call-

A

r -on the road to the Ocean House,
Lowsmall
paper bundle marked A. F. Fiske, Ke-

ANNUAL MEETING.

-----

Is experienced by nearly every one at this season
You feel all tired out, without strength to do anything ; ambition seems to be all gone, and you
liave little or no appetite. This condition may be
due to change of season, climate, or life, to overwork, or nervous aliments. Whatever the cause,
uoou's sarsaparilla overcomes It quickly, creates
an appetite, rouses the liver, cures
headache, ami
elves renewed strength and vigor to the whole
body. Be sure to get Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which
is peculiar to itself

AUCTION SALKS.

on

The Index Soap.

from her late residence, No. 130 Franklin street.
Burial at convenience of the family.]
lu this city, June 20, Annie, youngest child of
Edward and Mary A. Dudley, aged 2 years.
[Funeral this afternoon at 2 o'clock from No.
228 Congress street.
In this city, Juue 20, William H. Soule, aged 24
years 6 months.
[Funeral Wednesday at 2 o’clock.
Iu East Deerlng, June 20, David Sturdivant,
aged 72 years 11 months.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon, at 1 o’clock,
at his late residence, East Deerlng.
In Cape Elizabeth. Juue 20, Silas Sklllin, aged
86 years 1 month 3 days.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clk,
at his late residence.
InScarboro, June 19, Hugh Mllllken, aged 82
years 10 months.

Was

decided

LOST AND POUND.

on

In this city. June 19, Ann M., wife of Henry
Sprague of Farmington, aged 46 years 1 month.
[Funeral this afternoon at 2 o'clock, fromfNo.
110 Nortb street. Burial at Farmington.
Iu tills city, June 20, Mrs. Ann S. Knight, aged
83 years,—widow of the late Leonard Billings.
(F'uneral this Tuesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clk,

The executive committee of the Gettysburg
Commission met in the Senate Chamber, Augusta, on the 18th inst., at 11 o’clock a. m.
Gen. Charles Hamlin of Bangor, Col. Charles
B. Merrill of Portland, Col.
Francis E.
Heath of Waterville, Maj. Sidney W. Thaxter of Portland, and Maj. G. T. Stevens of
Oakland, were present.
The committee organized by the choice of
Gen. Charles Hamlin as chairman, and Maj.
G. T. Stevens as secretary.
A communication was received through
His Excellency, the Governor, from John B.
Baclielder of Hyde Park, Mass., the Gettysburg historian, in relation to the “historical
accuracy of the legends on the monuments to
be erected on that field,” which was read by
Gen. Hamlin and placed on file. A communication was read by Maj. Thaxter from Col.
C. H. Smith of the 19th Regiment of Infantry, U. S. A., who commanded the First
Maine Cavalry at the battle of Gettysburg,
giving an account of the part taken by that
regiment in that engagement.
Col. Merrill

the term of twenty years, at

ntEETINUN.

Parasols,
$1.98
NO
pairs ladles’ low OritriTtM
T SHALL sell on the premises, at Woodford's
1MOI
black, wine, bull and brown colors, haml
Parasols,
i.gg
A Corner,
sewed and every pair warranted: |1.M Misses
Westbrook Neminary.
Tuesday, June 31. laitT, at 3
Wine Oxtords, sizes 11 to 2, il.OO; the largest
P- m., the following described property:
1.00 Light Colored Fancy Parasols, Assorted
Trustees of Westbrook Seminary are
assortment of low shoes In Portland, at DEAN
flae
two
story house and stable, with
.‘'■Jbe
THE
BEOS. 4*5 Congress street.
18-1
about
JO.ooo square feet of land,known
hereby nodded that their annual meeting
the Jon------be held
WEDNESDAY, June 32d at 2
athan Fogg place, situated
Handles,
.25 will
Deertng street, and
o’clock In the afternoon, at the Seminary Buildbetween Prospect and diest,nfthe
sjinare
PK.VIAI.E
HELf.
.75 Colored Fancy Parasols, Assorted Styles
nut streets; this Is one of the finest locations at
ing, In Deerlng, for the transaction of the following business.
Wooufurds; the buildings
all new, having been
bnllt by Mr. Kogg In the most careful and thorough
1st.—To dll any vacancies that may exist In the
and Handles,
two girls to go to Augns.25 Board
of Trustees.
manner for his
WANTED—One
ta. Me., for general housework In small
residence, and must tie exam2d.—For the choice of officers for the ensuing
ined, to be appreciated.
families; good wages and the fare to Augusta will
Black Satin, Lace Edge, Lined Parcsols
1.25 year.
1 1-2 story house and stable, with
be paid. Kmiuire at 71 FREE STREET, Portabout
other business that may
3rd.—To
transact
land.
18-1
any
Black Satin, Scalloped Edge, Lined Parasols
adjoining the atiove.
°!laIul
.98 properly come before the meeting.
I—The lot of land,
suitable for bulldlag lot.
GKENVILI.K Mi STEVENS,
*" **'**’ f,oni th* abov»l
girl capable of doing good
about
$1.25 Smallish Size Garnet Parasols
WANTED-A
.75
family cooking In a nice small summer 60xlOO?eet**
Secretary Board Trustees.
4—One-lialf In
hoarding house
Portland liberal wages paid.
with David Torres- of
Deerlng. June 1,1887.jethltd
Also
table and chamber girl.
wood lot, containing about 6 acres.
Black and White very desirable Striped Parasols .69
Address SUMMEK tlOAKDl.NO HOU8E, Press Offlee.
The above lucludes
of the Quest pieces of
16-1

DEATHS

Taken by Berdan’s Sharpshooters.

scot Central Railroad

Cold Handles,
Silver Handles,

$4.00 Silk
4.00 Silk

In this city, June 17, by Kev. K. J. Kyle, Kdw.
H. Goddard of Deerlng and Miss Ella U. Harmon
of Windham.
In Norway, Juue 12, David E. Lebruke of Waterford and Lizzie W. Brown of Albany.
In Palmyra, Juue 11. Willie O. flames of Canan and Mrs. Carrie G. Trim of Bradford.
In Troy, June 12, Loren L. Harding and Miss
Alice E. Knowles.

COMMISSION.

State

Grand Parasol Mark Down!

MARRIAGES.

The Yarmouth Chorus and the Yarmouth
Brass Band will tender a complimentary
concert to Prof. E. A. Blanchard at the Central church Wednesday evening. A very
entertaining programme will be presented,
including an organ recital by Prof. Blanchard, selections by the band, and readings by
the popular Dennett of Lewiston.
Graduation exercises at the High School
take place Friday afternoon, the 24th inst.
The class consists of three young ladies and
Seven gentlemen.
Hearn has taken the class
pictures. In the evening the first alumni reunion will be held at Masonic Hall.
THE

ANNUAL

and greater choice for the mediurn and lower glades.
The children are
also remembered by a large lot at the lowest
prices ever made. They guarantee there is
an actual loss on many of the qualities to
parties who made them.

A 1
UJ.

»VERTI8EMENT8.

priced goods

lowed by the tub race, greased pole, etc.,
»»*V

/

riio I.ET—A tenement ot Uve

Tile ‘‘Glorious Fourth” is now at hand,
and our citizens are preparing to have a
rousing celebration. Money has been sub;
scribed liberally, and a programme to suit,
the most fastidious will be presented. In the
morning at 5.30 o’clock occurs the ever popular parade of the antiques and horribles, fol...I.IaI.

NEW

]

HENRY
Portlaud

je8dtl

iJreat reduction In price* for’cash, or
quarter down and balance by the week,

B. A. ATKINSON k CO'S,
Cor, of Pearl and Middle Sts.

«V*»C I.V1PHO V KD PO HT 1,1*0

Cement, Drain and Sewer Pipe,
—MANOKAfTTKRD BY—

Portland Cement Pipe and Stone Co.,
24 PLUM 8T.

Trlephonr l!|7-

leblMOm

To Vessel Owners.
Port (’lyd* Marin.) Hallway has been thorTHUough
y rebuilt, and k>
lu readlnuaa to
now

onfall vessels in need of repairs. All work
and satisfaction guaranteed.
V. W. 8XIMPW>N. J*..
^dreM
declodtf
Port Clyde, id*.
utae

dispatched quickly

